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. Asa result of obvious 
m~asurements, the National 
tection .and Measurements in 
subcommittees to deal with 
report has been prepared 
and Measurements·· of 
Upon direction the 
'" suryeyof the nri1CtlCe 
special reference . clinical and 
also in cl udes some guidance as to 

. radioactivity assays which 
. are. embarking upon careers as 
may be confronted with the. task 
physics department in a hospital 

The .. substance of this report is 
6f tlielarge-scale problems 
illdustry. 



Preface 

Because of the nature of the problems encountered in 
clinical radiology, it appeared desirable to divide the prepara
tion of this manual iuto three parts, the first part dealing 
with basic standardization procedures which was prepared 
under the chairmanship of Dr. K. W. Geiger .. The second 
and third parts, dealing with specialized clinical and biological 
applications, were prepared under the chairmanship· of 
Dr. W. K. Sinclair. There has been a substantial inter
mingling of responsibility between the two groups and it is 
hoped that the overall manual is presented in a sufficiently 
uniform style. In view of the similarity of the problems 
and the procedures that exist in the two countries, the 
membership of this subcommittee and its task groups was 
comprised of representatives from laboratories in both 
Oanada and the United States. .' . 

In addition to the recommendations contained iIi this 
manual, the members of the Subcommittee would like to 
draw to the attention of its readers a number of texts that 
wiII be found to be of particular value in many areas in the 
clinical application of radioactive materials. These texts 
are listed in the General References at the end of this 
manual. In some cases references in the text may 
appear only under General References (e.g., an NORP-NBS 
Handbook). It is therefore suggested that an abortive 
search in the References section should be followed by a 
perusal of the short General References section. 

The following are members of either the subcommittee or 
one of its task groups; 

,V. B. Mann, Chairman* 
P. J. Campion 
L. M. Cavallo 
C. L. Comar 
T. P. Eberhard*t 
E. W. Emery 
S. Feitelberg 
S. B. Garfinkel 
K. W. Gciger* 
"V. Gross* 

*Members of Subcommittee r ... I-1. 
tDeceased 

IV 

J. Hale 
R. W. Hayward 
"V. F. Marlow 
E. H. Quimby 
S. A. Reynolds 
R. Rugh* 
H. H. Seliger 
W. K. Sinclair* 
H. O. Wyckoff 
\V. J. Yonden 

Stonc, 
Taylor, 
Trout,_ E. D., Nat. Elec. Mfgr. A~s6e. 
Trumj E., F."Am. Vet" Med. ,Assoc. 

", :'Warren,' Shields, RepresentatlVc.-at::1arge;, 
"Weatherwax, J. L., Represen~atlve~at-large. 

vVilliatris, E." G., Repl'esen~atlVe-:at-l.arge. 
Wyckoff; H. 0., SubcommIttee Chmrman., 
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1. Permissible Dose From External Sources, H. M. 
Parker. 

2. Permissible Internal Dose, K. Z. Morgan. 
3. X-rays up to Three Million Volts, R. G. Gorson~ 
4. Heavy Particles (Neutrons, Protons, and Heavier), 

H. H. Rossi. 
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Million Volts, H. W. Koch. 
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8. Waste Disposal and Decontamination. (This 
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11. Incineration of Radioactive Waste, G. W. 
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A standard is . a preparation of known strength. When 
such a standard has been calibrated in terms of the accepted 
standards of mass, length, and time, it is said to have been 
determined in absolute measure. Such a standardization is 
known as an absolute standardization and the standard is 
often called an absolute or primary standard. Such ab
solute measurements may have been made in a national 
laboratory or clsewhere. It has recently been proposed 
[McNish, 1958 and 1960], however, that such standards 
of a national or international character be designated 
national standards or international standards respectively. 

A telative standard. (or, as it is sometimes called, a derived 
or se~ondaty standard) is one which has been calibrated in 
terms of one whose value has been determined in absolute 
measure. Many standards are commercially available 
and may be used to calibrate routine measuring equipment. 
This equipment may then be used to calibrate those radio
active jireparations which the user employs for his task; 
these latter may be called working, laboratory, or calibration 
standards. ... . 

In some cases it is feasible to replace short-lived standards 
by simulated standards which consist of a mixture of longer
lived radionuc1ides. Over a substantial part of the energy. 
spectrum, and l1swtlly for it limited time, these simulated 
standards h,ivo almost identic,,1 radiation characteristics to 
the sliort-lived radionuclidc they replace. 

The expression reference SoUtce or performance standard 
designates a long-lived radioactive" soure€?, the actual 
strength of which docs not need to be known ... This type of 
source is used to check the constrtlley of radiation-detecting 
equipment. Such equipment in conjunction with a lange 
lived reference source, such as radium, may, after calibration 
with a standard of a short-lived radionuclide, actlially consti~ 
tute a user's laboratory or working standard of that.shortc 
lived radionuc1ide. Even in many national standardizing 
laboratories this combination of equipment, in the form .of 
ionization chambers and long-lived sources, constitutes the 
national standard of a short-lived radionuclide. 
. The terms accuracy and precision are used in the following 
sense. Accuracy expresses the degree of agreement with the 
true value of the quantity being measured and is subject 
to the influence of unknown systematic errors. Precision 
expresses the degree of reproducibility of. measuremellts .. 
The standard deviation of a set of measurements is often 
used as the criterion of preoision. (For more detailed 
dennitious of these items, Kendall and Buckland, 1957, 
may be consulted.) 
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source. . Trhhe~t'd~~~~~i~~ k;!'~ij~ihdI~l}i~~~'ig 
ular so uree spectrum has 
radiation scat~eri~g and a~:sd~;';~~~irl~~le 
Detection effic10n~10s. may. 1 s~~el:i~i~it~ 
coincidence coun~illg pro.vlded thceonl3idera'Nje 
For charged-partICle c!lllttel·.S.rinadowle"s. 
can be achieved by usmg a " 
a solid an de of 4,.. around the )e~t~J~;:~l~~iri~f~: 
makes the'" geometric,,:l factor b. 
corrections for scattermg and nr,eorni,iOll 0 

For very thiu sources and ell''',;e 
an euergy, practically lOO-percent 

bc.obtained. ')" comsjdeJl'.ed\~s "!~~,~ The following methods r 

absolute" methods of. S!~~;~J~~;£~~~i~t:i~~i~~~~.~~;~ the disin tegra tlOn rate 'S,'~~;ll ~~,,~oi~ri'~'~j 
data on the decay or. P 

lmo,vn the disintegratIOn :~~~~~!i~~t:~~;~i'[il';:l~~jJ~~~~~ .. 1.2.2. Weighing oj a ~ .. 
weighinO" is the oldest mettlod 

first be~n applied in. the l~[ij~~:~~~~~~11 radium; which was u~ed to 
radium-226, ".'as conSIdered 
ing orits eqUIvalent, such as 
",nd temperatur~ of a. gas, 

. activities of rachoactl,,:e 
abundance of the nu~hde g 
are known. The dlsmtegratlOn 
termined as it is given by the 

dN -=-"N, dt . 

where" is the decay. constant ("!-~. !lnhl.j~li~':Cl~~f~:~~~{~~ 
N is the number of unstable nuclO!, d . 

. or its equivalent... I~al:ti()ularJI.v syi.£;i,~I§.:Jt< 1.2.3. The calortmetrt? method. 
short-range particle emItters (su~h".J.';"l' t.lop."".I.O: 

beta) is. the calorimetric method ill ...; ~~;'Stfit(i.@if . . n· from the radioactive substan.ce IS emlSSIO . ... knowledO"e 
conversion to actiVIty. reqUIres a .... "'. 
energy per disintegratIOn. 
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1.2.4. Ionization measurements. If the. average energy 
expended by radiation in forming one ion pair in a gas be 
known, the total energy of the radiation from a source can be 
determined from ionization-current measurements. The 
determination of the activity of the source then requires· a 
knowledge of the average radiation energy emitted per dis~ 
integration, for the nuclide in question. . 

1.2.5. Loss-oj-charge method. For charged-particle emit
ters the loss-of-charge method allows the number of such 
particles emitted to be calculated from a measurement of 
the charge trausfer. Since the method is rather insensitive 
it is not recommended for practical usc. 

1.2.6. Activity Jrom production data. Knowledge of the 
irradiation data and production cross section for artificially 
produced radionuclides allows a fair estimate of the activity. 

1.2.7. Summary. Table 1.2-1 shows the conversion 
formulas giving disintegration rates in terms of various 
measured quantities for different methods. 

TABLE 1.2-1. Conversion of various measures of radioactivity into 
disintegrations per second 

Strength ofradioacUve nuclide expressed Disintegrations 
as per second Remarks 

1 curic ______ -- ____________________________ . 3.700XlO
lO 

1 gram of pure !'ac1ioactive nuclide_________ ~ X >. decay constant (sec-1), 
A A atomic weight (physical). 

. 1 watt total rate-or-energy cmissiOlL _____ _ E average energy emitted P(!t 
disiIltegration (Mev). 

1 roentgen/hour at I em (from gamma_ 
emitting point source), 

I.microampere charge 105S ________________ _ 

3.700XI01 
-1'--

~ 
P 

For values of r, the specific 
gamma-ray emission, see ap,
pendix A. 

p number of electron charges 
emitted pel' diSintegration. 

1.3. Supply of Radioactive Materials 

Radioactive materials are produced hy neutron bombard
ment, usually in a reactor, or bomhardment with charged 
nuclear particles in a cyclotron or other accelerator. Some 
radioact,ive materials are also available as fission products 
from reactors. Radionuclides which occur in nature can be 
isolated by appropriate methods. 

Artificial and naturally occurring radionuclides and also 
stable nuclides can be obtained from various organizations 
whose catalogs should be consulted for detailed lists and 

. descriptions of materials and services furnished. A com
prehensive purchasing guide, The Isotope Index, is published 
yearly by the Scientific Equipment 00., Indianapolis 19, Ind. 
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I tis imTlOrt,an tith:at radi,~acti!e: S61liti');r\~ SilOlildO"c 

cally ~~:~~!~~:~~~~lli lIlaterial, 
periodic group, added as 
adsorption effects and. 
1936]; in other cases, thIS ca~ 

the hydrogen ion concentra.~tl:?0~n;:i~~e6~~.11:~e~'l~~~~~~1[~~}~ nuclide should be .;: 
. permit .it to 
isotopic or not), or to 
lander and Kennedy, 
gold, which must h~ 

to, insure stable solntIOns. ~'t~~~:~~~~J~1~ 
. elements, such as :tiT aOl, are c&~~~~d'~i,~:j~~~l~~' 
solution. In table 1.4-1 are found 
solutions employed (see also sec. 5.1). 

TABLE 1.4--1. Comp'ositions of typicar 

Radionuclide Compound 

a From "RadiOisot~pes' Catalog and,p~lce Llst,'\Oak 

2. Physics of Some IU,diati.on iDlet'~c1:!>I'~i'i2 

An ionization chamberis an~r~~· :':~~~;~~:Ji~t~l~~I~~ field is applied across avolnme of i'1.E'la';t.l~ 
moving through matter. unde;go " 
atoms. or molecules. !n a . .gas, thn,!:es~~e~ .• ~J:"::¥1:~ir~1~~1;~~ 

.. ions· and electrons whICh, Ill. the a 



will recombine. In some gases tbe. electrons .inaybecome 
attacbed to ncntral molecules to form negative ions. Wben 
an electric field IS applIed to the gas, the ions drift. along the 
lines of force, t'hus producing an ionization current. Under 
usual conditions, electrons drift at speeds of the ordei' of 10' 
em/sec. The drift vclocity of ions is many orders of magni
tude less. ColhsIOns WIth gas molceules prevent their attain
ing high velocities. Table 2)-1. shows the. average energy, 
Wale, cxpended III thc productIOn of an IOn paIr III aIr. As can 
be seen, this quantity does not depend markedly on the 
ener!5y, and IS approxnnately tbe same for electrons and alpha 
partICles, when measured III the same gas (see also Valentine 
and Curran, 1958). 

For details of the ionization process see Wilkinson [1950] 
and Price [1958]. 

rL\Bl,J~ 2.1-1. Average enc7'gy exp.end~d in ihe product£on of an'ion pair 
tn atr 

RadiatIon 

33.6 
:34.0 
33.9 

35. ;:; 
35.0 

Reference 

Jesse nnd Sadauskis, 1955. 
Bay, Mann, Seliger, and Wyckoff, 

195i. 
Gro!lS, Wingate, and Failla, 1957, 
Jesse and Sadauskis, 1955. 
'\Veiss and Bernstein, 1955. 

and Sadauskis, 1953. 
and Hurst, 1954. 

2.1.1. The current ionization chamber. When an ioniza
tion chamber is in a radiation field, the measured ionization 
current first)ncre~ses with increasing voltage and then 
levels of!. FIgure 2.1-1. sholVs the so-called "saturation'! 
curve. In general) the voltage required to attain sattlration 
current for any chamber will depend on the rate at which 
ionization is· being produced. At saturation, the average 
1OllIzatlOn current, I, IS related to the number of ion pairs 
produced per unit time, N, by the equation 

I=Ne, (1) 

where e is the electronic charge. The chamber thcrefore 
measures the integmtcd cffect ?f a large number of ionizing 
~vents. The tune constant of the current-detecting device 
IS generally made long te suppress statistical fluctuations, and. 
whether the electrons are collected as free electrens (as for 
mstance m argon), or attached to slow-moving molecules as 
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VeLTAGE 

FNUEE 2.1-1. Saturation curve (ion current Ve1'8US collectir;g·(Vi 
for a typical ionization chamber. 

ions (as for instance in oxygen),)sofno inlp(~ttaI1cfX?!1c~ 
ever. the. probability of recombIllatIoll 

. Ivhich free .e1ectrolls only are fonned, andilll.tttr:"ti,6Il •. ~~ 
reached with a !o\ver field strength. 

When the ionization current IS suffi,cient.ly 
measured with a microarnmet.er. 
n'ecessary to·"use ·more sens~tlvo 
allowing the charge to coIl~ct on 
rate of change of voltage WIth an electl.:onael;er. 

This ionization current depends.on n;l~!~s?jc~'f~~~(id 
eh~mber, and therefore, in unsealed e~d~nt~:a?: 
for temperature and must e 

2.1.2. Pulse. ionization 
the total ionization of a "~ii;;;:;;lt;n,~olis 
particle (.or a group of. 
through the seusitive volun:e .can be'\~h~l!rfi~i,5~f~§1 
that the chamber isfiIIed WIth gas 1 

are formed. If the voltage d~r~o~p~~~~~[~i~l~;~~;~ Cll.rrent is measured across a 
the capacity of the electrode. 
(l.volta"e-time dependence IS 
in the. lower curve. of figure 
Msec). When the time,;;:~;~~~~~:'7R~b'.:; 
rises as· shown m the 

Here, a fast rise (to f;:j~~~~:~~~a~~~~i~h;~i~~ due to the rapidly ",;;vin" 
increase (to point B) due to.. . 
ions. When it is feasible to use a gas 
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B 

~A _------=----'---RC.'" 

RC= I fLsec 

TIME 

FIGUR.E 2.1-2. Voltage pulse on collecting electrode of pulse ionization 
chamber. 

(Halliday, 1955; courtesy of John Wiley and Sons.) 

collection, a time constant (RG clipping) of only a few 
microseconds is usually chosen to prevent pulse pile-up at 
high counting rates. If the clipping time is longer than the 
time for electron collection but much shorter than for col
lection of the positive ions, the pulse shape is determined 
by the movement of the electrons. The remaining positive 
iOilS induce a charge in the electron-collecting electrode 
and reduce the pulse amplitude, the magnitude of this charge 
depending on the location of the initial ionization. , There
fore, in a parallel-plate chamber, the pulse amplitude will 
depend on where the ionizing particle traversed the chamber. 
This undesirable effect can be overcome by placing a grid 
in the chamber (e.g., Frisch grid chamber) to screen the 
collecting "lectrode from the positive ions. The induced 
charges from the positive ions can also be reduced by usinO' 
a wire as the collecting electrode, usually in a cylindrical 
ionization chamber. 

The usc of a fast ionization cham bel' is limited at low 
particle energies by the inherent noise of the associated 
amplifier. This noise is equivalent to the arrival on the 
ionization-chamber anode of about 2000 electrons, which 
might represent an energy of about 70,000 ev dissipated by 
a particle traversing the chamber. For details see, for 
instance, Price [1958J. 

2.2. Proportional Counters 

When the electric field strength at the center electrode of 
a fast ionization chamber is increased above a certain level, 
the size of the output pulse from the chamber starts to in
crease but is still proportional to the iuitial ionization. A 
device which is operated in such a fashion is called a propor
tional counter. The great advantage of the proportional 
counter is that it allows one to detect a very low initial 
ionization) even down to a single ion pair. 
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where a is the radi,!s of the inner ~[:~~r.f~r~~~~~h~~~~ a wire b is the radms of the r 
voltag~ applied to the. C01"nloer.~ '!~':!:~~~~~:~~~~1~~~[~~, the wire incrcases rapIdly and 
the wire acquire enough energy 
sec()ndary ions and electrons; 

. l'roduce more secondary elec, trons. n~~~::~.~~~~,!h;~~~~~~~ developed. However, photons are 
production of the secondary elect~onsh 
release photoelectrons anywhere ,m t e 
walls . 

. If each electron.i~~~~~~~i:[~i0; forms ,a total orn 
the probability that a 

electron, the electron :~~:;i[ff~:~~~~;i~~~;~ One can assume that . 
collision; hence, there IS a second 
which, in turn, for!"s further 
number of electrons IS 

M=n+n''Y+ n3'Y'+ 

where M is called the multiplication factor, ""ne, allctthe~~ri~~5 
In a proportional counter n'Y lS less thane 

converges so that 
" n 

M=l-n'Y 

and the total number of sec,ondarJ;' elec¥l:!,sf: th,e",,;s,jllt 
to the number of pri!"arY,lOn pall'S. IS 

ro' erty of a proportIonal counter. 
. PJ[ultiplicationfactors ha~e been worked 
[Rose and Korff,.1941J. , FIgure 2,.2-1. 
values for j1if as a, function of ~.pphed VC,lt"ge 

2.2.1. Shape of the output pulse. .1n'COJ[1tra~L 
ionization chamber where the mam 

determined by the rapldJl!.ovmnent, ~~P:~f~~~:~~~::~~~~~ shape measured ,?n the Wll'e ofa ?, 
essentially determmed by ,the mc>vement"ol 
Since, in a proportionalcou!'ter 
develops very close to the WIre, 

588589-<61-2 
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FIG(JIH~ 2.2-1. J.l;/uIUplication factor, M, as junction of applied voltage 
for argo,,! at pteSSUTes oj 10 and 4-0 em Hg, radius of cenler wire= 0.005 
zn., radt:l.l8 oj outer electrode=O.435 -in. 

Y[~cgr(1, 1953, pt. I, Detection methods, n. H. Staub; comtcsy of John Wiley & Sons, New. olk, N.Y.J 

short distances and their effect on the pnlse rise is rather 
s':lall. Figure 2.2-2. shows a typical pnlse shape. A delay, 
of tl:"le t". elapses. before the primary electrons reach the 
mnltlpllCatIOn rCg101L This time t, is determined by the 
locatIOn oj the IllltlallOl1lZatlOn III the counter and (depend
mg' on Its constructIOn) may be of the order of 1 "sec. This 
delay time, which is variable, should not be ovcrlooked when 
COIncIdence experIments are carried out. 

10 

0', '2 TIME 

FIGURE 2.2-2. Voltage .pulse from pr~portional counle,(. 
Rossi,1052; courtesy of pre!).tl(»-Hall.] 

.Tnitially the pulse rises very 
as aresult of the movm;nen.t of the elE,ct:rorls 
the positive ions travelmg.m the strOl,lg 
.Asthe positiv. e ions movemto th .. e ,regw. n 
rise is slower and ccases when the IOns 
del' This for an average counter, takes 

Curve A shows the shape of th~ vOltage'_~~~~~i~R~}i~~ 
of charge from the anod~ wl~e (l.e., for r; 
time ·constant). In pro:ctJ,ce, '';1 order to 
resolution a suitable chppmg-.tIme 
the outpu't to give the type of 
Clipping. ti:r>es as sJ::ort as 0.1 
chief criterion here Isc!tio.ppl"i:ene,gP, s11fflci'Blli:.lylaJ 
which is decreased by 

the amplifier noise.level. . o,~.;:r~\~S~~fil~],~E~~:~ Since all the pulses WIll have" l>.AO.·.~n 
when the ionizing eyent 

height of the chpped 
ioniz'ation. However,'i~~~!i,:tt~J 
electron cascade .are s 

a~i~hrbI~~:d~r:i~nthe height of the outDllt 
w when the initial 

dei,aIls, see Rossi, 1952,and 
turtIle!' owre".a can also be caused 

end-effects,bothor 
along the wire. However, 
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shape of the outer electrode is unimportant. Since the 
avalanche takes place verY' close .to the wire and it is only 
necessary to have s~turatlOn for IOn collection through the 
whole. of th~ sensItIve volume, proportional counters can 
be bUIlt havI?g varlOusly.shaped outer electrodes. 

2.2.2. Chowe of countmg. gas .. A proportional counter 
sho~ld be filled WIth a gas m whICh the negative charge is 
carrIed by electrons. However, some such gases such as 
hydrogen, mtro!l'el!- a~d the noble gases exhibit a rapid 
change of multlphcatl~n factor, M, with applied voltage 
du~ to the appearance of p.hotoelectrons. Complex molecules 
whICh absorb ph?tons gIve better stability. Methane. or 
n;ethane-argon mIXtures are in common use and multiplica
tion factors up to 10' are possible. 
. 2.2.3. Applications of proportion,!l counters. The propor

tIOnal counte~ can be used to determme the ener"'y of particles 
a,nd photons If they are totally absorbed in the "counting gas. 
Eor lo,,:-energy X and gamma radiation, almost complete 
absorptIOn can be acllleved with a suitable "'as fillin'" (fiO' 
2.2-3). " "0' 
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QUANTUM ENERGY OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION, kev 

FI%URE 2.2-3. Pel'centar;e of quanta absMbed in 50 mg/cm2 oj argon, 
f'gpton, and xen.on (-toe.) 5-cm path at 5 atmospheres in argon at 

2.0 atmospheres tn ~ryptonJ or at 1.5 atmospheres in xenon). 1 

[Curran, 1950; courtesy of Atomic World, formerly AtomiCS.] 

P~oportional co~nters also have wide application to 
!,art~cle countmg wlth~utenergy discrimination. The source 
Itself c,:n be pla~cd m~lde the counter, avoiding window 
absorptIOn, ~ndlt IS possIble to work at atmospheric pressure 
genera~Iy wlth methane or methane-argon mixtures, unde: 
a contmuous gas flow (flow counter). Counter pulses due 
to a beta spectrum may vary in size by a factor of about 
12 

1000,. therefore the lissoci,a.te,d alr?l)'~,e~.~~Jj~I~: .·, •..• ··c;c, •• 
r~ngecharaeteristies(see ... 
(counting rate versus applied 
discrimination at eonstant yoltage) ean 

If the voltage on a proportional 
n1'.becomes greater thanone .(~ec. 2.2, 
diverges. Under these condlt~ons a 
which spreads all along the WIre 
and gives an output-pulse of 
the initial ionization. Less 
therefore required than for 

Unless the discharge is 

sustaining or multiple pulses ~~:;,~£:~~~~:~~::~~~~~&,~~ may be achieved externally, . 
by adding a suitable polyatomlC gas. 
has been frequently used is argon at 
9 em Hg with ethyl alcohol vapor, or s~':~i'IU~~.~~liol~af,i"'£ 
at .a pressure of about 1 cm H!l" Thes 
believed to be due to the followmg fact: 

Alcohol has a lower ionization potelltial tll;:;!lj'Lt~V:!e:J/s~'iS 
that the ions moving towards the cath,)de' 
few collisions consist only of alcohol 
to arO'on ions,' alcohol ions do not pI·od.uc~_ 
being neutralized at the cathode. 
pulsing is avoided. However, the :~:;o~;~!n,~f~ 
upon being neutralized and when the 
is exhausted, after about 10' counts, 
istics result. Halogen vapors also have 
effect. [Liebson an.d Friedman,. 194?; 
Since the halogen IOns do not dlssoclat~, 
a practically indefinite life. Th~operatmg .. 
considerably lowered. Argon, WIth the add,tIOn ,!'· .. e~,,' 
quantities of xenon, nitrogen, and has 
found to be a satisfactory filling G~,i'~k~~~i;g::tlQi~; 
[Shore, 1949; Collinson, D"m'lts,)]n)Ollllo,s, 
Zarzycki, 1960]. 

After an ionizing event, the sheath 
counter wire effectively lowers the wire pucel":": alQdrrilt,I""s; 
the counter inoperative until the ions 
cathode. Dead times therefore are 
300 [1.sec, and thus the Geiger-Miilleelr~~;;~~~i~~,J 
of such high counting rates as the h ~le~~~i;~~Y;)~l~r~ is also inferior because· the slopes 
counter plateaus are steeper than 
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counters, vahles of less than 1 percent variation in counting 
rate per hundred volts being uncommou unless an artificial 
dead time is used to reduce spurious counts. When it is 
necessary to establish an absolute counting rate, it is difficult 
to know which point of the plateau corresponds to the true 
counting rate. This is not so serious with a proportional 
counter where a plateau slope as low as O.l-percent counting
rate change per hundred volts can be achieved. Therefore, 
for standardization work, or for any other precise counting, 
preference should be given to the proportional counter. 
Lengthccompensated counters, for internal counting of 
radioactive nuclides in the gaseous form, give relatively 
ilat differential plateaus in both the Geiger-Muller and 
proportional regions (sec. 3.3). 

2.4. Scintillation Counters 

It has been long known that many substances emit visible 
light when exposed to nuclear radiations, and this property 
has been employed as the basis for the detection of these 
radiations. The opemtion of a scintillation detector can be 
dividcd into the following distinct ancl consecutive stages: 

2.4.1. The absorption ofthe primary radiation.' A charged 
particle incident on the scintillator may dissipate all its 
energy within the scintillator provided that the dimensions 
of the scintillator are greater than the range of the particle. 
When gamma radiation is incident, there are three principal 
processes which result in the prodnction of charged particles 
whose energy may he ahsorhed; namely, the Oompton effect, 
the photoelectric effect, and pair production. The mass 
absorption coefficients for total ahsorption (attenuation) 
and true (energy)! ahsorption for these processes in sodium 
iodide are shown in figure 2.4-L as a fnnction of gamma-ray 
energy, while similar quantities for anthracene are given in 
fignre 2.4-2. 

The photoelectric and pair-production processes resnlt in 
a well-defined energy release, as opposed to the continuous 
distribntion ohserved in the Oompton process, and hence 
discrete lines are obtained in the pnlse-height spectrum. 
Some typical distrihutions obtained with monoenergetic 
gamma rays incident on a sodium iodide (thallium-activated) 
crystal, are shown in figures 2.4-3. to 2.4-6. 

I In considering energy conversion iu a small mass, one must also remember that in the 
photOelectric etIect and in pair prodUction, energy may escape in the form of characteristic 
X rays and annihilation quanta. 
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[Hine and Browneil, 1956, ch. 6, Scintillation detectors, W. J. Ramm; court(is~ 
Press.1 

2.4.2. The conversion of thea:bs.orbed 
A small portion of the en.ergJ~ dlSswated 

cle in a scintillating medIUm IS emItte~ D~;O~~~;:;,.i?I aV'e:rM 
and ultraviolet. light. The number .0 •. 

energy h~, prodnced by 101:e . 
the scintIllator may be wntten. 

E 
P=hv'P' 
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FIGURE 2.4-2. The "I-ray mas8-absorption coe.(ficients of anthracene 
versus "I-ray energy. 

{Hine and Brownell, 1956, ch. 6, Scintillntion detectors, W. J. Ramm; coul'teSYof Academic Press.} 

The quantity '0 is often referred to as the intrinsic efficiency 
of the scintilh,tor. It is independent of energy for particles 
of low specific ionization; however for eertainscintillators, 
notably the organic ones, the intrinsic efficiency decreases 
',ith increased specific ionization. 

The time dependence of photon emission appears to follow 
an exponential law of the type 

p(t)=const (l-c'h) (2) 

where pet) is the total number of photons emitted during the 
time t. The decay time T is a characteristic of the scintil
lating material and essentially determines the maximum 
rise-time of the pulses that can be obtained from the material. 
In some materials, weak light emission may continue for 
times which are several orders of magnitude longer than the 
main decay time [Harrison, 1954]. 

2.4.3. The attenuation oj the emitted photons and their 
tection. Of the photons produced in the 
number detected depends on the geometry 
properties of the system, including those of I::fl:'~;b'~d:~~ 
light guides between the scintillator and ;b 
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electron-ll{ultiplier phototube 
For good scintillators and reSLS01G9A)le get)m.etlie". tllese·l:aC":: .. ;. 
tors, 'L, can, in general, be high. .~~~~I:?';':~D~al;ll~!~:~ 
on the cathode surface of phototube are' 
electrons with an efficiency 'c. Thus, the number ofpnLot,o'" 
electrons produced by p initial photons is 

P='L'CP· 

Typically, 'Lmay be as large as 50 percent while .'cusua.n: 
lies between 5 ana 10 percent. In order to make 
as possible, the photo tube should be so chosens~~:~~rjri~i)i~ 
spectral response curve closely matches the photon 
of the scintillator. Combining eqs (1) and (3), the nULmlJer 
of photoelectrons obtained for a given energy release 
the scintillator is given by 

p=€p~~EC E. 

The quantity _h_v_ is sometimes used as a quality critCl·ioll •. ;; .. ;; 
Ep €L EO 

of the detector and, under good conditions, has. a value 
tween 500 and 2,000 ev per photoelectron.. This rr\>ty be ':.,::': 
compared with the 25 to 40 ev required to produce one·l<)n· ... :. 
pair in a gas counter. 

2.4.4. The electron~multiplication process. The 
. electrons ejected from the cathode of a photo tube 

celerated towards the first dynode under the 
electric field. The dynode surface has the 
emitting secondary electrous. (the number 

function of the accelerating potential ~~~:~}i,i~n!t!f~:~~!;~11~ir between 3 and 5) when .struck by the 
These secondary electrons are then 
further dynode and the process is repeated, 
more such stages, an overall gain up to 10' or 
readily achieved. 

2.4.5. Oharacteristics of scintillation co"Mers. 
characteristics of some of the more COmUQOllly 
tors are given in tables 2.4-1,2 

Of the inorganic scintilla tors, the most ,,,;,101,, u.se,:n,' 
thallium-activated sodium iodide crystal. n,"~~f~:~: '$ij~ 
is highly transpareut to its own radiation and tl 
be used in large thicknesses. This 
high density, make it particularly 
of gamma-ray spectra. Each 
rise to several peaks in the 
complex gamma-ray spectra are sOlnetirrles 



TABLE 2.4-l. 

Scintillator 
Den- Light sity, 

gfem a yield 

t! 
( 1. 25 5.8 4,450 1.00 

N Quaterphcnyl ____ .. _ 5.8 4,380 0.85 

2 
1.16 5.7 4,100 .73 

2 
6.1 
5.7 . 78 

2 
.67 

11 Diphenylanthra_ 
4 

5.8 
cene. . 65 

4 Tcrphcnyl 1. 23 5.8 . 55 12 crystals read-
5.8 
5.8 

0.26-0.92 7 
obtainable, 

.46 10 
1.15 5.8 3,450 1. 58 

ob10month,"cono··1 
.15 75 

9.8 .03 

TABLE 24-2 Ino (. rgantc sctntillators 

Scintillator Dell-
EtTec- ,"YaV('- Light 

(aetivator in 
tive length Ro· s!ty, atomic yield Decay 

parentheses) g/cms of frac- (an- time, num- omission, tive thra· 
Remarks 

bel', Zr A in- cene 
.4sec 

dcx =1.00) -.-------_.- ----ZnS (Ag). ______ 4.1 27 4,500. _.-, 2.4 *(2.0) ~(>l) Only very small 

CdS (Ag)_ .. ____ 4.8 44 7,600 ______ 
crystals, trans-

2.5 ~(2. 0) *(>1) 
parency poor. 

Na! (Tl) _______ 3.67 50 4,100 ______ 
Only small crys_ 

1.7 2.0 
ta!s, yellow 

0.25 Excel1cmt crystals 
KI ('1'1) ________ 3.13 49 4,100 ______ 

avai~ablc, hygw-
1. 68 0.8 

SCOPIc, 
>1 Excellent crystals 

NaCl (Ag) _____ 2.17 16 2,450, 
avaHablr, not 

1.54 1.15 >1 
hygroscopic. 

LiI ('rl, Sn, 4.06 
3,850. Excellent crystals 

or Eu). 52 nIue- 1. 95 available, 
green. -"------- ------_.- Activation prob. 

LiF (AgOl). ___ 8.1 
loms! hygro-

CsT (Tl) _______ --4~5i--

" -'vi-iit(;~~:=: 
1. 39 0.05 SCOpIC. 
1. 79 1.5 

------- _. 
>1 Excellent crystals 

gSBI' (TJ) ______ 4.44 49 
obtainable, not 

aWO~ ________ 6.06 59 -:(300.-::=== 1. 70 2.0 >1 
hygroscopic. 

1. 92 1.0 >1 Small crystals 
transparency 
good, 

*The light yield and the d 
depend strongly on f. . cC<\y tltne of the zmc-sulfide and d' 
degree tbis is also the o~~;lfo~~~~:~re,~t \Quep.ching) and intensit~aof~~~Wa·at1;IlfideTPllOsphors 

llOlgamc phosphors. lon, 0 a Jesser 
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Scintillating 
solute Solvent 

p_'l'erphenyl. 

25-DiphenYOxa- 5 .87 5.6 
'zoIC (PPO) . 
NaPhthYl~henYl- 4 .87 5.6 

oxazole a-NPO). 
Phenylcyclo-9,10·Diphel~yl- 5 .94 5.6 

anthracene . hexane. 
Phenyl a-naph- Phenylcyclo- 3.5 .94 5.6 

thylamine . hexane. 
Diphcnylhexa- Phenylcyclo- 1.6 .94 5.6 

triene, hexane. 

pret. Besides the full energy peak 
energy dissipation of each 

3,700 I: 50 
3,700 

3,800 1.50 .46 

3,600 UiO 

4,800 

3,800 ,37 

other peaks together with a broad 
present in the spectrum (see figs. 2.4-3, 
2.4-6). A discussion of the distributions ';]~Si,&~;!~f ~i!~ 
figures is given by Heath (1957). An ;,.,.,.nm+Q"t l} 

tion in thc analysis of spectra is the reE",lllH'Dll, 

half height, of the full nl;;~t~:~1~~~;6(&~.; •• ~~~! 
arises from the variance p. 
produced at the 
statistical nature of the ele,ot1:'oTIHYlultiplication or(]ccss. an(F',,/ 
therefore varies with energy. 
presently available this may be perhaps 6 
the 662-kev radiation of barium-137. 

Owing to the low average atomicc,a~~:~d~~ifo~I'~i:~i~,'~~ 
scintillators, the photoelectric and 1l 

sections are gTeatl), reduced and hence ~~~~~~:f~~~:~m~:'i;!,~~ themselves primarily to· the detection 
and also neutrons, which produce proton re'OOllS 
hydrogeneous material of the scintillator. Some 
energy curves for ionizing particles in anthracene 
in figure 2.4-7. . 
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FIGURE 2.4--7. Range-energy curves for ionizing parUcles in anthracene. 
[Birks, 1953; courtesy of McGraw-Hill.] 
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2.5.l.Statistic8 of pul8e counting. The pt()ce:ss 
active decay is a random phenomenon; 
countedform a random sequence in time. 
ing for a finite period of time can only yield alln~:;~;~~:.te 
the true, average counting rate r. The}l 
subject to statistical fluctuations. The pr()b',blJIlty tn"t.a;. 
certain number of events n occurs within a time t 
ever, be expressed mathematically by the Poisson a:;;n·dd·ti~tiis $c.iZ 
distributions. . 

From these, an expression for the error of a IXl;~a'll!,·enle'Hi'.;.l~~ 
can be derived; this is the standard deviation. 
the standard deviation in the total count is 

u=1n. 
The standard deviation in the counting rate is 

u,=f{n=~· 
The standard deviation is a measure of the scatter of a 
of observations around their mean value. For ~x".m.jJl('i:; 
about 10,000 counts am necessary for a standard 
in thetotal count of ± 100 or of ± 1 pcrcent. The nrc,naniliitv 
of a single observation being within the st2:ndlard OAVlfl.IWTl 

from the mean is 0.68. In other words, wh.en 
vations are made,approximately two-thirds of the onHc,·v;'.C 
tions ought to lie within the standard deviation 
mean and the remainder outside. This fact allows 
praisal of the performance of a counting system to be quicklj'.'·c'.'i 
made. . 

Since radioactive decay is a st::!~s~;fa~~~~:~~~~.~~ 
be equally suspicious when the af,~~~~~iSi!'i 
considerably more precise than jJI'<'Ul0LeU t 
siderably less precise. A rigorous e~~I~~~.~l~O~;".r:(;,u~&:;~"i;t. 
performance may be obtained from i 
[Fisher, 1950]. 

usually given to indicate the precision of In the presentation of data., th;e~s~t~an~f:d~arl~d~ii~~~~~::~l~f,i~',j~, 
following confidence limits apply to 
of the standard deviation: 

Deviation ________________ ._ ±0.675.,. ±u ±2.,. 

Probability that observation 
lies within this deviation __ _ 0.5 0.68 0.95 

588589-61-3 
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The deviation equal to ±0.675" is called the "probable 
error" of an observation. There is a 50-percent chance that 
another obscrvation will lie within these limits. 

The above data allow one to estimate if a counting rate 
deviates by more than the statistical fluctuations from a 
previously determined rate. This is of importance when 
equipment is checkcd routinely with a performance standard 
(see sec. 1.1). For instance, a deviation of more than 2" 
from a previously established mean should be considered 
with suspicion since the probability of this occurring is only 
5 percent. (For further details, sec Evans, 1955, ch. 27; 
and Quimby, Feitelbcrg, and Silver, 1958, pp. 179 to 182.) 

2.5.2. Background considerations. In most instances the 
radiation counter exhibits a background rate which is not 
negligible and which has to be subtracted from the gross 
counting rate. The statistical fluctuations of the background 
must be included in the estimate of the error. According to 
tbe theory of errors the standard deviation of the net counting 
rate is 

(3) 

T refers to the total counts and B to the backgTOund. In 
counting sources of rcasonable activity, it is usually sufficient 
to determine the background counting rate only once (or 
perhaps before and after a series of samples) by counting long 
enough to make <Tn negligible compared to "T' The optimum 
division of available time between background and source 
counting is given by 

(4) 

Here tB and tT have to be obtained from a preliminary run. 
The minimum combined time necessary in order to achieve 

a predetermined precision can be estimated for particular 
values of total counting rate relative to background counting 
rate. Curves published by Loevinger and Berman [1951] 
enable this to be accomplished for any practical case. These 
curves are reproduced in figure 2.5-1. As an example of the 
application of these curves, suppose that it is desired to deter
mine with a precision of ± 5 percent the activity of a sample 
which has a counting rate approximately half that of the 
background. Then Ie, the ratio of total to background count
ing rate, is 1.5, and from figure 2.5-1, the 5-percent line inter-
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sects the oblique line for k= 1.5 at a tot~l count of 
The point of intersection lies about one-third of the 1i~~.~~~~ 
between the background-count curves for 3,000 
Thus, the background count should be about 
curves are very valuable whenever the '.' 
can be used. A preliminary.rough de~ermmatlOn of 
ground and the total countmg rates IS ~~lc:~~s~l~i:~~~id~~~~( 
establish the value of k. The preset-count .. 
with these curves then enables. ~II sample activities ",.~".'. 
determined with the same preCisIOn. 

2.5.3. Minimum detectable~~!~;~;:~~~f,~~i~fE~l~~;:~ not be made indefinitely long, eo!'.:::;, •• 2. 
siderations determine the minimum 

good ruIe of thUl~b i~ this connection is b(~t~£e:b~~~,g~gg~Ji;, sider a count whICh IS different from t~e 
by little more than the standard deViatIOn 
fluctuations. Such a count suggests that an 
observed but does not establish it. If the c"mnt 
from the back!ITound count by more than tWICe~~?p~~::11~ihhi;1 
deviation of the background count one can 
reservations that an effect has been observed. 
effect is such that the count is different from theb. >&c. kgr6.~I':'-itj 
count by more than three times t~e standard dCV1!l-tIOIl 
background count can it be considered as establIshed, ow,~~ , 

\ 



the probability of its being due to background fluctuations 
alone is then only 0.3 percent. (See table in sec. 2.5-1.) 
[De Benedetti and Findley, 1958J. 

The minimum detectable activity can therefore, on this 
basis, be considered to be that amount of activity which, in 
the same counting time, gives a count which is different from 
the background count by three times the standard deviation 
of the background count. 

2.5.4. Background equivalent activity. A useful concept 
for expressing the intrinsic sensitivity of any detector is that 
of the Background Equivalent Aetivity (BEA) [Seliger and 
Schwebel, 1954; Mann and Seliger, 1958a, table 3J. This 
quantity, for 'my given instrument and radioactive nuclide, 
is, as its name implies, the activity of that nuclide which 
will, in the partiCUlar geometry used, produce a response of 
that instrument which is equal to its background reading. 
The minimum detectable activity with regard to any radio
nuclide and measuring system will be a fraction of the back
ground equivalent activity. 

2.5.5. Counting losses. After detection of a pulse the 
counter and the associated electronic equipment are inop
erative for a short interval (the "dead" time T) causing a 
certain fraction of counts to be lost. A complete treatment 
on counting losses has been given, amongst others, by Elmore 
[1950J. For a nonextendable dead time, T, the true counting 
rate, R, is given by 

R=_r_ 
I-Tr 

(5) 

where r is the observed counting rate. Dead times for 
Geiger-Muller counters can be from 100 to 300 ,"sec. Dead 
times for proportional and scintillation counters depend es
sentiallyon the associated electronic circuitry and are usn ally 
of thc order of a few microseconds. Counting rates where 
the losses exceed 10 percent should be avoided. 

The following are somo of the methods available for deter
mining the dead time: 

(a) Half-li]e measurement. Theactivityof a radionuclide 
of relatively short half-lifo, for instance iodine-128, Tv, 
=24.99 min, is followed. The decay is plotted on semiloga
rithmic graph paper and compared with a straight line drawn 
for Tv,=24.99. Corrections can then be taken directly from 
the graph, and avoids any ealculation. 

(b) The two-source method. Two sources of about equal 
activity are counted individually and together. Care should 
be taken that the presence of one source does not 
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influence the counting rate dne to the othersonrce (S~:,t~~~~~~;;,~~; 
An approximate expression for the dead time [s 
ample, Price, 1958J is , 

1'1 +1'Z-rlZ--:-1'B 

r 1'1'},2-1'12-1'22 ' 

where the r-'s are the total counting ,~a~~t.~es~i.~:~!~~(ri~h~:%f~:~i~ refer to the two sonrces; rB designates the 
Since (6) contains differences of large 
counting rates have to be dctermined with 

(c) l1deasurement with an oscilloscope. 
estimatc of the resolving time can be made 
tri"gered oscilloscope is connected at a point betweOll 
anfplifier and scaler. Using the equipment at a ~ff~~f~i~;~1~. ing rate, the minimum time between the two 
pulses can be read on the oscilloscope screen. . 
must have a shorter dead tIme than the precedlllg 
the equipment, bnt this condition is nearly always fulfilled .. ;;! 
in practice. 

2.5.6. Statistics 0] ionization chambers. Statisot.~i;ciia,~lac'ti;;:' 5;j 
tions in the number of particles produced in a 1" 

decay process is reflected in the "ariation 
released in an ionization chamber (or 
see Price, 1958). The total charge, 
time in the chamber will be equal to 
q is the average charlSe re)eased 12er HC~:C"'.'H 
is the number of partIcles lllteractlllg the ch;~m~,~l'Jri;!'} 
that time. Therefore the standard deviation in 
q times as large as the standard deviation in n, 
Suhstituting Q=qn one obtains 

This treatment neglects the fluctuations in the Clll1l'gC 

leased by the individual nuclear particles. 
gives the treatment for rate-type iOllization-clla.rnb~r,.3)i:i 
instrnments. 

3. Principal Methods for Absolute St:an,cral:di:latiolL .i'l!X 
3.1. Standardization by 41f Counting 

Perhaps the most widely applicabl6 method for ,the st(mdl~:)'i 
ardization of alpha- and beta-emitting nuclides is 

. 4". counting. This method involves the use of as thin 
as possible for the source mount and this film is looked 



both sides by two detectors each sub tending a solid angle of 
essentially 2 .. steradians at the source. This section will be 
limited to gas counters as detectors. 

Several designs of 4 .. counters have appeared in the liter
ature, including spherical, cylindrical, and pillbox types 
[Hawkings, Merritt, and Craven, 1952; Smith, D. B., 1953 and 
1954]. Representative examples of these are given in figures 
3.1-1,3.1-2, and 3.1-3. 

Figure 3.1-1 shows the National Bureau of Standards 
spherical counter in which a source is placed on the center 
of a metallized collodion film supported on an annular alumi
num foil which divides the counter in half. Two loops of 
O.OOl-in.-diameter wire form the anodes. Methane or a 
mixture of argon and methane is used as a flow gas at 
atmospheric pressure. A cylindrical type of 4.. counter 
designed by the Atomic Energy Research Establishment 
at Harwell, is shown in figure 3.1-2. This counter is oper
ated in the Geiger-:NHillcl' region using a "one-shotl) filling 
of 90 percent argon and 10 percent ethyl alcohol at 10 em 
of Hg pressure. It is, therefore, necessary to pump out the 
counter thoroughly, or flush with argon, before filling, each 
time a source is inserted. A counter of this geometry could 
equally well be operated in the proportional region. Figure 
3.1-3 shows a sketch of a simple pillbox type of counter 
which has been used by the Chalk River Laboratories. 
One desirable feature which is necessary for any counter 
which employs an internal source is that it should be readily 
demountable for decontamination should a source acciden
tally he dispersed inside the counter. 

The intrinsic efficiency of a well designed 4 .. counter is 
assumed to be 100 percent for charged particles [Hawkings, 
Merritt, m,d Craven, 1952; Seliger and Schwebel, 1954]. 
Any departure from 100-percent efficiency that has been 
observed can be attributed to absorption by the source and 
the source mount. High effwiencies arc also possible for 
X rays (electron-capturing nuclides) by operating at ele
vated pressures [Allen, 1957; Campion and Merritt, 1957]. 

Since the source mount forms an integral part of the 
counter cathode it must be sufficiently conducting to provide 
adequate field strength at the source and to prevent local 
chargino-. At the same time the mount must be as thin as 
practie,;'j to reduce absorption losses. A common technique _ 
is the use of a thin plast,ic film, which can be made as thin 
as 1 or 2 pg/cm' (see, for example, Pate and Yaffe, 1955a), 
and rendered conducting by the vacuum evaporation of a 
suitable metal onto the surface. Gold is commonly used 
since it is stable to most chemicals and can be readily evap-
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COUI/TER END CAP 

FIGURE 3.1-2. q.7rfJ Geiger-J.l1uller counter. 
[Smith, D, B., 1953; courtesy of U.K. Atomic Energy Authority.l 



FWUIm 3,1-3, 4.1f{j Proportional counter: pillbox type. 

orated; other elements luwc been used. The amount of "old 
required to make a conducting surface is in some doubt "and 
appar~ntly depends on the counter used; however, abo~t 20 
",g/cm IS probably SUffiClCnt lor most cases. A simpler 
source mount can be made by depositing the source on a 
plastl~ film ;md then covering it with aluminum leaf (~200 
",g/cm). 1111S method results m a considerably thicker 
source mount and a correction must be made to "now for 
the absorption of the low-energy particles by the mount. 
These. corrections have been discussed by Smith [1954], 
Hawkmgs, Merl'ltt, and Craven [1952], Mann and Seliger 
[1953], "nd more recently by Pate and Yaffe [1955c]. 

The output pulse from proportional and some GeiO'er
Muller counters is such that extermtl amplification is ne~es
sary. In the case of a proportional counter, the pulse hei"ht 
may '(ary over a considerable range l perhaps three order': of 
magllltude, and hence, g?od overload properties are requircd 
of the C1rcllltry. The Ideal characteristic of the external 
amplifier is a short dead time ;vhich is independent of input 
pulse hClght. TillS charactenstlC has been approached in 
recent. amphfiers [Kelly, 1956; Fairstein, 1956]. If, however, 
there IS a varmble (extend~ble) dead time present anywhere 
~n the countmg system, tins may be corrected by artificially 
mtroduCl'.lg a consta!lt paralYSIS tIme wlncll IS longer than 
any: posSIbly occurrmg, dead hme. Such a technique is 
deSIrable when usmg GClger-Miiller counters, which have 
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variable deadtirlles, and it alSo at, the 
sptIriousc?unts. It should be nO.ted 
disintegratIOn-rate determmatlOns WIth, say, a 
tional or Geiger-Muller cOlmter, it is not neceilsa.ry 
amplifier to be linear, since an indication of an 
that is required. 

The measurement of the activity of a soun,e 
made by plotting a curve of counting ~ri,~J;:::~acY~'~ •••• ·"··;;2il 
potential applied to the co:mter, ke)r~:~.f,n\~~~ d 
bias level constant, or agamst the 
fixed counter potential. (The first Rlt,errlfl.t.1VA 

with Geiger-Muller counters.) mayexlGend 
some 200 volts of the applied and its slope M.e,F .,,;' ;1112 
mines the precision of the The slope 
of the order of 0.1 percent per The eounting 
so obtained must be treated for following corrections. 

3.1.1. Dead time. See section 2.5. 
3.1.2. Background. This is readily obtained 

a blank source mount into the counter. The 
raGe is then subtracted from the observed counting 
the correction for dead-time losses. The 
in a well shielded proportional counter may be 
counts per second, but depends on the size. 
the background is due to natural activity 
from which the counter is constructed, and a 
of the "cleanliness" of such materials is 'i·~~.~;b~y~;i~.~~:;,~:~;f. 
Brown, Cruikshank, and Fowler [1956]. 'f 
dead times of proportional-counter systems 
counting rates that the background-rate correction is 
tively very small. 

3.1.3. Source-mount absorption. If necessary, a corre()" ., 
tion for the absorption in the source mount should be ma.ae .... " 
The analysis of Pate and Yaffe [1955b] is recommended 
the most precise work. . 

For electron-capturing nuclides (X rays), difficulties 
hecause of uncertainties in the absorption of the 
electrons. They are therefore filtered out foils of suj.tal~l~ 
thickness. The fluorescence yield (fig. 
to correct to the total disintegration rate. 
empirical corrections are also required for possible L 
capture. 

3.1.4. Self-absorption correction. There is at present 
geueral method for determining this correctioll with 
accuracy comparable with that for other corrections 
counting. The technique of progressively diluting a 
solution until the observed activity expressed in oe;~r::hl~~~~~\ 
original sollltion is a constant merely indicates that 
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self-absorption has been obtained rather than that the cor
rection is zero. Calcnlated estimates based on the size of 
the crystals forming the active deposits and macroscopic 
abs.orption co?fficients have been .madc by Meyer-Schutz
me1ster "nd Vmcent [1952J and Sehger and Schwebel [1954J. 
Yaffe and FIshman [1960J have used a vacnum-distillation 
method to set up self-absorption curves applicable to this 
source-preparation technique. Carswell and Milsted [1957J 
have ,!sed a ~pray technique to produce very thin sources 
but thIS techmque does not permIt of quantitative deposition. 
Recently Merritt, Taylor, and Campion [1959J have used 
the ~7I"{3-y coinddenee-co un ting technique to measure, nnder 
specified condItIOns, the self-absorption for a number of 
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r"dionuclides amenable to thisteclinique. 
me"n superficial density of 
ward the self-al,sorut.ion 
1.0 percent for 
and 40 percent for the beta tra.nSJiLlO>l1 
An appreci"ble improvement was found by 
aO'ents (e.g., insulin as a wetting agent and 
"oseeding agent in the crystallization process), 
for the weaker beta-emitters. 

By incorporating into the same chemical compound 
radionuclides, one a beta emitter and the other a prllviousl'V". 
standardized beta-gamma emitter,. Taylor, 
and Campion [1960J (see also Campion, and 
1960) have nsed 471"{3-y coincidence coun ting to 
self-absorption of sulfur-35. 

3.1.5. Decay. When making a series of m;~::~;~~lIY~~'~l~ ••• ~ 
a short-lived radionuclide, the observations 
rccted for decay to some reference time. If 
time for which a count is taken is an ap'prclci"ble fI'action 
the half-life, a correction for the decay during :E.;~\i~.:~f 
must also be made. It can be readily shown that ) 
ing rate at the beginning of the count N,~o is given 

A 
N'~O=nOb' (l-e-M) 

where nOb' is the total number of counts observed durinlg.thc'" 
counting period t and A the decay constant. 

3.1.6. Standardization by 271" counting. Forthe sta.ndarc[E.;,;; 
ization of alpha-emitting nuclides it is possible 
geometry, which is essentially one-half of a. 
Although all of the considerations in 4". cOlmtiIlg 
equally well here, certain characteristics of h:,,:;ifc~~lra~~.!~~ 
cle-disintegration process allow this more r· 
simpler geometry to be used. . 

The source may be electrodeposited or evap,00~ra~tt:e:~d~fu~,t¥.1f~ 
a polished metal backing that behaves as a Sl . 
medium. Alpha particles, being more massive than 
trons, are less easily backscattered from-' the backing so .k.k '" 

the fraction of the alpha particles scattered into. the 'm'ui,,,'rl 
direction is far lcss than in the case of beta particles. 
alpha particles are emitted in monoenergetic groups 
much higher energies than beta particles which are c/tar'tct,et,h 
istically emitted in a spectrum of energies. The sm'ea.c]·m 
volt,age pulses from the 271" proportional counter 
indicate the degree of source self-absorption present. 
due regard is paid to the preparation of the source, 
should be effectively "weightless" on a smooth backing, 



backscattering and sonrce self-absorption effects can be made 
to be of the order of a few percent or less, while the corrections 
for thesc effects are of opposite arithmetical sign and tend to 
be self-canceling, so that the ultimate accuracy approaches 
that obtained by 47r counting. 

3.2. Coincidence Counting 

If a nuclide emits two or more simultaneous radiations 
a measurement of its absolute disintegration rate lllay b~ 
made by the method of coincidence counting. Two dctectors 
are required, each of which will respond, idcally, to one radi
ation only. In principle at least, it is not necessary to know 
the efficiency of either detector. For example, if we consider 
a radlOnuchde havmg a gamma my following a beta transi
~ion,. and having an absolute disintegration rate N, then, 
m prmclple", the cOllntmg rates m the two couuters and in 
the coincidence channel may be written: 

N~=No'fi 

N>=No'r 

Nc=No€p€"/. 

(1 ) 

where ,~and '> are the efficiencies (intrinsic detector efficiency 
and efficiency due to solid angle subtended by each detector 
to the source) of the beta "nd gamma detectors. 

We thus obtain 

(2) 

independent of the overall efficiency ,~ or '>, of either 
counter. 

Due to the spread in rise time of the pulses in the individual 
channels it is necessary to employ a coincidence mixer with a 
finite resolving time, TR, so that no true coincidences will be 
lost. As a conscquence, not only will true coincidences be 
recorded in the coincidence channel, but also random events 
that occur within a time TR of one another. These random 
coincidences, often called accidental coincidences, are given 
for low-efficiency detectors (Dunworth, 1940), by , 

(3) 

*The relationships in the following paragraphs, and equation,;;, have been discusscd and 
derived in genenll terms and it must. be understood th,)t Nfl, Ny, and Ne arc cQuntingl'ates to 
which appropriate and small conections, c.g., for background, should be mflde. TIms if 
Np, N,,/, and No are observed counting rates, eq (2) is correct only in principle as corrections 
which are discussed hltcl' should be applied to it. 
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Using eq (3) to correct eq (2) for these random COlnCl.deloces 
gives; neglecting second-order terms, 

No=Nfv~~(1+2TR Nfv~~} 

In practice some modifications to the abo"v~:e:h~J~I~~l~:~J,a{,~" ,';~ 
necessary, as will he discussed below. The t, 
applied to (3, [Dunworth, 1940], [Lyon 
1956], ,,/, [Hayward, Hoppes, and 1955], 
[Allen, 1957; Lyon.and Reynolds, 1957] cornClderlCeC01[ntm§(, .. ,'·';;:' 
Since the basIC prmclple IS the same for ~;',V~;jib~d 
(3, and ,,/, coincidence counting will be u 
examples. 

As has been emphasized by Putman [1953],],}:t~h.~ee~o~~~~d~~/' 
method is valid with respect to extended ;i, 
that either detector is equally sensitive to 
source. 

3.2.1. Beta-gamma coincidence counting. The 
applicable to (3, coincidence counting using detectors WllOEie 
efficiencies are relatively small have been described by se~~~raL ; 
authors [Dunworth, 1940; Barnothy and Forro, 1951","'lCg:,.· 
bahn, 1955, ch. 26 "Measurement of ~~!i~::;~T~:~~)d,)fJ6~~;{.;"li!« 
by J. L. Putman; and Bay, 1956]. If, ", 

!tpproaches 100-percent efficiency, as, for ~~:~~~~~~~~~.~~~~. J\fi ploying a 47r counter for the beta detector, 
probably becomes one of the most powerful 
able at the present time for the standardization 
emitting nuclides which may have a gamma 
decay scheme. A 47r(3, coincidence unit ~rrlp!oy:lllg; 
scintillation counter for the beta detector de'leriibed 
by Steyn and Haasbroeck [1958], while a IL:ti,~~l·c~~~~Ge~s 
a Geiger-Muller counter and liquid S?l.n~i.i"U1.",m)!l 
the heta and gamma detectors respectively has been rel}01'te,dL.2 
by Smith [1954], 

A sketch of a 4,,(3, ooincidence unit. as described :co ;iii 

Campion (1959) is shown in figure 3.2-1. It consists 
47r(3 gas-flow proportional counter having a turntable 
ttnism to facilitate the loading of sources. Above and 
this counter are mounted two 3 X3-in. SOd<11i;u~~m~(~~~~~I!litfJJf'ili~11 lium-activ>tted) crystals and associated e 
phototubes. The whole detecting system is 111L'U1J.'"<1 .. 1,", 

suitable lead shielding, not shown. The usc of two cl:~rStalSi'.;;bi" 
as shown in figure 3.2-1 is, of course, not ~~;~~:1:~~~:~~.;;~ coincidence work. The outputs of the "amma-ray 
arc amplified, pulse-height analyzed and finally added 
entering the coincidence mixer. " 



FIGURE 3.2-1. A 4w{3-')' coincidence counting unit. 
Left, ,the complete assembly, excluding shielding. Rigbt an exploded view of the 4 p 

proportIOnal gus-flow counter. ' l' 

In. any coincidence arrangement it is esscntial that no 
cOIllCldences be lost due to the use of too short a resolvinO' 
tune. A convelllent way to cheek this is to introduce a vari:' 
hIe delay III each channel and then to observe the coincidence 
countlllg ratc as .a function of the relative delay between 
channels. A hmlly oj such curves should he obtained for 
dIfferent rcsolvmg times: Provided the latter are sufficiently 
10n15 the curves :YllI exhlhlt a J?lateau, th~ abs.olute height of 
whwh IS almost llldependent oj the resolvlllg tIme. An accu
rate. value of the resolvmg trme, Tn, can be obtained by intro
ducmg completdy.random pulses into each channel, when 
the observed comcldence countlllg rate will be o-iven by eq 
(3) above. " 

. In 41T/3-'Y coincidence counting N~ is invariably much 
hl15her, s?me 10 to 100 tnnes, than N 7 . In such circumstances 
It IS also Important. to be ccrtain th~t the /3 and 'Y pulses, arising 
from the same dlsmt~gratlOn, arrIve at the coincidence ana
ly~er. WIth no relatIve delay. Otherwise "instrumental" 
comcldcnces [Gandy, 1961] will affect the result. 

Only a v~rybrief discussion of the corrections applicable 
to 41Tfi-1 cOl~leldence countmg can be given herc, and the 
readcr IS reJerred to OampiOn [1959J for a more det!1iled 
treatment of such corrections. They may, however, bc 
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roughly classified into _two groups, (a) those whose_r:e~~~".:'i; 
importance depends on the counting rate and (b) 
do not. 

In group (a) there arc the random comc:'ct,e?(,e-~rat,~ e.(m'p~2"; 
tion, the dead-time-Ioss correction, and 
correction. 

For high-efficiency detectors the correction for the ra11c«)lU;; 
or accidental, coincidence rate is given [Oampion, 

Na~TnNpNA2-'~-'7)' 

For small values of ,~ and '7 eq (5) clearly reduces to 
The general expression for the deael-time en,">'I,et.inn 

complex, but it has been discussed in some detail by c"mpi(\ri 
[1959]. 

If, however, the deuel-times in the individual chlmrwls 
the same and are equal to TD the disintegration 
be expressed, in terms of the obsertleil counting rates 
and No, and neglecting second· order terms, by 

N. _ (N~-N:O) (N7- N~O) 
0- Nc-N~G 

{ J +N,TD+ 2NpN7-1j;,(Np+N7) TIt} 
where N~G, N~G, and N~G are the respective backgr,outid.ii 
counting rates. N p and N7 are the observed counting ,'ot.oo" 

uncorrected for deael-time losses, which have already 
taken int,o account in the derivation of eq (6). 

In the second class of corrections, group (b), 
effects due to the angular correlation between the 
gamma ray, internal conversion of the gamma 
sensitivity of the beta detector to gamma-radiation, 
response of the gamma detector to bremsstrahlung .ariisit,g:;j; 
from the slowing down of the beta particles. Since eacn or<'; 
these corrections is zero for 100-pcrcent etlici,e.ll:()Y 
counter thc advantages of the 41T/3-'Y comc:W()!lC,elne,U<lct.;':'; 
are again apparent. 

Finally the case of complex decay schemes has be,entre,atecf;: 
by Wiedenbeck [1947] and Putman [1953]. For 
schemes it has been shown [Putman, 1953] that the .sirn.pl:e';;;~ 
expression (2). requires a modifying coefficient 
function of the efficiencies of the detectors for 
branches. This coefficient is unity provided that '1113. em~'0'. 
ciencies of either detector are the same for all branch,"e~s"un~~~f,;i;( 
the reasonably high efficiencies obtainable in a 47r/3 c 
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this particular coefficient can be neglected for many of the 
decay schemes encountered. 

3.2.2. Gamma-gamma coincidence counting. As. a second 
example of the gcneral technique, we shall consider the case 
of "y-), coincidence counting. Although this technique is 
even more limited in application than that of (3-)' coincidence 
counting, it has the adv,mtagc that sources in the form of 
wires or pellets can be readily standardized without the 
preparation of thin samples such as are required for particle 
counting. 

In the "y-), eoincidence method there are the following 
important considerations, (a) the relative efficiency of eaeh 
of the counters for the two gamma rays, (b) possible spurious 
coincidences due to the Compton scattering of a gamma ray 
from one counter into the other, (c) possible angular correla
tion of the gamma rays, and (d) the attcnuation of this 
correlation due to finite geometrical size of the source and 
counters. The method is perhaps bcst illustrated by refer
ence to its use in the standardization of cobalt-60 [Haywm·d, 
Hoppes, and Mann, 1955J. 

Whcn two gamma rays of nearly equal energies, such as 
occur in the decay of cobalt-60, are used, it is impossible to 
make one counter sensitive only to the first radiation and the 
other counter sensitive only to the second. In this case it is 
convenient, by appropriate setting of the bias in each chan· 
nel, to adjust the efficiencies to be ne>trly the salUe for each 
radiation, as determined by integration under the pulse
height-distribution curve, as shown in figure 3.2-2. The 
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bias point is chosen so that the areas under the p.':llse'h'llg.~t:·;,<S2'7 
distribution curves are approximately equal. . 
ratio of the. areas for counter I, and ¢2.IS the ra~lO . 
2 it is eaSIly shown that the coeffiCient modIfymg 
p~rent disintegration rate is . 

¢l+¢' 
F(¢) (¢l+1) (¢,+1) 

When the ¢'s are equal to unit,y the coefficient is 0.5 .. ', ];~.~{; ;07' 
for example, the ¢'s are adjusted to no hetter than. 
the coefficient is 1/2.02; i.e., if a 20-percent, error ,Ill s~:~~i:~,:'~l 
the bias is made, a I-percent error in the coefficient 0 
With reasonable care, therefore, good accuracy 
achieved. 

The setting of the biases by the above criterion uSllallY)'7 
results in biases so high that spurious coincidences (IlIe;~o 
scattered gamma rays will be eliminated, 
in situations where the angular separation of 
tors with respect to the source is small. A 1-Mev .ga,!,IIla 
when scattered through an angle of 90° to 180° 
in energy to about 200 kev. 

The disintegration rate in terms of observable quan.tit,ie,\; 
neglecting second-order terms and for Tn small, is 

N o= (N
,
- r;J."2 <:;-:: N~G) F(¢) f(8) (H2Tn. 

where N, and N, are the counting rates in each 
detectors, No is the coincidence counting rate, 
efficiency coefficient defined above and 1(8) ~r:~~l~~il:or 
pending on the geometry [see Feingold and F 
,md on any angular correlation betweene~t;h~~~e,'c :~i~~~·cb~~~~t~ 
gamma rays. mG

, mG
, and mG are the r' 

ground counting rates. 
As in the beta-gamma coincidence method 

ahove, the resolving time of the coincidence 
lUUSt be sufficiently long to avoid any loss 
cidences. The optimum resolving time may 
similar way to that in section 3.2.1. Since, 
random rate is considerably greater in this appli:caticlll, tlie<~ig,~' 
coincidence counting rate as a function of 
exhibits a marked slope above some crit,ical 
latter. Below this value the curve departs fro'lUl~' i~;ii~~ri:~';Sf 
due to loss of genuine coincidences. The ( 
counting rate can be found by extrapolation 
port.ion of the curve back to zero resolving time, or 
use of eq (5) above. 

588589--61----4 



3.3. Standardization by Internal Gas Counting 

The. standardization of low cnergy beta emitters presents 
it spcCIaI problem because of the relatively largo. sclf-absorp
tlOn assoCIated wIth 4".13 counter sources prepared in the 
usmtl mann~r. Th,s problem may be eliminatcd by adding 
t~e sample, ,In gaseous form, to the counting gas of a propor
tlO~"'1 or GeIger-Milllcr counter 01 known physical dimensions 
[MIller, 1947; Brown and Mlller 1947' Anderson Libby 
Weinhouse, !Zeid, KirschcnbaUI"':, 'and Grosse, 1947'; Engel~ 
kemelr, HamIll, Inghram, and LIbby, 1949; Curran, Angus, 
and Cockroft, 1949; Jones, 1949' Mann and Parkinson 
1949; Hawkings, Hunter, and Mdnn 1949' Bernstein and 
Ballentine, 1950; Engclkemeir and Libby 19'50' Jones 1951' 
R · I M 1 1 ."" lCC<,.l YOl's, ane Pa mer, 1956; IvIann, 1958; Morritt and 
Hawkmgs, 1960J. The method is also applicable to Auger 
electrons 01 electron-capturing nuclides. 

The wcakening of the field at the eountcr cnds and beta 
_particles ente.~'ing the counting volume from the "d~ad" ends, 
makc correctIOns necessary, or thesc can be eliminatcd by 
usmg a set 01 two or three countcrs of different leooth but 
of the samc cross section. The ends. with the supp~rts for 
the. anode. wn'e should be of IdentICal construction. By 
takmg cl1fferences III counts between any pair of counters 
the end effects cancel. . , 

Wall effects ean bc determined by extrapolation of the 
ObRC:r:vcd countmg rate as a. funct\on of inverse pressure to 
zero Inv~rse pressure. Some expcnmentcrs have also varied 
the diameter of thcir counters, leaving the pressure eonstant. 

3.4. The Calorimetric Method 

Microcalorimetcr methods have recently been used at the 
N atlOnal Burea:, of St(1lldards both for the mtercomparison 
of natIOnal radmm standards and for the standardization 
of artificially produecd radionuclides and polonium-210. 

The twm-cup compensated mierocalorimeters which were 
built for this purpose [Mann, 1954a and 1954bJ use the 
PeltlCr-e.oolmg effect to halnnee the energy emission 01 the 
radIOactIve source. 

The National Bureau of Standards radiation balance as 
this twin calorimeter has been called has hecn used to 
prepare standal~ds of tritilllI!, of sulfu;-35 [Seliger, Mann, 
and Cavallo, 1908J and to cahhrate a pololllum-210 source in 
connection ,,,ith th~ measurernent of the branching ratio in 
th~"decay of polonmm-210 [Ihyward, Hoppes, and Mann, 
1900J. A knowledge of tillS ratIO, namely 1.22X10-' gamma 
quantum pel' alpha partICle, cnahles a strong polonillm-210 
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be assayed simply by meaSIITe:me:nt 
1.XtJ4-1V",'V gamma rays from the daughter nu.clfms,lf,ad.c~tJ\l: 

reeently heen used to prepare a new 
radium solution standards [Mann, Stoekmann, Yc.udlell;. 
Schwebel, Mullen, and Garfinkel, 1959J. A precision of abou'e.; 
0.1 percent is achieved in calibrating !l radium sour,oe in 
terms of the national radmm standards, but . L~~~~~~l:r~~,a~< ...... . 
tion of an alpha- or beta-emitting nuclide ,1 
knowledge of the energy of the alpha particles or 
energy of beta decay. . 

A twin calorimeter has also been developed 

Energy of Canaela Limited [Bayly, 1950J aaj~'ld~~~:l~~:~~~::~;!;;j: standardization of a phosphorus-32 source. . 
was based on the principle of balancing the 
in the cup containing the radioactive source by ad]u:stlng 
current in an electrical heating coil in the twin 
there is no temperature difference, measured by a tiierJmi:stc)~,,; 
in each cup, between the two cups. In common with 
National Bureau of Standards radiation balttnee, it 
found neceSSI1l'Y to place the calorimeter in a temTierat·ur'3.~ 
attenuating enclosure, but, in contrast to the 
balance, it was found necessary also to maintain 
containing the ealorimetcr at a temperature which was 
stant to within ± 0.05 °C. 

The measurement of the disintegration ratc of the 
phorus-32 source was made with an estimated "abs-cIluio.e 
error" of ±2 percent. 

3.5. Liquid Scintillation Counting 

Liquid scintillation counting, like internal gas c01unl,inll;, 
eliminates the problem of source self-absorptio~f'i ~ii~IE~~;~ 
method, the material is incorporated into a liquid 
solution and the light pulses produced are counted 
of either a single electron-multiplier or 
coincidence. Thus far the technique is not consl.ccerea O_'.".~'-' 
ble for thc absolute counting of beta particles 
or 10 kev bccause an insufficient number of p""otons is 
duecd, having due regard to the e~;c~'f~~&I~~eY;~~:'O~'~~ 
and also to the efficiency of ic of 
photocathode. 

Basson and Stcyn [1954J have standardized ai1~I~ato'lri~i~~iI;;~ 
solutions of polonium-210 
directly into the . . sClntl11al;or, 
Seliger [1958a and 
the standardization 

The method of 4~~jJ'C;;:I~;~CI,~~~~{~~d~z~~ti~)~ 
SOllrces has been I 



beta emitters [Belcher, 1953; Basson and Steyn, 1954; 
Steyn, 1956; Seliger, 1958a and 1958bJ. For beta emitters, 
Belcher [1953J supportcd the source in the liquid scintillator 
between a sandwich of two thin foils. The absorption cor
rection for these foils and for source self-absorption can, 
however, be quite high. 

3.6. Standardization of Gamma Emitters by Dosimetry 

If the decay scheme and disintegmtion rate of a radio
nuclide are kllOwn, the gamma-ray dose rate at a given 
distance can be calculated. Conversely, the disintegration 
rate of the source can be deduced from a measurement of 
the dose rate at a known distance. 

The rate, €, at which energy from the ganll11a radiation 
is transferred to kinetic energy of secondary electrons per 
nnit mass of material at distance d, assuming that there is 
no absorption in the intervening distancc, is given by 

Nkknk roM en!.; Ek 
4,,-d' 

(1) 

where N is the disintegration rate of the source, n, is the 
fraction of disintegrations in which a photon of energy E, 
is emitted, and m,uenk is the luass energy absorption coefficient 
of the medium for radiation of photon energy IE,. In eq (2) 

m}len=mO'u, -l-m'Ta +m7fa (2) 

where mU. is the Compton mass absorption coefficient, and 
[UTa and n1ll"a are the mass photoelectric and pair production 
coefficients reduced by the fraction of the photon encrgy 
re-emitted respectively as characteristic X rays and annihi
lation radiation. 

In circumstances where the gamma-ray intensity does not 
vary appreciably over the region from which secondary 
electrons reach the point at which the dose rate is measured, 
the energy € can be eqnated to the energy locally absorbed. * 
Hence, under these conditions, which are usually not difficult 
to satisfy, eq (1) gives the absorbed dose rate in the medium. 
Thus, any dose meter which is valid over the range of gamma
ray energies emitted can, in principle, be used to determine 
the disintegration rate of the source. By such means it 
useful and r"pid standardization can often be carried out in 
laboratories lacking the eqnipment for the more direct 
methods. 

"Strictly, the energy absorbed is less than f by the quantity of energy re-emitted by the 
st'_condary electrons as bremsstrahl1/,ng, This quantity is usually very smalL 
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Most systems for measuring ga,mm'L-ra] 
the absorbed dose in the mledi· umL-thE 
C[Lse of a cavity chamber-rather than to the 
However, the exposure dose can usually be <1e,ri,'cd 
from the measurement, and many instruments 
calibrated to read directly in roentgens. .When 
irradiated is [Lir, eq (1) becomes essentially 
for the exposure dose rate. . The exposure dose 
exposure in terms of tho production of secondary 
in a standard mass of air, and measures these latter 
of the ionization they produce. Since the a .. v ·er:.g(l energj 
expended in the production of an ion pair in 
virtually independent of the energy of the secondary 
an exposure dose of 1 roentgen corresponds to the t,",i.mi-'·::' 
ference of the same quantity of photon energy in 
of air, irrespective of the quantum energy of the gamlna·ra 
The relation between the exposure dose rate R 
qnantity €, specified by eq (1), is 

R=W' X6.21X10- 13 r sec-l . 
• k 

The International Commission on R:.di.oi<)gi,cal 
Measurements suggests the use of 34 ev for 
NBS Handbook 78). This value is probably HN',llrA,t.e 
percent and may be nsed with gamma-ray. "r,eal:e17.::·.:,' 
than 20 kev. From eq (1) and (3) one can derIve 
gamma-ray emission, r (ICRU-NBS Handbook 78): 

r=1.50X10':Ekn,I""kEk rh-1 mc-1 at 1 cm, 

where 1',1, is the linear absorption coefficient in air 
3.6-1) and IE is in Mev. 

The specific gamma-ray emission is shown as a fnncl:io:tl 
gamma-ray energy in figure 3.6-2, and is 
certain radionuclides in appendix A. It 
that r does not include the effect of 
and bremsstrahlung. A correction must be 
measurements on radionuclides in which there is an 
ciable contribution from these radiations. Overthe 
0.07 to 1.8 Mev, the absorption coefficient is ap:pro,xirtlal,eI~ 
constant and 

r",,5.25 IE r h- 1 mc- 1 at 1 cm 

where E is the average total gamma-ray energy in 
disintegration. 
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FIGURE 3.6-1. Linear energy absorption coeJficient jor photons in air 
at Nl'P. 

[From rORU-NJlS Handbook No. 62, 19.56.] 

If the exposure dose mte is measured, the activity of the 
source is given by: 

Rd' 
S=r mc, (6) 

where R is the exposure dose rate in r h- 1 (The disintegration 
rate, N, is 3.7X 10'XS d.p.s.) 

If the absorbed dose rate is measured it may still be 
convenient to make use of the tabulated valucs of r. The 
energy removed from the photon radiation per gram of 
material is given by 

,=88 !, ( mM," ) erg/me h, (7) 
d roMen air 

and in conditions of electronic equilibrium this will be equal 
to the absorbed dose rate. (Values of ruM,n are given in table 
8.1 of ICRU-NBS Handhook 78). In light materials such 
as carhon and plastics, absorption is almost wholly by Comp
ton collisions over the energy range 0.3 to 1.5 Mev. The 
ratio of the coefficients, mMen/mMen air is then virtually a con
stant, the ratio of the electron densities in the two media. 
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FIGURE 3.6-2. Specific garnmu-my emission r jar a po~nt source as<;u",ingi 
one photon oj energy E, per disintegmttOn. 

At higher 01' lower energies, pair production 
absorption become appreciable and must 
account. In these circumstances the call0ra,1On 
dosimeter in terms of exposure dose is to be energ,y,d',! 
dependent, and one should be cautions in CaJ'lb!,at:lllg~~;ir;~~;0:;/~l~~ 
a"ainst another of known gamma-ray emission but 
photon. energy. It is assumed that, whe~e necessary', 
correctIOns are made for theattcnuatIOIl o~:r"t~h~e~,nlf~~~~~~ : 
radiation by absorption in the source, the i, 
and the walls of the dosimeter, and for the effect of sc"tter<'UY! 
radiation. 

The disintegration. rate of some radionuclides is 
difficult to measnre dIrectly because of uncertalllties 
decay scheme. In such cases, as for example ce;~;;~~~f;~j; 
the dosimetry method is particularly useful for 
standards based on gamma-ray emission. 



3.6.1. Measurement by ionization chamber. The use of an 
ionization chamber for the determination of disintegration 
rate has been described in detail by Gray [1949J. The rate 
at which energy is absorbed within the air of a cavity 
chamber can be calculated from the ionization produced; 
assuming a value for W",. If the cavity is small enough to 
produce no appreciable disturbance of the secondary electron 
flux generf1ted by the gamma rays irradiating the surround
ing medium, the eneTgy absorption per gTam in the rllcdiuIll 
is relatcd to that in the air by the stopping power of the 
medium relative to air. If the chamber walls are thick 
enough to attain "electronic equilibrium" this rate of energy 
absorption is given in terms of the disintegration rate of the 
source by eq (1). The disintegration rate is thus expressed 
in terms of the ionization current. An ahsolute measure
ment involves accurate determination of the source-to
chamber distance, chamber volume, air density and absolute 
ionization current; allowances must be mf1de for absorption 
of the gammf1 mys in the source, chamber wall and inter
vening air, ,md for the relative stopping power. The 
measurement of effective distance prcsents no great diffi
cuI ties; the inverse square law holds good until the distance 
is only a few times the chmnber dimensions [Sinclair, 
Trott, and Belcher, 1954]. Dependence on the distance can 
be eliminated entirely by using a spherical "extrapolation" 
chamber snrrounding the SOurce [Gross, Wingate, and 
Failla, 1957J. Absorption within the SOurce can be allowed 
for by the methods of Evans and Evans [1948J. Absorption 
in the chamber walls can bc estimated from observation of 
the effect of increasing the wall thickness. There is an 
uncertainty however, leading to an error which is usually less 
than 1 percent, in deciding the wall thickness to which the 
observation should be extrapolated-for the secondary 
electrons arise from varying depths within the walls. [See, 
for instance, Attix and Ritz, 1957.J The correction forrelative 
stopping power can be made quite small by choosing a wall 
material whose atomic number is close to ail'. Carbon is 
often used for this purpose. Fairly good eorreetions have 
been derived from obscrvl1tions with chambers having wall 
materials of different atomic numbers, by interpolating to 
find the value for a chamber whose walls have the same 
lncan atomic number as air. This procedure assumes that 
stopping power is a smoothly varying function of Z only, 
which is not strictly true. A thorough treatment of the 
problem is quite complicf1ted, and involves consideration of 
the effects of the density of the medium and the size of the 
cavity. [NRC-NBS lhndbook 79] 
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The calibration is altogether simpler if it is made, ~~il:t~ljf' 
to a standard of known gamma-ray emission, si 
sitlU,ted relative to the chamber. The comparison 
value of the exposure dose at standard distance 
source and the disiritegration rate is found in terms 
Only ~ ratio of ionization currents is required. '~(~7e~~l'~ri~;'; 
for self-absorption must be made, but the only c 
for chamber-wall absorption and relative st()PI)ing 
arise from the differences in these' quantities "" .. -"~ .. 
and standard, and, except at low energies, 
than 1 percent [table 3.6-1J. Radium '",'HU''''.'' 
commonly used for this purpose, since .stan,if11~dc 
ized sources are widely available and of 
gamma-ray spectrum of radium is not 
known to admit of a satisfactory calculation r; 
experimental values are 8.26 [Attix and Ritz, 1957] _ .... ," .~. 
[Henry, 1957] roentgens per hour at 1 em from 1 mg 
in equilibrium with its decay prodncts when enclosed in 
mm of platinum. 
TABTJ~ 3.6-1. Typical correction factors jor ionization-cha-mber 

measwremen[s 

Radionuclide 
Absorption in 

typical 
ampoule 

Chamber wall 
absorption 
relative to 

radium 

In carrying out ionization-chamber measurements 
shonld be taken that the wall thickness is sufficient not 
to give electronic equilibrium but also to exclude beta 
from the source. It should also be borne in mind that 
commercial ionization chambers are not truly "air ·~;,;,;,\J"a><.';; 
lent" over a wide energy range, and correction 
have to be applied [Szilvasi and Whyte, 1959J. 
tion of ionization chambers is also discussed in se'otIons 
and 7.2. 

3.6.2. Measurement of dose by Geiger-Muller counter. 
ionization-chamber measurements, sources of the 
several millicuries are needed. Such a strength 
well above that of preparations used for clinical apl'lica'~i~n;i., 
The Geiger-Miiller counter is a more sensitive 
under certain conditions, snitable for measuring p.;[10mmrp. 

[Sinclair, 1950; fIine and Brownell, 1956, ch. 11, 
zation of X-ray Beams and Radioactive Isotopes", 
Sinclair]. 



The photon efficiencics for Geiger-Muller counters are 
given in figure 3.6-3. It will be noted that for a wide energy 
range the copper-wall counter exhibits an efficiency which is 
ncarly proportional to the photon energy. Since in the 
approximate eq (5) the specific gamma-ray emission is pro
portional to the photon energy, one would expect the count
ing rate of a copper counter to be proportional to the ex
posnre dose rate. This is shown in fignre 3.6-4, where the 
number of counts per em' of effective cathode area is given 
for an exposnre dose of 1 roentgen for various wall materials. 
A flat response to an aecnracy of ± 15 percent can be achieved 
for a brass (copper) counter within an energy range of from 
0.3 to 3.0 Mev. Although it is possible, by using fignre 3.6-4, 
to calculate the response of a Geiger-Muller counter of 
known cathode area, it is more advisable to calibrate the 
connter with a source of known gamma-ray emission. This 
method is very simple to use for a rough determination of 
sonrce strength and is applicable to gamma emitters in the 
microcurie range. 
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Sinclair; conrtesy of Academic Prcss·l 

3.7. Standardization of Beta Emitters by Dosimetry 

In a medium throughout which a beta-emitting sU~~riffo~hlt'5::~ 
is uniformly distributed the absorbed dose rate is 
and equal to the rate at which beta-ray energy is ellllCceu 
gram of the medium. The disintegration rate deteI'C;, 
mined in terms of the measured dose rate 
energy of the beta rays. This mean is 
from spectrometer studies or be ca1lculat;ed 

the maximum energy and a o.~f~i~~,~.~~~~f.~~, ';~l~ trum involved [Loevino'er, 1957 and 
78; see also appendix 'A\ The condition 

should not interfere with the dose rate in the~~;1~;~~~:l:~~ more stringent than with gamma rays, where 
trons emitted from the dosimeter largely 
those absorbed from the surrounding medium. 
dosimeter system incorporated in the medium 



principle, be snitable. Gray [1949] has used a cavityioniza
tion chamber lined with "ctive material, and allowed for 
absorption in the air of the cavity by extrapolating, to zerO 
pressure, the ratio of ionization current to air pressure. 
Others [Failla, Rossi, Clark, and Bailey, 1947; Sommcimeyer, 
1952] have used chambers 01 the" extrapolation" type [Failla, 
1937, Bortner, 1951]. II the radionuclide emits "amma rays 
it may be difficult to assess their contribution to the observed 
dose rate accurately. 

This method of standardization is seldom used: it is practi
cable only with fairly energetic beta rays, for which 411" beta
ray counting is more suitable. 

3.8. Loss-of~Charge Method 

Measurements of the charge carried away from a source 
of radium have been made by seveml investigators [Wien, 
1903; Rutherford, 1905; Makower, 1909; Moseley, 1912]. 
Recently, however, this method has been applied to the 
standardization of beta-emitters [Clarke, 1950; Gross and 
Failla, 1950; Keene, 1950]. Using a spherical geometry, 
Clarke [1950] achieved agreement with National Bureau of 
Standards measurements of standard samples of phosphorus-
32 to within 5 percent, but the method has not since been in 
general usc. Gross and Failla [1950] used a parallel-plate 
geometry where the source was a very thin deposit of the 
emitter in question on one plate of a parallel-plate collecting 
system, the second plate being sufficiently close to balance 
the secondary electron emission and baekscattering effects. 
Low-energy secondary electrons were bent back by means 
01 a weak magnetic field, and the measurement was made in 
a vacuum to eliminate air ionization. Agreement with the 
National Bureau of Standards measurements of standard 
sampJes of phosphorus-32 to within ± 2 percent has been 
obtained by this method by Gross and Failla over a number 
of years [Seliger and Schwebel, 1954]. In another develop
ment of the chargecmeasuring method [Keene, 1950], the 
source was deposited on it thin aluminum foil that was com
pletely surrounded by an open-mesh wire-grid enclosure. 
This experiment, like tbe first, ,vas carried out in a vacuurn, 
and the curren t from the foil to the grid was measured for 
different positive ,md negative voltages between them. Using 
a phosphorus-32 source, agreement to about 10 percent with 
an activity measurement by the Atomic Energy Research 
Establishment was quoted. 
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Calculation of Activity of Artificially Prod,oCE,d R'adi;)IlU('li(le~.·.·.i 
From Irradiation Data 

The disintegration rate of radionuclides produced 
bombardment with neutrons or charged particles 
calculated if the cross section of the target nuclide 
and the flux of bombarding particles are known 
1953; Halliday, 1955]. Neutron reactions only 
considered here, since their treatment is typical of particle </ ;r!~ 
bombardments. 

'iSlow" neutrons in a reactor are lllost often used 
"activation." Neutron flux is usually determined 
of a "monitor" containing a known amount of a 
whose therm"l activation cross section is well 
Cobalt (36.3 barns), gold (98.8 barns), 
barns) arc convenient standards. A 
and Schwartz, 1958] of cross sections is avail!,ble. 

For calculation of the neutron flux by use of 
one may use the equation 

f Am 
= NmO'me-:>'nld(l-e-Amtb)' 

\vhere j=fiux, in cm-2 sec-1, 

Am=disintegTation rate of monitor, in sec-I, 
Nm=number of atoms of stable monitor nuclide, 
"m = thermal activation cross section of monitor nu.cuae; 

in cm2
, 

Am=decay constant of activity, in sec-I, 
td=time between bombardment and measurement, m •••• 

seconds, and 
tb= bombardment time, in seconds. 

Now, the disintegration rate of the deeired ra,:lionuclide. pt(j
duced in the bombardment may be calculated from the rel"tlOn< 

A=Nde-Md(l-e-Mb), 

where terms have the same significance o;s before. 
introduction of the sample must not affect the flux di,;tri.bll
tion appreciably. 

In general, the use of bombarded samples as standards 
not as accurate as most of the methods previously d~"~~~e~~ .• ·••. 
chiefly because of uncertainty in knowledge of the 
distribution of neutrons in reactors. The usually 
known thermal neutron cross section therefore has to 
modified to include activation by epithermal or fast nCiutrons .. 
Further, it is necessary to measure the disintegration rate 
of the monitor; such standards, might therefore, be considered 
to be derived standards. 



4. Methods of Relative Standardization as 
Out in Standardization Laboratories 

4.1. General 

In the national stlmdardizing laboratories a standardiza
tion of any radio nuclide (particularly a short-lived radio
nndide) is usually preserved by using a standardized source 
to calibrate a reference instrument such as an ionization 
ch"mber. This instrument can then be used to calibrate 
further samples of the same radionuclide to give derived 
or II secondaryn standards at any later date, or to check the 
consistency of subsequent absolute standardizations. The 
stability of the instrument is usually checked by measuring 
a reference source of some long-lived material, such as 
radium, whenever a calibration is made. One may either 
take the activity of the sample to be proportional to the 
response of the instrument (having checked its stability), or 
to the ratio of the response to that produced by the reference 
source (in which case variations in the sensitivity of the 
instrument are immaterial so long as they affect the responses 
to both sources equally). 

The methods of relative standardization described in 
the following sections may sometimes be similar to those 
employed by the user of radioactive materials. Such 
methods aTe discussed in sections 7.1 through 8.2. 

The simplest way of effecting a comparison between an 
absolute (or "primary") and relative (or derived or "second
ary") standard of mdioactivity is to measnre, by means of a 
substitution method under reproducible conditions, the rela
tive activities nsing any instrument that records either 
individual beta or gamma rays or else measures their ionizing 
effects. Such a method, whatever the nature of the recording 
device, can be relied upon to give relative values having a 
standard deviation of from 0.03 to 1.0 percent, which is 
nsually less than the uncertainty with which the activity 
of the absolute standard is known. It is also to be understood 
that within the meaning of "reproducible conditions" is to 
be included the geometry of the equipment and the disposi
tion >tnd quantity of any material absorbing or scattering 
the radiations. In these respects the characteristics of the 
source itself are no less important than those of the measuring 
instrumen t. 

The method of comparing unknown sources of beta-emit
ting nnclides with a calibrated radinm D + E source and an 
end-window connter [Mann and Seliger, 1958a] is no longer 
very acceptable, because the geometrical conditions are, on 
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whole, somewhat irreproducible ~nd involvc,.c'()ni,idei',(I" 
tions of absorption and backscattering. 
however, been shown to give .consistent results with 
of "Welghtless" sonrces mounted on thin films N,,,,,,,, 
1950]. In general, radinm D+E sources are now 
mended only for use as reference sources forthe 
of the calibration of measuring equipment by tbe 
of substitution in w'hieh the initial calibration has been 
using a standard sample of the radionuclide in qu.estior 
Even in this limited context, however 
half life of radium D makes it desirable 'to substitute "",1mm 
itself for long-term use. 

Tbe recording deviCe used in suuI~c~hta~o::~~);~~t~:t~~~ 
can be a gold-leaf or quartz-fiber e beta-:ion.iza,c ~, 
tion chamber or gamma-ionization 
tion with a Lindemann-Ryerson, 
eter, or any other 
of beta-, gamma-, or . counter; or a form:anaiCl€ SOltlHOn {i;',: . .: 
in a 21l"Il-proportional counter. 

Some of the methods of relative standardiza •. lt~i(0~n:~u~>h~~~:ec~i;2 
in this section are also discussed in sections 7.1 t. 

4.2. Ionization Chambers 

At the National Bnreau of Standards the a~;:o~:~fr,~~ii~~~ 
ardizations of the short-lived radionuclides were 
for several years by means of a 21l"Il-ionizat"i'0~n~;~~:i~·~~~1 
conjunction with radium D+ E reference , 
41ry-ionization chamber in eonjnnction with relfer,en()c 
ards of radium consisting of mdium 
flame-sealed glass ampoules [Seliger and ;)chw·ehel 
More recently, both types of reference sources have ''"'~-''.: .. 
placed by radium sources, with the radinm salt 
platinnm-iridium cells, which in turn are 
stainless steel disks for use in the 21l"1l chamber and in 
sty.re~eeylinders to simulate the geometry of 'the arrlP(mles'':' 
contammg hqUld. Absolute or national standards 
short-lived .radionuclides sodium-24, phosphorus-32, pota8.si~ 
um-42, lOdme-131, and ~0Id-198 are calibrated by 
coincidence counting. 1hese absolute standards 

used to effect a calibration of the appro:f~r~ia~tt~:e~ii~.~~?!i~m~'."" chamber in conjnnction with a radium 
Relative (or d~rived.or working) sta. ndards of these 
produced radlOnuchdes can then be calibrated a~d::;i~~~~': 
appropriate reference sources in these chambers 
of the two NBS chambers are given in Mann 
1958a). 



In an ionization chamber the density of the gas must be 
kept constant, or a correction must be made for any change 
(due to change in temperature or pre~sure). In a gamma-ray 
chamber whose walls have an atomlC number near to that 
of the "as the response will be closely proportional to the 
densityb of 'the gas. In a beta-ray chamber, or a gamma-ray 
chamber in which there IS a substantIal effect from photo
electrons originating in the wall~, the fractional .change in 
current will be rather less than theJractIOnal change m densIt:y. 
In the most accurate work it may be necessary to take thIS 
fact into account, and it may be desirable to design the 
chamber so that the gas pressure can be vaned to l'ernllt 
investigation of the depende,nce of response on gas de.nsIty: 

Ionization chambers, partICularly those used m conjunctIOn 
with a vibratiIl"-reed electrometer or other very sensItIve 
device for meas~rin" extremely small electric currents, are 
vcry useful for assaying gas samples, and are often us?d for 
comparinO' the activities of hydrogen-3 and carbon-14 m the 
gas phas~ [Tolbert, 1956 and 19581. The gas sample is 
admitted quantitatively into the evacuated chamber and the 
resultinO' ionization current measured. This method is used 
chiefly:s a comparative method,; i.e., the ioniz~tion current 
of the unknown sample of gas IS compared WIth that. of a 
sample of gas prepared in the s~me way and contammg 
a known amount of the radIOactIve nuclIde [Marlow and 
Medlock, 1960]. Absolute calibrations have also been carried 
out by this method [Wilzb"ch, Van Dyken, and Kaplan, 
1954;Ricek,Myers, and Palmer, 1956 ; Tolbert, 1956and 1958]. 

4.3. Solution Countin~ 

Several radionuclidcs have been successfully counted in 
solution llsinO' an inert, low-vapor-pI'cssure solvent such as 
formamide, di;uethyl fOlmamide or ethylene glycol [Schwebel, 
Isbell and Karabinos 1951; Schwebel, Isbell, and Moyer, 
1954]~ This samplc i~ dissolved in the incrt solvent and .an 
aliquot is pipet ted into a cupped planchette. The actIVIty 
is then measured m a 21J'{3 wmdowless gas-flow counter, and 
compared with the activity of it solution prepared in the 
saIne manner, but containing D: known amount of the 
radionuclide (for sample preparatIOn, see sec. 5.4.1). 

This "formamide" counting procedure has so far been 
found useful for the relative standardization of em'bon'l4 
as glucose and benzoic acid, phosphorus-32 as sodnun phos
phate, cobalt-60 as cobalt chloride, strontium-yttrium-90 
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strontium . chloride, i~{~:e;';~i~r~~lli;:~s::~dlh,.,J~~~d;'J;~&:~ thallinm-2b4 as tballie nitrate, . I 
sodium chloride, and snlfur-35 as sulfuric acid. 

For any given counter and cell it is possible also 
relative efficiencies for the above radionuclides. 
eiencies may then be used to assay any of these radIcmtlclides 
in terms of, say, a earbon-14 source. 

Proportional or Geiger-MUller counters of the dipping v •••••••••• 

jacketed type may also be used to assay aqueous solutions. 

4.40 Liquid Scintillation Counting 

For low energy beta emitters, such as hydrogen-3 
earbon-14, comparisons with absolute standards can 
carried out by liquid scintillation counting [Raben "riA'>' 

Bloembergen, 1951; Audric and Long, 1952 andl1;i~9,~53f~;~~eif~7Jr! •• '~ Seliger, and Jaffe, 1956;Steyn, 1956, Seliger andZ' 
Hydrogen-3 standards, in the form of tritiated 
distributed in 1953 by Atomic Energy of Canada 
to a number of laboratories for intercomparison; 
National Bureau of Standards the Canadian and 
States standards were compared by the method of liqUid, 
scintillation counting and found to agree to within 
cent. The Canadian standard had been 1_ ~,~:~i:~t~~ 
method of gas counting [Hawkings and 1\ 
that of the United States, calorimetrically ('HUHH 

gel', 1958a]. (For sample preparation, see sec. 
Recently a method has been developed 

counting of biochemical compounds having 
bility in organic solvents [Steinberg, 1958 and 
method is based on the use of a two-phase system c,oj1si,;t.irlP' 
of the scintillator in the form of numerous glasss ~dic~6ti~.~.' .•••• ' 
rods 01' beads, and a liquid phase containing the l' 
material that is to be assayed. 

Recent publications [Davidson and Feigelson, 1957; 
and Hayes, 1958], discuss the theory, techniques, and ap~u-, ... > 
cations of liquid scintillation counting and review progress, 
in this field through 1957. 

4.5. Gel Scintillation Counting 

Carbon-14-labeled barium carbonate of low 
ity has also been counted in a thixotropic 
with 56-percent efficiency [Nathan, Davidson, W 
and Berlin, 1958]. (For preparation, see see. 5.4.3.) 

588589-61-5 



5. Techniques of Preparing Standard Solutions and 
Samples for Counting 

5.1. Standard Solutions 

Most radionuclide standards are in the form of salts dis-
solved in suitable carrier solutions and contained in ilame-
sealed glass ampoules. For these the same general 
considerations apply as are outlined in section 1.4. The 
concentration of inactive canier and the pH of the solution 
are adjusted to minimize loss of activity due to adsorption 
and loss of homogeneity due to precipitation. In some 
cases, notably tantalum-1S2 and gold-19S, it has been found 
that long-term stability is a problem and that epecial chemical 
formulations, different from those in which the material is 
received, arc required. The carrier solution for the radio-
active nuclide is usually prepared from a compound of its 
stable isotopes, usually in the same chemical form. The 
minimum amount of carrier which should be used will have to 
be obtained from experience. Table 5.1-1. gives the chemical 
data for various radionuclide solution standards as preferred 
by the National Bureau of Standards. This table may also 
serve as a guide for the preparation and dilution of radio-
active solutions. (For storage of solutions, sec Preiss and 
Fink, 1957.) 

5.2. Dry Samples 

The most common method of preparing a source for /3-, X-
ray or coincidence counting is to deposit a known volume or 
weight of the radioactive solution upon a source mount and to 
evaporate to dryness in air. This simple technique is suit-
able for the higher energy beta-emitters, but even for gold-19S 
(maximum beta energy 0.96 Mev) difficulties arise from 
source self-absorption. Current experiments, however, indi-
cate that losses due to absorption in tbe source material can 
be reduced to a minimum by emJ'loying certain techniques 
in the preparation of solutions an sources; e.g., in the meas-
urement of the activity of sulfur-35, a weak /3 emitter 
(E 00,,=0.167 Mev), very dilute acids are used, and Ludox 
is added to the sources which are dried in air, then placed 
in an oven at 70° C for several days. 

Methods to reduce self-absorption have also been discussed 
in section 3.1.4. and techniques for preparing suitable sources 
for 4,,/3 proportional counting are listed in the last column 
of table 5.1-1. 
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Radio-
nuclide .Epmn. 

0.018 

0,16 

0.54 

0.54 

1.39 

1.71 

0.167 

'" 

0.31 

0.32 

KrSS ___ 0.67 

0,54 Sr90 

2.23 Y~O 

0.81 

~Conoidal sllica. 

Ionic form Carrier solution 

n· 9XI0~ 

[COa]- 2XIOB 

Na-r 0.10 g(liter NaCl 6XW 
inlNHCl. 

Na'~ 2.0 g/liter NaN03 
in IN HNOa. 

Na+ 0.10 g/liter NaCl 
in IN I:IC1. 

2X101 

[P041- O.098gfllterH3PO~ 
inlizO. 

ax105 

[S04]- O.lNHOL 10 

K' 0,10 gfliter KOlin 
1NHCL 

10' 

FcH + 0.001 g/liter FeOls 
in 1NHOl. 

2XlO~ 

00++ 0,01 gfliter OoCh 
inO,lNHOl. 

2XW 

Zn++ 0,5 gfliter ZnOh 4X103 
in6NHO]. 

Inert 2XlO!6 

SrH 0.027 g/liter 
SrCb.6H20 

9Xl03 Dried in air, re-' 
dissolved with 

Y+H and 0,022 g/liter 3X107 O.OOIM H3P04, 
Y013·6H20 in dried

d 
redis-

INHOl. solve with 
H2O and dried 
in NIh atmos-
phere. 

1- 0.020 gfliter 2X106 AgN03 solution 
LiOH, added immedi-: 

0.020 g/hter ately to deposit 
Na2S03and of 113t_ , 

0.050 ~iter KI 
in 30. 



TABLE 5.1-1. Source-preparation techniques and chemical data on 
standard solutions used at the National BureaR of Standards-Con. 

nadio· 
nuclide EfJmax. Ionic form Carrier solution 

Approx
imate 

inactive 
to active 
ion ratio 

Method of prepa
ration of 4trfJ PC 

sources 
______ 1 ___ 1 _______ 1 ___ _ 

Pm+++ 

'l'alS2 ___ " __ ~_ 0.510 

AUl~S. ______ • 0.96 tAu(CN)~J-

TI2Ql. ________ 0.77 TI+'I+ 

Hg200. __ • ____ 0.21 HgH 

2.0 gfliter esCI in 
INHCl. 

5X1(}1 

1 N HCL_ .... _____ _ ____ _ 

Ludox added, 
dried in air and 
then heated un
der infrared lamp 
for several days. 

Ludox added, 
dried in ail', 
placed in desieca
tor (NaOH), 
then heated un
der infrared lamp 
for several days. 
Redissolved with 
conductivity wa· 
tel', dried in air, 
replaced in desic
cator under infra
red lamp for at 
least one week. 

VerydUute H1!' .•• ~ 101 Dricd in air, re« 
dissolved with 
H~O, redissolved 
again with H20 
and dried in 
NIT. atmos« 
phere. 

O.lgfliter 
KAu(CN)~ and 
O.OOlg/literKCN. 

0.017 gfliter 
T1(NOa)3in 
INHNOa. 

0.5g Hg(N03hmter 
in .--I).OIN ITN 03 

9XIOa 

2XI01 

10' 

Ludox added, 
drIed in air. 

Ludox added, 
dried in air, then 
placed in oven at 
70 "C for several 
days (deposits 
made with 
pycnometer). 

Dried in atmos
phere of H2S 
(depOSits made 
with pycnomc
ter). 

Threc devices for depositing known amounts of radioactive 
solutions upon source mounts are the micropipet, the ultra
microburct and the pycnometer (see fig. 5.2-1). Electro
deposition is also a widely used tcchnique. . 

5.2.1. Micropipets. Mieroplpets are mampul:>ted by rub
ber-bulb Or syringe-type controls, the h,tter b~l1!1g desI,rable 
for pipet capacities under 200),1. PIpet capaCItIes avaIlable 
are from 1 to 500),1. Micropipets should be calibrated 
"to contain" for more precise v~lumetric meas~rements. 
After delivery of a sample, the pIpet must b~ rmsed out 
with carrier solution several times, and the rmses added 
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FIGURE 5.2-1. Source-preparation paraphernalia. 
Top right, ultra-microhuret. Bottom center, micropipct. Right middle,pYCno,,"tc~;{i 

[Mann and Seliger, 1958a.] 

to the source. It is claimed that, Wli'tt~hp'J ~df~~iil:~~:~i:)~f; 
it is possible to make measurements r 
percent. 

5.2.2. Mircoburet. The microburett !,:!;'v~irS';!!f;;:s~~tl~~ •• ~ plunger which displaces mercury in r 
a gasket contained in an aluminum. Dusm.ng. .;~I~~~~,sl~r6~b:ei; 
mercury in turn forces exactly the same , 
radioactive solution through a fine orifice. The vc,jmmA" 

liquid displaced are read on a micrometer dial, j~~i~~ tion of which can be changed, from 10-3 to 10-4 

division, by using precision-ground plungers 
diameters. The micro buret cannot be used for 
such as those containing nitric acid or radioactive 
When solution conccntrations are changed, the 
flushed with several fillings of the .solution to be used. 
common practice to use a different glass tip for each ra,110-
nuclide. Sources can be prepared routinely with a precision 
of ±0.1 percent. 

5.2.3. Pycnometer. The pycnometer is to be Dr:~~j:;;~~p~~v:;. f~ 
the other two devices bee,mse a lmown mass r. 
place of a known volume. The pycnometer arm is hVh:~~::~;;! 
below the surface of a solution and the bulb is gently 



to remove air. When partially evacuated; the heat is re
moved and the solution enters the pycnometer. This process 
is repeated until the pycnometer is filled. By means'Cof a 
fine wire, the filled pycnometer is suspended, arm down, 
from one of the stirrups of an analytical balance, and weighed. 
Aliquots can be removed from the pycnometer by very gently 
applying heat to the bulb (a small, heated, soldering iron held 
in proximity to the bulb will usually suffice). The accuracy 
of delivery is limited by the precision of the balance used. 

5.2.4. Electrodeposition. Electrodeposition is applicable to 
the preparation of metal deposits. Many metals can be 
removed almost completely from solution by employing ap
propriate values of CUlTcnt density, pH, volume, composition 
of electrolyte, temperature, stilTing speed and electrode 
material. Hudswell [1949] has prepared a comprehensive 
review of methods of source preparation and of references. 
The applicability of the methods of the treatment of radio
active materials has been outlined. Blanchard, Kahn, 
and Birkhoff [1960] have rccently discussed the prepara
tion of sources both by electro-deposition and adsorption, 

5.3. Gas Samples 

:I<'or the standardization of radioactive samples by counting 
in the gas phase, either in length-compensated internal gas 
counters or in ionization chambers, the radioactive nuclide 
must he converted to a suitable gas. This gas should be a 
good counting gas in itself Or be comp>1tible with a good 
counting gas such as Inethane, heliurn, or argon. The gas 
should be prepared by >1 reaction which ,yields this gas as the 
only product containing the radionuclide, and the reaction 
should be complete, in order to avoid isotope effects and the 
necessity of allowing for less than complete yields [Armstrong, 
Singer, 'ZbalBky, and Dnnshee, 1950; Glasscock, 1954 and 
1955a; Tolbert, 1956 and Brown, 1957]. Also, the gas 
should be chemically pure and especially free from contam
inants which might have an aelverse effect on the efficiency 
of the counter [Christman, Day, Hansell, and Anderson, 
1955; Christman and Wolf, 1955; Christman, Stuber, and 
Bothner-by, 1956]. The gas should also not be adsorbed to 
an appreciable extent on the surfaces of the counters or other 
parts of the svstem. 

Hydrogen-:i and carbon-14 are the radionuclides most fre
quently counted in the gas phase, although other radionu
elides, particularly sulfur-35, can also be counted to advan
tage by this procedure, Carbon-14 can be counted as carbon 
dioxide which may be produced by the action of mineral 
acids on inorganic carbonates [Manov and Curtiss, 1951; 
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~:~~{p~:~~f~~ Marlow, and 1960], by d . of inorganic carbonates [Hawkings, 
and Stevens, 1959], by wet combustion of 

samples [Van Slyde, Plazin, Weisiger, 1951; . 
Hansell, and Anderson, 1955], dry combustion 
samples by Pregl's method [Glasscock, 1954 and 
by oxygen-bomb combustion [Marlow and Medlock, 

For absolute counting, hydrogen-3 is counted as mo,t.,,>,A' 
vapor or tritinm-hydrogen gas. Tritiated water 
however, very bad adsorptive properties~ ~l,,~~;s~'~~~'~~.~iff 
A system has been reported [Merritt, 5: to 
adsorption. Tritiated water is to COlw"rt 1~.~~~: 
tatively to tritinm-hydrogen f 
1957], but has been reduced 
and Pahner, 1956]. Merritt 
sulfur-35, in the form of barium snlfur drc)~~(~~,~. ti~0k 
ignition with red phosphorus in an atmosphere 0 

and counted the sulfur dioxide, mixed with methane, 
internal gas counter in the proportional region. 

5.4. Liquid Samples 

5.4.1. Formamide counting. Samples for counting ra,llO-',' 
active materials in solution in a 2'11'fJ windowless g":S-ll.U.~1 
counter are prepared by dissolving the radioactive ma,teJ:iaJ)'.' 
in an inert, low vaporcpressure organic solvent 
formamide [Schwebel, Isbell, and Karabinos, 1951; <:>c.tlwel 
and Moyer, 1954]. If the radioactive material is not 
soluble in the organic solvent used, .it may first be elissol 
in a liquid that is miscible with the organic solvent. 
suitable aliquot of a solution of the radionuclide to be st.'ndk .... 
ardized is diluted from 10 to 100 times, el~l~::~~i~~l~~rit 
activity of the nuclide solution, with the organic COjl~;'::' 
taining l~percent of suitable calTier. This may be Ml1""".n_ 
iently achieved, for example, by diluting) ml or % 
nuclide solution to 10 ml or 50 ml with the organic sobrent. 
give 10 to 100 times dilution, respectively. Up to !U.perc€,nji .. 

water content in the counting i~O~lu~t~io~nfi;c~a~n~;~~~~f~~. without change in the counting 
of the internal gas nf;~~i'.tA~dll:r~e, generally of 1 ml, is p 
of specific dimensions and 
gas-flow counter. If the diraeIISi()!lS 
used are always the same, and 
is always counted, the depth 
same. Therefore, not only will the geometry be c~~~,:~i!: 
in respect to the beta particles but any effects due to 
rays will remain constant. 



5.4.2. Liquid scintillation counting. Aqueous so!utions 
may be incorporated in ~ water-alcoh?i-toluene solutIOn for 
Jiquid scintillation countmg m the ratIO of 1 :50 :250, respec
tively. For organic compounds of hydrogen-3 a!ld cayb~n-
14 toluene is generally used as the s?lvent. EfficIent hqUld
scintillator combinations are 4 g/hter 2,5-dlphenyloxazole 
(DPO) , with 0.1 gjliter 1,4-di(2(~-phenyloxazole))-benzene 
(POPOP) in toluene and app;oxlmately 8 gjllter pheno:l
biphenyloxadiazole (PBD) wIth 0.1 gjllter POPOP m 
toluene [Mann and Seliger, 1958a]. 

5.4.3. Gel scintillation counting. O,,:rbon-14 )Ias b~en 
assayed as barium earbonate in a gel medIUm by sC!!ltlllatlOn 
counting [Nathan, Davidson, Waggoner, and Berlm, 1958). 
In this method the c1trbon-14-labeled barIUm carbo!late IS 
thoroughly dried at 200 °0, and finely g:ound .. It IS then 
mixed in a blender WIth toluene, a th,xotropIc gel, 2,5-
diphenyloxazole, . and 1,4-di(2,5-phenyloxazolyl) benzene. 
Samples are put m. counbng VIals, well shak~n, a!ld sto;ed 
in a deep-freeze umt untIl counted m a hqUld scmtIllatlOn 
spectrometer. 

Part II. Measurement of Radioactivity for 
Clinical and Biolo~ical Purposes 

6. Introduction 

The use of radioactive materials other than radium and 
radon in the diagnosis and treatment of .human d~sease and 
the investigation of bi?logi~ processes 18 a relatlv.ely ne~v 
discipline. The materIals, '':' gene;al, dId not e'!flst untIl 
after the discovery of art,fi?,al radIOactIvIty. WIdespread 
use of them in large quantltlCs IS a.phenomenon of the last 
10 years .. Instr~ments and techmques for the detectIOn, 
identificatIOn, calIbratIOn, and rneasu;ement of ~h~se mate
rials under diverse laboratory and chmcal condltlO,ns have 
been developed, modified, discarded, and refined m great 
profusion. Until quite recently, the st,:tus of the field 'Yas 
too labile to allow of any recommendatIOns even suggestmg 
standardization or authenticity, and in some areas of the 
subject this is still the case. However, there ar~ a con
siderable number of mstruments and techmques '~hICh h:we 
stood the test of time sufficiently well to make It possl?le 
to evaluate their strengths and weaknesses, and to w:,te 
at least general specifications for their propel' constructIOn 
and use. 
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The 
many 
for use 
value in the practical 
aud biological problems. 
ments are usually of 

another. It is the purpose ~i;~t~!]j~~B~~~~ offer· information 
can be used with rellsonable 
These data, together the appendixes and 
should help newcomers in the field to choose proved 
proper facilities and may assist the. veteran worker to 
such instruments and methods as will enable him to 
results which are trulycomparablewith those of his 

It is not suggested or implied that these are 
methods and instruments applicable nor that there '~,ili5;; 
need for great improvements. The members of the t 
committee believe, however, that those recommenHd~:e:~d~o~ibli t 
following chapters have bee,: proved. ~o be 1" 
satisfactory and that, at the tIme of wl'1tm~, 
ticularly to be recommended as standards when comr)ariso,}',' 
with the work of others is desired. 

The scope of this section has been limited to 
areas: Instrumentation and the preparation 
standards; calibration and measurement prior to tIH,.wse 
the material; measurement of the radionuclide inl'.~~]Ii:{:;6~i~,',~ 
anirnal (human or otherwise); and measurement J 

01' samples derived therefrom. Emphasis is 
basic principles and characteristics instead of ;~~l~£'~:;~~l~ 
and technical details, but wherever possible 

data of representative instruments ha]·~e~~b~e'te~nb~~:~~~::~~~',1 guide to the practical worker. These 
be obtained for each individual instrument by 
himself, but it is anticipated that he will find 
presented here a useful check OIl his own 

Discussion of specific clinical and biological 
of radionuclides has been avoided, except when 
to illustrate the important principles of a method. 
o! the more labile areas of the subject, for example 
on in vivo distribution studies, a broader . of 
methods in use and some applications has been attemp 
since specific recommendations seem undesirable at 
present time. .. 

Appendix A contains basic nuclear data on most of 
radionuclides used in medical and biological work.. 



In the last three appendixes an attempt has been made to 
tabulate the recommended measurement procedures for the 
clinical uses of radionuclidcs. Appendix B includes much 
of the information in earlier tables in summary form and 
divides the types of measurement necessary into four classes: 
I. Preadministration measurement; II. In mva. measur.e
ment· III Postadministration measurement; and IV. AnCIl
lary ~ca~uremen ts, such as disposal and monitoring. pro
cedures. In appendixes C and D are h~ted, respectively, 
the principal diagnostic .and therapeutIC procedures m 
regular use at the present time, and the type of measuremeI~t 
considered to be necessary for each. As already stated, It 
is not suggested that those are the only procedures or methods 
that can or should be used, but it is believed that the recom
mendations made will be of value to many clinical users, 
particularly those beginning new techniques. 

7. Instruments Used in Relative Standardization 

7.1. General 

Relative standardization procedures inherently require 
calibration of an instrument in terms of a calibration standard 
a.nd subsequent measureme,:t of samples under c~mditi,!ns 
identical to those of cahbratlOn so that the comparIson With 
the standard will be valid. Certain precautions must be 
observed with all standardizing instruments if accuracy is 
to be achieved. 

The geometrical factors involved (fo~ exa.mple, the 
distance from sonrce to detector and the dlmenslOns of the 
sample) must be ;mai?tained?Ollstant. The arrangement of 
scattering matenal m the vIclmty of s~urce and detector 
must be reproducible; for example, shteldmg used to protect 
the operator or equipment fr~m~ stray rad,atlOn s]rou!d not be 
moved since scattered radlatlOn from the sh!eldmg may 
change both calibration and background. Where complet?ly 
fixed conditions cannot be aclneved (for example, wIth 
unavoidable variations in sample size), corrections should be 
made from data obtained by previous investigation of the 
pertinent parameters.. . . . 

Calibration of measurmg systems IS accomphshed WIth 
relative standards available commercially or from a national 
standardizing laboratory. A list of the standards 
available at this time is given in thc Isotope Index. In 
addition samples may be sent to the U.S. National Bureau 
of Standards and the Canadian National Research Council 
for calibration. The equipment employed should be tested 
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periodically with calibration~·~orb~!~~~~:11f:~~~;;~~'~~ •• > seC. 1.1). The use of these 
7.7. The type of testing required and its 
depend on the equipment employed. Testing 
the observation of the voltage across the counting c~~:;,~~~:~: 
the determination of the plateau characteristics of a 

background evaluation, and the response of t~i~ed~i~Jtx~:~i;"~J~ to the standard. If pulse-height analyzers or 
are employed, the energy response should be ";"fi~qll~;~~ 
ence will generally determine the necessary 
testing but, in the case of counters, the operating ~o:~dii~i~),!-s"., .• ·,,'·.~. 
the response to the standard, and the background should __ ....•• 
checked at least once a day. 

The contribution of the background must 
carefully considered, and if large or variable or both, lH'uuleu .•.... 
background determinations may be necessary in 
achieve the desired accuracy (see sec. 2.5). 

In selecting a standardization procedure 
required in the ultimate use of the ra(ilO.actlive 
should be considered.· 'ro endeavor to achieve 
precision in the measurement of a sample when 5 
will suffice is usually pointless and very time 

The physical characteristics of many 
portant in biology and medicine are listed in 'k:;i;;:~~ria~~ •.•.•. '.~foi 
These characteristics determine the selection of , 
standardization methods and instruments. 

In tbe sections immediately following, the ,e;~:~!~~j~ •• ~. calibration instruments are briefly described, 
with regard to their advantages and di,:ad:rant.~~('s. 
ences to more detailed descriptions Oll,\r:,ct~ristic 
data for various instruments are sUlmnlarizedin 
and 7.1-2. for representative gamma- bel~-'Bmittjin,,; 
radionuclides. Approximate estimates re:~~~i~~tlm 
these instruments to other radionuclides may .e . 
from a consideration of appendix A with tables 7.1,-1. 
7.1-2. 

7.2. Ionization-Current-Measuring Systems 

The ionization system may consist of an ionizatl,,' o~n.;;~;;~:~~t~;.! 
and a device for measuring the current. These c 
may be permanently connected together as one 
may be separable. The theory of operation of i~!iz~~~e~ '0 
chambers has been described in section 2.1. The 
which have been employed are so numerous as to pr~Cl.ud.e< 
any complete description here. The characteristics of 
chambers and measuring systems are tabulated in ta 
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TABJ,E 7.1-1. Typical cha.racteristics of radionuclide me.asU1·ing equipment jor "{-ray samples with some typical observations 

Type of 
equipment 

Lauritsen electro-
scope.1 

Chalk River elec-
tl'oseope.a 

NBS 41<"'( ioniza-
tion chamber and 
Lindemann 
Ryerson cIcc-
trometer.3 

Ionization cham-
ber+d-c ampli-
fier.~ 

NPL well eham-
ber+eurrent 
measuring 
device.s 

Braestmp well 
cbamber+ 
victoreen.e 

OM tnbe for 
"'( rays.~ 

OM tube ring for 
'1 !"l'lysJ 

Scintillation crys
tal+scalep 

Well-type crys
tal+scaler.s 

Chamber, tube 
or crystal 

Cylinder 7.5 cm. x 5.5 
cm (dlam.) At 

Spherical chambeL ___ 

Cylinder 10" cHam. x 
12" long. 

CYlinder 2.00 x 2.00 
em carbon. 

Cylinder 17.0 om x 
17.0 em well 6.6 em 
diam. x 12.5 cm. 

Cylinder __ . ___________ 

TGC-8 copper wall 
(end-window 
type). 

6 tubes 26 cm long, 
lead cathode. 

NaI 
1%" 
x 2". 

Nal 
1%" 
x 2" 
hole 
%"x 
IH". 

Without 
PHA. 

With 
FHA. 

Without 
PHA. 

With 
PHA. 

Background Volume of 
or otber sample 

limitation used 

0.002 div/ Varlablc 
sec. (small). 

BEA m- 5ml 
diUIn sample. 
,....,2.47 p.C. 

BEA 5mI 
radium sample. 
'-"().l25p.e 

I Nolli,. Variable 
(small). 

Noise. 3 ccup to 
about 
100 ce. 

Leakage 5 co ______ ... 
very low. 

30 c/min ____ Variable 
small. 

1000 <'Imin __ 2,000 m!.. __ 

1350 c/min __ 1,000 mL ___ 

20-80 eJ 
"---~--------min. 

150 c/min ___ 4 ml. _______ 

5-20 c/min __ 
---~---------

Response 
DIstance Approximate 
range l useful range 2 

Im C06D Ro p32 * 

25--100 cm_. 0.193divj 1.14dlv/ O.73dlv/ 0.0066divj 0.01 me-IOO me 
sec/me. sec/me. see/mc. sec/me. Im.h 

Jig-l em 1.20 dlvl 7.95 div/ 5.06 div/ -------------
away. sec/me. see/mc. sec/me. 

Ip.gm-300pgm Fixed ______ 34.2p.p.al 151.0 p.p.af 109.5 p.p.M -------------
mo. mo. mo. radium. 

10-100 cm __ 27.4 mm! 153mm/mc_ l00mm/mg_ ------------- O.Q2mc-lOOOmc 
mo. I13!.~" 

Fixed ______ IIp.Jl.a/mc __ 53p.Jl.afmo __ 34p.p.a/mc __ 0.D78 p.p.a/ 1 p.e-several 
mo. lOOmc 

I13l.211. 

Fixed __ ~ ___ 9.5divl ------------- 26.8 divf 0.15 div/ 0.03 me-to 7 mc 
min/me. min/mg. min/mc. Im.2a 

20--100 em .. 7 cimini 55 cimini 32 c/minl -----------_. 5p.c-2 mc 

". ,0. ". IUl.2b 

Fixed ______ 7.2X101 el lXlOI cl ------------- 60 ciminI 0.1 .. e-4 p'e 
min/p.c. minJp.c. ,.c. IU1.2b 

Sample on 1.95XIOI e/ ' 2.86XIOI cJ ------------- 45.6 e/min} 0.07 1Le-30pc 
top. min/pO. min/pC. ". 1m. ~" 

------------- 6.13X103 c/ 3.66XHfl oj --~--~----.-- ------------- 0.013 p.e-30 pC 
min/p.O. min/p.e. 1131. 

Fixed (in 8.45XI0~ c/ 9.1Xl~ c/ -"--._------- 1.32XIOI ej 2X10-II-\C-0.7 
well). mill/JIc. min/"e. min/p.c. #0 I!3I. 2¢ 

------------- 5.08X10~ c/ 1.82XIOS c/ ------------- ------------- 3.7XlO-sIfC- 1.2 
min/Me. min/pc. JIC 1131.' 

Z Data from National Bureau of Standards. 1 The responses quoted are for the shorter of these distances. In all meas
urements where appreciable distance is used, it is assumed that scattering 
effects are reduced to a minimum. 

2 In most cases, the 1owl.'1' limit of the range has been taken as the activity 
equal to the background oquivaJent activity. 

4 Data [rom Sinclair, 'l'rott and Belcber (1954). 
~ Data from NBS, NRC, and the University of Texas, M. D. Anderson 

Hospital and Tumor Institute in agreement. 

The upper limit (a) in ionization chambers, is usually not sharply defined 
and may be limited by saturation conSiderations, range 
of amplifier, or simply protection of the operatol' during 
the measurement; 
(b) in Geiger-?rliiller counters, is taken as 30,000 cjmin, 
at which level a 5% dead-time COrrection would be nec
essary for a dead time of 100 psee; 
(c) in scintillation counters, is taken as 600,000 cjmin at 
whieh level a .5% dead-time correetiQn would be neces-
sary for a dead time of 5,uSec • 

I 

S Data from J. Halc, University of Peunsylvania. 
1 Data from Physics Department, Unive~sity of 'l'exas, M. D. Anderson 

Hospital and Tumor Institute. 
S Data from Jjnivcrsity of 'l'exas and University of Pennsylvania in agree

ment. 
9 Data from VeaH and Vetter (1952). 
* Bremsstrahl-ung. 
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7.1-1. For more complete inf()rmation,the 7'~1turi~sl~il;~\!' 
ferred to the literature [Rossi and Staub,1949; 
1950]. . 

With all ionization-current-measuring systems, 
trical insulation is necessary. Dirt acros"s~lf~~~:;:t:~;;~~(ii~~'#~ 
render an instrument unreliable. With a s, 
strument, such as an electroscope, the danger of 
lators becoming dirty is less than with the separate 
chamber and detector systems described in 
The insulation should be tested periodically by 
fiber with no source present and observing the le2L!{9,ge nLI'~'>, 
(which ,vill include background) (table 7.1-1) . 

The principal advantages of ionization systems are .h,;,~i 
accuracy, reliability, and large activity range; however 
sensitivity is generally less than that of counting "V"t.Am" 

7.2.1. Electroscopes. The principal advantages of eleCe./:,,> 
troscopes are simplicity, ease of operation, reliability, 
low cost [Harnwell and Livingood, 1933; Strong, 1943]. 
disadvantages are their relatively short linear scale 
small range of drift rates. They are used 
gamma-ray samples but some models may also 
beta-ray sources [Mann and Seliger, 1958a]. 

7.2.2. Electrometers. Two principal types of ele,ctl·onle.!~rs:; 
are the quartz-fiber and vacuum-tube electrometers . 
fiber type is simple and robust but generally of smaller fallEn"..: 
than the vacuum-tube instrumeut. 

Two fiber electrometers are commonly used; the 
and the quadrant. Numerous variations of each 
[Harnwell and Livingood, 1933; Strong, 1943]. 
as great as 5X 10-15 coulomb per scale division 

Vacuum-tube electrometers with multiple 
high maximum gain, and low zero drift are 
verse feedback d-c amplifiers which will detect 
and have a wide range are not uncommon . 
sensitive electrometer presently available is the 
reed type, which can detect currents as low as 
under special conditions. An added advantage 
systems is that strip chart recorders can easily 
produce a permanent record. 

Various kinds of measuring circuit may be used. In 
rate-of-drift method [Dubridge and Brown, 1933], the OU1~Ptlt·,,/ 
reading is linearly proportional to the radiationl~fl~u~~x:e~d.Sth1~. 
through the chamber. In the null method of '0 
change in voltage produced across a capacitor by the lOrllZ!Lc//.";,; 
tion current is counterbalanced by an equal and 
voltage supplied from a potentiometer. This may 
complished automatically [Garfinkel, 1959]. 



7.2.3. Types of ionization chamber. Almost any ion!za
tion chamber can be employed for secondary standardIza
tion of gamma-emitting nuclides. An air-equivalent-wall 
chamber is particularly useful when gamma-ray exposure
dose rates are the primary information required. However, 
for routine calibration of sample activity it is preferable to 
use a chamber especially designed for this purpose (sec. 8.2). 

The reentrant or well chamber is designed so that the 
sample is surrounded by the sensitive volume of the ionization 
chamber (fig. 7.2-1). This provides an arrangement of high 
sensitivity on which sample position and volume, within 
limits, have relatively little influence. A further advantage 
is that such a chamber may be easily shielded so that back-

J d "" "1 

~ 

"'" 

, 
~ 

[t1 
Ii 

~ 

FIGURE 7.2-1. Well-type ionization chamber designed by C. B. Braestrup 
for the assay of gamma-emitting nuclides. 

(]'eitelberg, 1949; reprinted from Science by permission of the American Association for 
the Advancement of Science.] 
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TABI,E 7.2-1. 

Radionuclide rjmc.h 
at 1 em 

mm 

Radlonuclide Ell 
(MeV) 

PhOsp",,,us·:32... I 0.69 

i[~~~~[;:~ll~~~:~ o. 187 

0.331 
0.24 
0.061 
0.20+0.93 
0.93 

chamber 

Form of sample \ 

0.137 73 
0.073 137 
0.159 G2.S 
1.43 7.02 
0.024 419 (Srw+ Y~Q) 
O. 030 335 (ygO) 

ground radiation effects are small (for low Re.t.ivvjl~li:r·)!~)ti'~~\lit 
protection is provided for the operator (for " 

Ionization chambers employing essentially 
have been nsed to standardize radionuclides which enntbeta'/ 
rays only; for example, the Chalk River Electroscope 
7.1-2). 

An ionization instrument which combines well 
ray and 2". beta-particle chambers [Hine and 
ch. 11, p. 527, "Standardization of X-Ray Beams 
active Isotopes," by W. K. Sinclair] has been 
veloped by the National Physical Laboratory 
and Pulfer, 1956] (figs. 7.2-2 and 7.2-3.) The 
the gamma-ray chamber is used as the beta-ray CHaIneOe,'", 
which has a thin window to admit beta particles 

avoid a humid atmosphere around the ins';r.la~t~o:r~s~, d~~;.~',e~~ typical results of measurements made with 
{3--y ionization chambers, developed by the 
ical Laboratory, are shown in tables 7.2-1. 

7.3. Counting Systems 

Counting systems are more sensitive than 
chambers but are also less stable. They must therefore 

588589-61--6 
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FIGURE 7.2-2. Combined beta-gamma reference ionization chamber. 
[Courtesy of the National Physical Laboratory.] 

tested more often with performance or reference standards 
(sec. 7.7) to ensure satisfactory results. 

When low activity samples are measured, correction for 
background count rate must be made. Random fluctuations 
in counting rate necessitate consideration of statistical 
factors (sec. 2.5.1) [Hine and Brownell, 1956, ch. 5, "Geiger
MUller Counters an(i Proportional Counters," by W. K. 
Sinclair]. At low counting rates, long counting times may 
be necessary to achieve statistical accuracy. In these 
circumstances it is important to choose the disposition of 
time between counting sample awl background and back
ground alone so that the greatest precision will be achieved 
in the time available (see sec. 2.5.2). When high activity 
samples are assayed, correction for loss of counts may have 
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FIGURE 7.2-3. Combined beta-gamma reference ior,;z"ti"n.,ha.mb,eT 
plastic Jig for the support of small ampoules. 

(Courtesy of the National Physical Laboratory.) 

to be made due to finite resolution time or dead time 
system (see sec. 2.5.5). 

Counters require auxiliary electronic equipment 
high voltage supply, amplifier, scaler and . 
unit. Count-rate meters may also be 
stability of the high-voltage supply, 
tivity a.nd linearity of the amplifier, are dlc,tal;ed-""'"'''' 
detector used and the application. (For a 
cussion, see, for example, Elmore and Sands, 
Price, 1958.) 

The amplitude of electrical pulses produced ~I~~~~~.~ 
tional and scintillation counters is proportional to 
delivered to the detector by each primary IOILlZIOg 
In certain applications this proportionality is 
example, a simple discriminator may be used 
pnlses below a certain amplitude (thus, for e~~~~~F;~;',,,e:~ti 
eluding scat.tered radiation) \,or a pulse~height • 
be used to select, electronicallY, pulses which exce"Q 
determined by one adjustment (baseline) but do not; ~:~;~,:~.~~ 
this height by more than an amount determined by • 
control (channel width or "window"), Equipment is 



available to measure an entire pulse-height spectrurit by 
continuously changing the baseline control while plotting 
the couuting rate on a strip chart recordcr. Multichannel 
analyzers can achieve this result more quickly and effectively 
by simultaneously sorting and recording pulses of various 
heights. The precise calibration of equipment which in
cludes a pulse-height analyzer is complex. Among the most 
important factors to be considered are the following: The 
amplifier should be linear and nonoverloading; the baseline 
calibration should be tcsted for drift; the channel width 
should be checked as a function of baseline setting and the 
overall performance should be tested as a function of counting 
rate. 

If the quantity of interest is the variation of the counting 
rate with time, a count-rate metcr and pen recorder or a 
scialer and a digital printer may be used. 
.;,Circuitry used for counting work is discussed by Elmore 

and Sands [1949] and Price [1958]. 

7.4. Geiger-MUller Counters 

Thc principal advantage of the Geiger-MUller counter 
lies in the simplicity of its necessary associated circuitry. 
The sensitivity for beta particles is excellent but for gamma 
rays the sensitivity is less than that of the scintillation 
counter. . 

Many special Geiger-Miiller counters have been produccd. 
For example: thin-window Geiger-MUller tubes are available 
for beta-particle measurements, while special cathode ma
teri»ls such as bismuth can increase the sensitivity to gamma 
rays. 2) 

Speoial Geiger-MUller counter equipment is available also 
for measlll'ing low-energy beta p»rticles. An example of 
such special equipment is the windowless 2" flow counter 
in which the samples are placed inside the counting chamber, 
through which the counting gas flows; the overall efficiency, 
including backscatter, may exceed 50 percent. External 
counting may be accomplished with very thin-wall 01' 
"micro-mil" window counters. Libby (1957) has developed 
a Geiger-MUller counter of this type in which the sample 
is wrapped around the counter, enabling a large area of 
sample to be counted. 

7.5. Proportional Counters 

Proportional counters have a shorter dead time and often 
a longer and flatter plateau than Geiger-MUller tubes, but 
the techniques of counting are more elaborate. They may be 
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used for all of the same purposes as Geiger~]\Hi.ller~~;~\t1~~(1~ 
In addition, they are very useful for 
rates and also for alpha-particle 
tion the beta particles can be against. 
flow proportional counter for solid [Heintze 
Fisehbeck, 1957; Verly, Bricteux-Gregoire, Koch, 
Dewey, 1958] or liquid (organic solvent) [Schwebel, Isboel';,l"';~;k;,q 
Karabinos, 1951; Schwebel, Isbell, and Moyer, 1954] ., 
is very similar to the flow,-type Geiger-MUller COllnt,e];> 
and some types are available which may be used 
Geiger-MUller or proportional counting. Overall effiei"nc,ie,;;S;'; 
may be as high as 80 percent when backscattering 
nounced. 

7.6. Scintillation Counters 

The scintillation counter is probably the mos\}~l~!i~~~ 
instrument for the assay of low-activity gamma-ray 
since it is more efficient for this purpose than are the 
MUller or proportional counters. 

When feasible, gamma-ray counting of samples 
usually preferred to other methods because of. the rel • .!,;v", 
freedom from absorption and self-absorption corrections 
special preparation procedures which are often ne,)essaI'Yill-i 
beta-particle sample counting. 

Many different luminescent materials have been tj~~r~.l.~ 
useful for scintillation counting and these may be 
inorganic or organic in composition and either solid or 
in phase. Liquid scintillators are especially useful 
radioactive material can be dissolved in the IU)niJleErce:ti.t 
medium (see sec. 12.5.4). Solid organic phosphors 
anthracene and stilbene have been widely used for sp'lct:ral 
analysis studies of beta-particle emitters, and thLee~iri:!!~,~d'.~£ 
for beta-particle detection is similar to that of a ( 
Geiger-MUller tube. These crystals are less e.~~~i~'l~t 
gamma-ray detection than the solid inorganic m 
are nevertheless useful in gamma-ray dose-raj,e stucliOiil 

because their energy absorption iS~3~'~lf!l~t~~~}~i~;~.{~~~;~~ Solid inorganic crystals are 
ray sample counting '~:~~i~l;' 
iodide is the most c. 
gamma cmitters and the br<lm",stl"ahlul?n 
beta emitters. Single 

cylinders, are available in a YaJriej;v ~:e:!~)J,l;!~~:~~~~~~'~ several inches in diameter and 
counting of low-level gamma-ray or 
such a crystal with a well is commonly used. Sodium ioclid"n 
has a larger photoelectric cross section than most 



suitable crystals and is therefore more efficient for gamma
ray assay. Furthermore the amplitude of the light pulse 
produced per unit-energ'y absorption is high (see sec. 2.4). 

The true advantage of a scintillation counter over a 
Gei&"er-~Uller counter is. not as great as a comparison of 
effiCl.enCles.al,?ne may mdlCate., because background counting 
rate m a scmtJllatlOn detector IS usually higher (even if heavy 
shielding is used). Comparison may better be made on th'e 
basi~ of minimum detectable activity which is discussed in 
sectIOn 2.5.3. The short-term stability of a scintillation 
counter is possibly no better than that or. a Geiger-Muller 
counter, so that frequent calIbratIOn IS reqUIred. A perform
ance standard, while useful with a scintillation counter should 
be employed cautiously because changes in the d~tection 
syst~m .aife?t its energy response unpredictably. 
. ScmtillatlOn detectors and proportional counters usually 
m,volve the .use of more complicated electronic equipment 
tha~ do Gelger-~Uller counters and the requirements for 
stability of the high-voltage supply are more critical and 
more amplification of the pulse is needed. 

Two recent reports [Ross, 1959; Harris Hamblen and 
:t:rancis, 1~59J deal with the medical applications of sci~tilla
tlOn countmg. 

7.6.1. Application oj scintillation counting. Scintillation 
counters are particularly useful in the following applications: 

(a) Highly collimated and shielded arrangements which 
are movable, for in vivo measurement. ' 

(b) Crystal and source in a fixed geometry relation for 
sample counting, either 

1. with the source at a distance from the crystal (for 
example, in the measurement of beta particles in the defined 
solid angle method, or in the measurement of gamma rays 
from bulk samples), or 

2. with the source inserted inside the crystal volume 
in the well-type crystal, or surrounding the crystal volume o~ 
most of its faces. 

In each case both the source and detector are surrounded 
by stationary shielding. 
. 7.6:2. Well-typ.e scintillation counter. The well-type scin

tillatIOn counter IS the most useful type for routine measure
ments of low-activity gamma-my samples (fig. 7.6-1). 
A typical model uses a sodium iodide (thallium-activated) 
crystal 1 % in. in diameter and 2 in. high, in which thc well is 
a cavity % in. in diameter which extends l)f in. into the 
crystal. The crystal is contained in an aluminum shell with 
a glass window and is mounted directly on the face of the 
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FIGURE 7.6-1. Well crystal counter. 

WELL CRYSTAL 

SHIELD 

ELECTRON 
MULTIPLIER 
PHOTOTU8E 

electron-multiplier photo tube. The whole 
rounded by lead shielding. Optimum ratios 
background counts are obtained by varying the 
and high-voltage levels.. Pulse-haight-analysis 
also be used. 

The efficiencies and response of typical systems of 
kind for several radionuclides are given in tables 7.6:-1. 
7.6-2. 

7.6.3. Liquid 8ciniillation counter. The liquid scint\mtl,i?jl~! 
counter has recently come into rather general use for 
relative assay of hydrogen-3 (tritium) and carbon-14, 
ticularly when these are used as tracers in ~l~~~~~~:.l~xpl?ri .. ' 
ments. The low energies of hydrogen-3 and 
particles require, for reasonable counting . 
source-preparation technique which introduces a 
of source self-absorption. Gaseous samples could he 
as H! or C"O, in an internal gas counter but, for the 
analysis of large numbers of samples, it is very much 



TABLE 7.6-I. Well scintillation counter-no pulse-height analyzer" 

4.0-rol samples h 

Em· Back- Background UPDer 
Radionuclide ciency Response in gl'~und equivalent limit" 

in% c/minlp.c m activity inj.<c 
c/min inp.C 

Ohromium-51 _________________ 4.95 1. 08XlO' 200 1.8.sXlO-3 5.55 Iodine-I3L _______ _______ ______ 
41. ° 9.lOXlO~ 200 2.20XlO-I O. S6 Go1d-198 _______________________ 41.3 9.18XlO~ 200 2. 18XlO-4 0.65 Iron-59 ________________________ 2S.0 5.77XlOs 200 3.47XlO-~ 1.04 Oobalt-SO ______________________ 43.3 9. 61XIO~ 200 2.08XlO-i 0.625 

Phosphorus-32 bremsstrah-
lung (833 mg!cm2 absorber, 

2.22X101 9.02XIO-3 27.0 glass + Al) _____ ~"_. __ •• ____ • 1.0 200 

a With a sodium iodide cl'ystaI2"XI;!.i", well %''' diameter Xl)4" deep, with discriminator 
setting just above noise leveL 

h 'rhc response for dHIerent volumes must be measured in each individual apparatus with 
each type of container. In this instrument the variation is about -3.5%!ml for I-131 and 
Au-198and -1.5%fml for Fe-59 and Co-60. 

o Based on activity producing counting rate of 600,000 of min which would have 5%dead
time loss for a dead time of 5 }.!Sec. 

Data. from Physics Department, The University of 'I'exas, M. D. Anderson Hospital and 
Tumor Institute. 'rIltSe are representative data only and different results must be oxpeeted 
if different instrument settings are used. 

TABLE 7.6-2. lYell scintillation counter with pulse-height analyzer" 
4.0-ml samples b 

Radlonuelide 
Base
line 
volts 

Window 
volts 

Effi· 
eiency 
in% 

Response in 
c/min!li0 

Back
ground 

in 
e/min 

Background 
eqnivalellt 

activity 
in lie ------------_._-_._--

Chromium-51 __ 12.0 6.0 3.! 6.9XlO-I 19 28.0XlO-s 
Iodine-I3L ____ 15.0 6.0 23.0 5.08XW 19 3.7XIO-' Gold-19S ______ , 16.5 6.0 16.4 3.64XW 19 5.2XIo-r; Iron-59 ________ . 49.0 d 8. 0 4.7 l.03XW 7 6.8XlO-$ Cobait-60 ______ 55.0 d 8.0 8.3 1. 82XIO.l 7 3.8XlO-s 

Upper 
limit" 
inli0 

8_7 
1.2 
1.6 
3.8 
3.3 

" With a sodium iodide cry~tal Z"Xl%''', well %," diameter X1YzII deep, and single channel 
puJse-height analyzer set on photopeak. 

~ The response for difl'enmt volumes must be measured in each individual apparatus with 
each type of container. In this instrument the variation is about -3.5%/ml for I-13I and 
Au*l\)13and -L5%/ml for Fe-59 and Co-60. 

~ Based on activity producing counting rate of 600,000 c/min wbich would have 5% dead 
time for loss for a dead time of 5 jlSec. 

d Not calibrated in volts-actually more than 8.0 volts. 

D~ta from Physics Depa.rtment, 'rhe UnJ\.·Cl'Sity 0/ 'l'exas, M. D. Anderson Hospital and 
Tumor Institute. These axe representative data only and different l'CSults must be expected 
if different instrulllent settings arc used, 

to introduce aqueous samples into the liquid scintillator 
solution. Further, the linear response of the liquid scintil
lator to energy absorbed permits discrimination between 
hydrogen-3 and earbon-14 by means of pulse-height analysis, 
which is important in double labeling experiments. 
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Phototube, amplifier and 
similar to those for ordinary 
Usually, higher amplification (20,000 to ~O,OOO) 
since the amplitude of the pulses produced IS low. 
at lower temperatures (about 0 °C) in a r~j·~~:~~.:~~.;:~:~~ 
use of coincidence techniques where two V1<'.W ;CO, 

the same sample effect a large increase slI::td~~~i~iil.~;s 
ratio. Due to the complexity of setting up a 
lation-counting unit, it is suglSested tI:at 
available units be used for routme countmg 
Tritiated-water and carbon-14-benzoic-acid 
bonate standards are presently available and 
to unknown samples as "spikes," for d~!e:;f'~~~~·i~:i~iil.~~·~.:; 
efficiencies and in addition for the setting of 
levels in those cases where hydrogen-3and carb()n··14 or,"; 

used in the same sample. 
. Water samples are usually dissolved in alcohol and _ ••. ;_.,; 

in toluene which contains the phosphor. A w".t.er: '~l~~~:~l; 
toluene ratio of 1:50:250 has been found to e 
reproducible results. In those cases where the lower aCJICl\llc 

ties are to be measured, large volumes of water are 
and dioxane may be used in place of toluene. 
result in smaller pulse heights than toluene 
solute concentrations; however, the largerllli'~~e~:~~~e.~~~~ •. i~1 
water can more than compensate for this. 
cific details, the reader is referred to Davidson and .J~'eigejlsoni'i?;'i 
1957; Bell and Hayes, 1958: and Mann and Seliger, 

Standards are used either for calibration or for tel,tillg. a: 
measuring system. Since all detecting systems 
to faults, frequent checks . with ~ome t~e of S",UHlal'U 

necessary to ensure that dIfficult!es are dlscovelt"'EeJdill·lO{~l:01:~.'.~\i~ 
tine program of testing should be followed. A 
many applications only relative results between 
samples are required and an aliquot of the oril,inl11 sllmpie 
is used for comparison purposes, it is still to 11e"o.·. 
performance standard to test equipment behavior. 

7.7.1. "Performance" standards. "Performance" 
ards are commonly used for testing the constancy of. r eSIWIt.aT-p 
of instruments. Performance standards do not 
aspects of the response of a measuring system for 
radionuc1ide, because the energies of the nt'.U"·Ole'''> errlH"eo,< 
are not usually the same. The standard should 
nently mounted in a container similar to the ~9J'!1I!'le-no~mng: 
containers. Because of its extremely long na'_I-l'Ie, ra,dItlm·; 



226 in equilibrium with its decay products, is a frequent 
choice for a gamma-ray standard, although both cobalt-60 
and cesium-barium-137 are used. Oesium-barium-137 is 
particularly useful as a performance standard for gamma-ray 
spectrometers because of its single O.662-Mev line. Beta
particle performance standards include radium-226 [Mann 
and Seliger, 1958a], radium D+E and strontium-yttrium-90. 
Oorrections for decay must be made when the standard is 
used over a period of years. Uncertainty as to the half-life 
of radium D+ E reduces its usefulness as a performance 
standard. 

7.7.2. Calibmtion standards. Oalibration.standards usually 
can~ot be mamtamed for long penods, smce many radio
nuchdes of mterest have short half-lives. Standards of 
various short-lived radionuclides are available (see, e.g. 
the Isotope Index) and secondary standardizing equipment 
should be calibrated periodically. 

7.7.3. Simulated standards. Simulated standards attempt 
to achieve the advantages of both calibration and per
formance standards for short-lived radionuclides. Iodine-
131 may be simulated by a mixture of barium-133 and cesium
barium-137 which is useful for about 10 years [Brucer, Oddie 
and Eldridge, 1956]. Such simulated standards only approxi~ 
mate the radiation characteristics of the actualradionuclide 
(although perhaps closely) and changes with time due to the 
differences in half-lives among the constituents must be 
corrected for. The decay of such mixtures is not exponcntial 
and speCial charts must be used. They are not suitable for 
the calibration of scintillation spectrometers. 

S. Preadministration Sample Measurement 
8.1. General 

Shipments of radioactive nuclides received by institutions 
fall mto two general categories: small quantities (less than 
1 me) to be used directly for diagnostic tests and tracer 
metabolic studies; 01' large quantities (more than 1 mc) 
to be used either directly for therapy or, after dilution, for 
the preparation of aliquots for either therapy or tracer doses. 
Ourrently, commercial suppliers of radioactive materials 
provide quantities t.hat are usually reliably calibrat.ed. 
Nevertheless, the final responsibility for the accuracy of the 
amount administered to a patient rests with the user and 
each shipment or aliquot used should be tested. 

Regardless of any previous assay of the stock solution 
individual doses should be checked to ensure the accuracy 
of dispensing. 
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Specifications for instruments suitahle 
assay and procedures for their 

1. The instrument should 
brated with a standard sample 

it is nsed, a!~d~.t~h~:e'R~~11~~r~~~; thereafter with a st;1nClar<1 
2. The measurement sh.ou.lcl. 

be quickly and accurately 
3. The measurements take only a short tilne t"';' 

perform, and the reading should be easily tracnsllatc,d 
units of activity. 

4. A precision of about 2 percent should be possilble; 
and the range of the instrument should be wide. 

5. The shielding should be adequate to protect 
operator, for the hig-hest activity to be measured, and "~"_"". 
be permanent. 

Although several of the general claSSt~~S~O~.f~:l',~n;s~~~~lf;J,~; described in section 7 may be used, . . 
measuring instruments usually best fulfill the 
above [Feitelberg, 1949]. 

8.2. Radioactivity A~say Methods 

8.2.1. Methods oj calibration. Measuring 
be calibrated for most clinically used 
means of calibration standards obtainable 
cial suppliers or from national standardizinO' 
(see The Isotope Index). Oalibration standards are orcun.ar"·;>,' 
ily of low activity (a few microcuries) and can ·~~i~E~ri~~~;J~ used directly for the calibration of counting 
Many ionization chambers, however, may not be 
sensitive to make direct measurements of a calibration sta.nel,,' 
ard. For initial calibration therefore, an aliquot of 
shipment must be used as an intermediate step for co;mrlaris.o.l! .. 
with the calibration standard. In many cases dilution of 
aliquot may be necessary and the comparisolY then has to. 
made by counting techniques. 

8.2.2. Millicurie amounts oj gamma- or high-energy 
emitting radionuclides. . 

8.2.21. Well-ionization-chamber mea8tmi~~,i~~I~~1~8 u~~ft~f 
7.2.3). The well-ionization chamber p 
method for the direct assay of shipments '\~~:t~:~~:~~~~§;i 
materials of high activity, and with suitable e 
may covel' a wide activity range. The chamber 
designed to accept standard-sized shipping bottles ltlincllail:. 
and Newberry, 1951]. Variation of sample-bottle 
type may cause variations in assay values due to ~~~~~~ihh;~ 
geometry, sample self-absorption and container a 



which may require small corrections. A modification of the 
gamma-ray instrument enables beta-ray measurements to be 
made by includiug a window to a beta-ray sample. ch,,:mbe~ 
[rIiue and Brownell, 1956; ch. 11, p. 527, "StandardIz,,:tIOn.of 
X-Ray Beams and Radioactive Isotopes," by W. K. SmclaIr; 
Perry, Dale, and Pulfer, 1956] (see also sec. 7:2.3). Another 
type of well-ionization chamber has been desIgned by Braes
trup to be used with a standard X-ray electrometer [Feitel
berg 1959] ",nd is most useful for assaying solutions of the 
orde~ of 1 mc/m!. The well is the proper size and shape to 
accept standard laboratory test tubes. Data pertaining to 
the NPL chamber and the Braestrup chamber, both of which 
are commcrcially available, are included in tables 7.1-1 and 
7.2-1. 

Either of these instruments can be used to assay samples 
of radionuclides that emit high-energy beta particles, by 
measuring the ionization produced by bremsstrahlung from 
the walls of the chamber and within the solution [Alper and 
du Preez, 1949]. These measurements should be made with 
standard containers and volumes. 

8.2.22. Measuring methods with the sample at a distance. 
An alternative method for routine assay is that in which 
the ionization produced by gamma rays from a radioactive 
sample is measured by an i,o,nization ch,,:mb~r located at a 
distance from the source. I he method IS WIdely used and 
its principles are discussed in section 3.6.. The tec;hniq~e 
and applications of the method are descl'lbed by SmclaIr, 
Trott and Belcher [1954]. The geometry is conveniently 
contr~lIed by the use of an optical bench. The useful 
range of measurement of the instrument c.an be extended 
by varying the d,stance and then applymg the m verse 
square ·Iaw. In this ease the measnring. dist":,,ce should 
be several times gTeater than the Imear d,menSIOns of the 
sample and chamber in order to minimize the error arising 
from uncertainty in effective distance bet\veen source and 
detector (oftcn 50 to 100 cm). An adequate distance 
should be maintained between any scattering material and 
both source and detector in order to minimize the amount of 
scattered radiation entering the detector. 

If the ionization chamber is "air equivalent" for the 
energy of the gamma rays bein(5 measured, known values .of 
the specific gamma-ray emISSIOn constant for the radIO
nuclide (1' per mc-hr at 1 meter) (app. A) may be used to 
determine the activity of the sample directly. However, 
corrections for self-absorption in the radioactive material and 
for absorption in the container wall must be applied (sec also 
sec. 3.6.1). 
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If the ionization chamberis 
calibrated with a standard "of 
The ionization chamber may be ne:'V11Y 
of lead) to discriminate against scattered 

8.2.3. Microcurie amounts of gamma- and 
beta-emitting nuclides .. Mier~eurie ,,:mounts are 
used in tracer or diagnostIC studIes. In these 
the measurements are almost always expressed 

centao'Of> of the administered amou:~;t~.! ~a~n~d:'1 ~~~;::~~~~~ftl~ the a~say is less important. than when 
used therapeutically. In such tracer 
urements are precisely related to the 
the radionuclide sample being used; 
corrections unnecessary. Any type 
equipment tha~ is suitably sensitive and rei,",hle 
for the comparIson. 

These comparative measuremCl;ts are ,!,?S~ often m:'cd.EF 
with counting systems because hIgh sensItlvity is US11aIIY .. 
necessary. 

With gamma-emitting n~c1.ides! the most uss,e~f~~u~~1 ~~:dtr~~, 
ment is the well-type scmtillatIOn co,:,n~er d 
section 7.6.2. For high-energy beta-emIttmg ~url'~~";h~Zl~2i 
addition of a lead filter a few thousandths of an 
between the sample and the gamma-ray counter 
the bremsstrahlung production, but care must be .t~K~:idl,~fi; 
ensure that comparative measurements are made 
identical conditions. 

8.2.4. Low-energy beta-emitting nuclides. 
emitting beta particles of low energy, br"mllst7'ahlu7'n 
ods cannot be used. A thin-window ~~~~~~l;~ 
an ionization chamber, or a liquid sciiritillELtic)l\ C 
must then be used (sec. 7.4 or 7.6.1). 

8.3. Radionuclide Identification 

If radioactive materials to be used in human stlidies'··ar· 
obtained from a source that does not guarantee the lue>!", .. ": 
and radiopurity of the radionuclide sample, these 
established by the user. . .. 

Ordinarily the apprOXImate actIVIty of a ~;1~~~t~~~;~J shipment is stated, a~d if its assay by the user 
in good agreement WIth the expected value, the 
the nuclide is unlikely to be other than that exp~cted. 
and usually unimportant amounts of eontammant radiCle: 
nuclides are to be expected in some samples. Oare must;he 
taken that these contaminants, particularly after long 
ods, do not compromise the nature of the sample. 



The most accurate method of establishing radionuclide 
identity is a spectral distribution study, preferably of both 
beta. and gamma rays.. Thl~ method, however, is not easily 
applIed to n,!chdes whICh emIt only low-energy beta particles 
and may fall to detect such radionuclides in the presence 
of a gamma-emitting radionuclide. . 

Radionuclide identification can also be established by 
measurements of half-life and by absorption methods. These 
meth01s are pot always conclusive and cannot be applied to 
all radlOnuchdes, but neverthe.le~s are useful. Other special 
methods may be necessary If It IS deSIrable to establish the 
absence of certain. radioactive impurities (for example, 
hydrogen-3). In CIrcumstances where the identification 
has not been fully established, a knowledge of the target 
material and the production procedures may be very useful. 

Methods of radlO-paper-chromatography (sec. 12.6) may be 
useful m verIfymg tbe nature, purity, and chemical stability 
of labeled compounds. 

8.4. Chemical Purity and Pyrogen Activity 

Tbe chemical purity, total amount of stable isotope (or 
c::n:ler), and pH of samples that are to be administered 
clmICally should be tested if they ?ave not been certified by 
a commerCIal suppher. In addItIOn, tests of sterility arid 
pyro.gen acti,:ity are required for samples that are to be 
admmlSteredmtravenous]y (U.S. Pharmacopeia XV). 

8.5. Measurement of Dose Rate from Small Sealed Sources 

8.5.1. General. In many therapeutic applications of radio
nuclides the important quantity is the dose rate from a source 
or configuration of ~ources rather. than the activity. The 
dose rate !Jan be derIved If the actIvIty, the specific gamma
ray ellUSSIOn constant r (01' the average beta-ray enero-y) 

. and the arrangement of source material are known. It {liay 
be more conye~ient and more accurate, however, to measure 
the. d?se rate du·ectly. This may be the case when gamma
emlttmg nuelIdes are used in some interstitial, intracavitary, 
aI?-d superfiCIal applIcatIOns,. and when beta-emitting nu
clIde.s, such as strontIUm-yttrIUm-90, are used in superficial 
applIcatIOns. 

8.5.2. Gamma-ray exposure dose rates. If the gamma-ray 
sources are long-lived their activities wil! generally be meas
ured and specified in millicuries and the constant r the 
spccific gamma-ray emission (app. A), can be used to c~lcu
late the exposure dose rate. Frequently gamma-ray activi. 
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ties are determined g~~~)¥:~~·~~~;!~t~!~:~~~ir~(~~ an air-wall ionization 
3.6 and in section 8.2.22. 
tage that any error in the 
activity is eliminated. 

In the case of shorter-lived samples (e.g., h:~i~~i!;i~t~~~l~~!t 
seeds, iridium-192 seeds), the activity of th~. LYtii~~:~ji~dl~v 
will need to be measured, unless the val'latIOns a 
viduals are known, in which case the activity of 
be determined. Any gamma-ray method may 
this pnrpose but the most satisfactory is a .dose· mE,as1UremE)Il.t.? 
(as above). 

In circumstances where the exposure dose rate 
particular arrangement of sour.ces. is required,. a d~tec,t6]t'<! 
(usually an ion chamber or scmtlllatIOn counter 
anthracene crystal) should be used which is direct re'tUl.ll~"'i! 
and calibrated for the radiation of interest in 
exposure dose rate. Techniques are described in t.P.,ct," nt)! 
radiological physics [e.g., Hille and 

8.5.3. Beta-particle absorbed dose 
of beta-emitting applicators (such as . 
plaques) reqnires a dose-rate rather than a 
rate measurement .. Owing to scattering and 
absorption, it is difficult to calculate the dose rate from 
a sonrce even when the activity. contcnt is known. 
Hine and Brownell, 1956, ch. 16, "Discrete ~.a~;I~~~~~:If') 
Sources" by R. Loevinger, E. M. Japha, arid G. I 
Generally a depth-dose curve is also required; . 
rate as a function of distance in tissue from the 
applicator. 

Dose rate deterIllinations may be 
Bragg-Gray principle, by measnrement 
narrow. air-gap situated at the face 
determine the snrface dose) or with a 
absorbing material interposed (to determine "_., _ .• ". .. _ ~VOO'k'." 
Both the "bsorber and the material from which l ~~:i:zi~t~~· i 
chamber.is constructed shonld resemhle tissue in tl 
action with beta-particlcs, and i!, this.respe.ct !,,-os.t p~::t: •• ~ 
are satisfactory. The mtenslty of IOlllzatlOn 
considerahly with the of the and chambers 
extrapolation tyge are 
Krohmer, 1951;] ailla ana "1'o'ss, 

these, the spacing of the can be v "j~;l'~~'~~~d;f§ results are extrapolated to zero gap-width. 
fixed width [e.g., Sinclair and B1ondal, 1952] are very 
simpler to construct, and more rapid in use. It 
possible to estimate the error introduced by the nn1T.Pl W1C 



of the chamber, from published results on extrapolation 
chambers. Failla and Gross, and Loevinger find that the 
extrapolation is linear over only a very narrow range of 
electrode spacing, e.g., up to 0.02 cm with an applicator 0.7 
cm in diamcter. Haybittle 11955J obtains a much greater 
jinear range by surrounding the collecting electrode with a 
guard ring of comparable width, and so reducing edge effects. 

Measurements of this type are very difficult and, conse
quently, commercial sources should always be obtained with 
a calibration. For details of the methods of measurement, 
t.he references listed above should be consulted. 

9. In Vivo Measurement-Quantitative Studies 

9.1. General 

The difficulties in the techniques of measuring a radio
active deposit in vivo, as compared with the measurement of 
a liqnid, solid, or gas sample, are due to a variety of addi
tional complicating factors. These factors include the loca
tion of the radioactive material in the body, the anatomical 
variations in size and position of the organ containing the 
radioactivity, and the variations in activity concentration 
both within the organ itself and in the surrounding tissues. 

In vivo measurements are generally accomplished by means 

LGURE 9.1-1. Assembly for uptake m.easuremenls using a shielded 
b£smuth--coated Geiger-Jl1illler counter mounted on a hospital over-the
bed table with height adjustable by a crank. 
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of a collimated detector placed at a suit~b!"~d~s~'~11\;~:rr~!,,5 
the region of interest. (See fig. 9.1-1. 
only gamma radiation (and 
studied in this way, although sometimes is possible to ... " ... ~ , 
in vivo measurements at the surface of the body with a 
counter and in tissues with a needle-type In 
measurements of beta radiation are .usuua~~l;l;y~nj:U;~i:~~~~ti;ri~~". each other and only very approximate c 
tions are made. 

9.1.1. Collimation and shielding. The purpo),s~e:li~ti~~l:~;'lj.'~; 
tion is to exclude both general background r 
radiation from areas of the body other than the, ;~g;;;;;. diE! ; 
interest (often called "body backgTound"). The a 
shielding required must be carefully considered ~"~S.: ~~'l~~~~!>; 
desirable to keep the bulk and mass of the detectmg 

Uptake assembly for tracer doses of to to '50 microcurie. 
, of iodine-1St. 

To 

588589-61--7 



as small as possible in order to retain flexibility in probe 
location. The probe is, furthermore, frequently balauced at 
the end of an adj ustable arm. The shielding thicJrness 
should be chosen so that the radiation reaching the detector 
through the shielding is only a small fraction of the r.adiation 
reaching the detector through the aperture. A maxI.mum of 
1 percent for this fraction is.a desirable figure, but smce the 
solid anale of the aperture IS often a small fractIOn of 411", 
attenuation factors for the shielding of 10' to 10' may be 
necessary in order to achieve this. With iodine-131, from 1 
to 2 in. of lead are often used. In some circumstances, when 
a large aperture is used, less shielding may be possible, but 
in others, particularly when a very small aperture IS used, 
more shielding may be necessary (see fig. 9.1-3.). 

Materials of high atomie number and density are most 
suitable for gamma-ray shielding, particularly for low-energy 
aamma rays (for example, from iodine-131 and gold-198). 
Because of the difficulties of providing sufficient shielding, 
except in a very bulky, massive apparatus, high-energy 
gamma rays (for example, from cobalt-60, iron-59, potassiul!"-
42, sodium-24) present much greater problems for ,n ",vo 
measurement. 

9.1.2. In vivo detectors. In most human in vivo studies it is 
desirable to use the smallest practieable amount of radio
active material in order to reduce the dose to the patient to 

Pl " , 

~~~ RADIATION DEfECTOR 

, , , , , I • 

I ' , , , , , , 
" . , . , . , . 
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FIGURE 9.1-3. Shieldin(J:oj an uptake counter. 

Thls assembly is suitable for tracer doscs of about 1 microcurie ofiodine·131, 'rbe shield 
is mounted on the stand of a dental X-!;ay mach,ine, (A) excessive collfmati911, observed 
counting rate will be too low. (B) ,SUitable sll1el~ing, all of the organ contnbutes to tbe 
observed counting rate [Quimby, J?eltelberg, and Sllver,1958; courtesy of Lea and Feblger]. 
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:. a minimum, andconsequeIitly the s,e,~:;~t\'~nft~ifo~hti d~i~';~~:~~;~ should be as high as possible. (The .e 
detector, however, may not always be 
in the amount of radioactivity necessary. a 
other clinical, biological, or technic.al. faetors 
that relatively large amounts b~ adm!lllstered. In 
a simpler smaller or less effiCIent ,n ",vo deteetor 
adequate.') The ~ost sensitive deteetors are of the SC:llltllll'-
tion type, using large sodium iodide crystals ranging 
to 3 in. in diameter. "_ 

The thickness of the crystal used may vary, but for 
energy gam:na radiation. the efficiency increases _L __ ' __ 

with increasmg crystal thIckness. For gamma rays of 
_Mev (which is the approximate average energy of the raCl",_ 
tions from both iodine-131 and gold-198), the 1~~:~c~~:~~1 
of the incident radiation absorbed in a sodium 
varies with crystal thickness as follows: 

H-in.-thick erystal 
1-in.-thick crystal 
2-in.-thick crystal 
3-in.-thick crystal 

40% absorbed 
63% absorbed 
87% absorbed 
95% absorbed. 

However the backaround increases proportionally with the 
thickness' (assuming the same shielding), andeonsequently 
the true-eount-to-baekground ratio actually ~~J~i~~5 
Therefore with iodine-131, for example, the use of 
iodide crystals thicker than 1 to 2 in. is of little 
value. I d' h h For uptake studies a scaler is frequent y use .. Wit . t e 
detector and probe, and perhaps also. a p.ulse~heig~t . .. 
but when variation of uptake or dIstrIbutIOn With tIme IS 
important it is more eonvenient to use a ratemeter and 
recorder (see. 11). . 

9.2. Measurement of Iodine~131 Uptake in the Thyroid Gland 

Tho measurement of iodine-l31 uptake in the 
gland is currently the mo~t i:nportar;t in: vivo mEICIl/,al 
proeedure involving quantitatlVe estIm~tlOn. ,a~~~~d 
activity. Many other tests may be used mther ~n 
to or instead of uptake measurements to determme 
fu~ction but a' discussion of these is outside the 
this ha,{dbook. The reader is referred to texts on . 
subject, e.g., Quimby, Feitelberg, and Silver [1958], Bmerc 
waites Johnson and Solair [1957], and a recent group of 
article~, Goldbe~g and Fitzsimons [1958], Goolden [1958], 



r SHARPNESS OF CUT OFF. FIELD DEFINITION 

! . FIELD SIZE 

100% 

FIGURE ~.2-1. Transmis~io.n oj collimator as determ.ined by moving a 
poznt source oj radwtwn on a plane at the worlctng distance. 

Howard, McAlister, and McEvedy [1958]. The measure
ment of radioiodine uptake in the thyroid may be subject 
to many: errors unless account is taken of the important 
factors mvolved [Brucer, 1955]. These factors are dis
c~ssed in detail by Fei~~lberg JQ~imby, Feitelberg, and 
SIlver, 1958, ch. XVI, QuantitatIve Measurements in 
Vivo"] and are summarized here to exemplify the principles 
of measurements of this type. 

9.2.1 Size of gland. The radiation detector must be 
adequately shielded from body background radiation 
but it must have a field of view to admit radiation fro~ 
the largest gland. Excessive collimation gives false low 
readmgs WIth large glands. The field size required is 6 to 8 
in. in diameter. The size of the field may be determined 
geo!lletricall.y 0': it can be checked with a point source of 
rad,atIOn wlnch IS moved on a plane at the working distance. 

Since the drop in sensitivity towards the edges of the field 
is not sharp, due to the umbra and penumbra of the col
limator, for practical purposes the field size is defined as 
that area where sensitivity varies within a g. 'liven range 
for instance, 10 percent. Field definition, i.c. the sharpnes~ 
of the cut off in. sensitivity beyond this area 'has to be con
sIdered also; tIns may be defined as the distance of half
sensitivity area from the field edge and should not exceed 
10 to 25 percent of the field diameter (see fig. 9.2-1.). 

9.2.2. Body background. When radiation from the body 
penekates the shield, false high readings result. This con
tnbutlOn to the bad<ground fron: the radioactivity in the 
body can be determmed by sh!eldmg the field of view of the 
counter with a lead sheet (1- to 2-in. thick) of a size corre-
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sponding to this field. If the lead shield around th'l.dl,te,,-~clt /c 
is adequate, this contribution should be very 
effect is most important when measurements are made WlI,lUJII. 
a fe\v hours of administration of the radioactive mat"ruH, 
particularly when the percentage uptake in the gland is 
and also in the majority of cases of high thyroid ra,clio,io(:iine 
turnover when, after 48 to 72 hours, the total body nt(llU-> 

acti vi ty is high. 
In a.ddition to radiation from the body outside the tn'vrc)Jel 

gland, the readings are increased also by radioactive 
in the circulating blood .. A correction for tIds can 
by measuring the activity over the thigh with the 
tector and subtractin~ this value from thethy:roid mEmSl"rel~ 
ment; this correction IS, however, of moderate ~~~~~~~r, 
of the higher vascnlarization of the thyroid gland as 
with muscles. Many investigators feel that it. is 
approach to measure the thyroid uptake, whenever POSSIO"',; 
about 24 hours after administration of the tracer dose, W[ler,./: 
iodine levels in circulating blood drop to a negligible 
for external counting. 

9.2.3. Depth of gland below skin of the neck. The det,ect,or, 
can be positioned with precision only with reference 
skin. Variations of the glan,d location will result in v".ri"
tions of the effective distance of the gland from the detectOI·,. , 
and in variations in absorption by the overlying tissues. 

Variation of distance: The effect of t,his vanation can 
reduced by increasing the distance of the counter from 
neck. Too great distance is impractical, since .the 
rate in the detector falls and the aiming of the . 
becomes more critical. A useful compromise 
a distance between 20 and 30 cm. Means Slll~)~'l~dd~~i@:t 
vided for ensuring t,hat the distance chosen is 1', 

Variations due to differences in absorption: 
way to reduce these variations by counter const;ruction; 
the effect can be reduced, however, by the method oe,srr'w,'o ,., 
in the next paragraph. 

9.2.4. Scattered radiation. Scattered radiation from 
gland itself and from the surrounding tissues increases WI'", 

number of quanta reaching the detector: (1) as cOlmpar<ld/;(; 
to the number of quanta reaching the detector 
same activity is suspended in air; and (2) when 
deeper in the neck (back and forward scatter) as comI,ared 
to the gland at the surface (backscatter only). 

Scattered radiation from t.he body make,"sl~i~tpI::c~fi~~Ji 
calibrate a counter in terms of a reference s, 
131 in a suitable phantom. Such a phantom 



smaller than a cylinder 6 in. in diameter and in height, made 
of water, plastic or hardwood. The reference sample should 
be at a depth below surface approximating the average depth 
of the gland in the neck Of to 1% cm) and should be of com
r,arable volume with the gland to be measured (25 to 50 ml). 
This reference sample is usually an aliquot from the same 
stock solution, or a capsule from the same batch, as the 
administered sample. The contribution of backscattered 
radiation to the counting rate can be reduced or eliminated 
by use of lead filters, y,,- to )\6-in: thick, in. front of the 
collimator or by use of a SUItably hIgh dlscrill1mator settmg 
with a scintillation counter or by use of a scintillation 
spectrometer. Any of these methods reduces the sensitivity 
and makes longer counting necessary. 

The increase in the proportion of scattered radiation 
counted with greater depth of the gland in the neck tends 
to compensate for the decrease of counting rate due to weater 
distance from the detector and due to greater absorptIOn by 
the overlying tissues. When the radiation detector main
tains its sensitivity to scattered radiation, the dependence of 
the observation on the uncertain depth of the gland is reduced. 

If the detector is sensitive to scattered radiation, it is 
particularly important that the phantom (and standard) 
used for comparison duplicate closely the geometry of the 
thyroid to be measured. If the gland (or neck) is of unusual 
size and it is impractical to compare it with a normal stand
arcl, a more precise measurement may be made by excluding 
scattered radiation as above. 

9.2.5. Recommended proceduTe. In view of the complexity 
of factors entering into an accurate determination of thyroid 
uptake, the variety of equipment in use, and the yarie~y of 
clinieal CIrcumstances that may be encountered, It IS difficult 
to recommend a procedure that will offer the gTeatest accu
racy in all circumstances. The importance of evaluating 
the characteristics of each thyroid-uftake apparatus under all 
possible conditions of use and o· correcting for possible 
deficiencies such as inadequate shielding, cannot be over
emphasized. 

It is felt, howcver, that thc following procedure may be 
the most generally useful for the scintillation equipment 
most commonly employed today, and this procedure is 
therefore recommended: 
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1. The radiation detector is positioned 20 to 30 cm from 
the patient's neck in a reproducible position. 

2. A collimated shield is used with a field of view of 6 
inches in diameter at a working distance of 20 to 30 cm. 

3. When uptake measurements are 
background (a few hours after a tracer 
cases at 48-72 hours), this background 
placing a lead shield of 1- to 2-i.nch thiclmess 
the field of view of the counter. 

4. The calibration of the counting equipment n"riop"<'mr'k_ 

ing conditions is made by us!ng a P~r:,~,~.?!~ •••• C 
with a source of comparable sIze at the same-' 
distance. . 

5. Oounter sensitivity to Jow-ene~gy, sc.attered n".m'w"~;<; 
is maintained (except as noted III sec.tlOn 

9.2.6. Multiple-detector systems.. A ~asIcally d.iffe·rent. 
proach is to use several counters III a rmg arra:y Illstead 
single counter.. The patient is .positioned WIth the 
approximately m the center of thlS array. The c.' ~~~~~i:t~~i 
connected through a mixing circuit to a scaler, which 
the sum of counts in all counters. This re,du'ces 
the dependence of the co,\nting ~9:te ~n 
patient movements (no ImmoblhzatIOn of the ~I~~~l~f~' 
needed) but the reported results do not seem to i 
greater' expense where scintillation counters 
[Brownell and Stanbury, 1953.J 

9.3. Quantitative Estimations in Organs Other Than the 

The estimation of radioactive contenllt~eiliclsrl~;~~,.~:,~~:~.',,· •• '. than the thyroid has so f~r been .of lesser n 
but is nevertheless sometill1es of mterest. . mao: 
for example, to determine the amount of radIOactIve m,nenal 
retained in the intact liver or spleen, or the amonnt .of 
active material accumulated in a distant metasta~ls of 
thyroid gland. The basic considerations disc,!ssed lll.se,)tl(lD 
9.2 still apply. The technique of companson WIth 
detector in the same relation to a phantom duplica~m~ 
in vivo situation as closely as possible sh?uld be used 
ever practicable. The l.arger. the regIOn ?f ra,dlO,actIv'e 
concentration under consIderatIOn, the more Impor.tant 
that the reference sample be of comparable SIze. 
example, in ordcr to make an .e~tima~e of the anlOlmt 
iodine-131-labeled compound retamed III the 
cate of the shape and size of the liv'eeris~~;];~~~~~~~:~~lk; 
tion or even better, by means of d 
section 10 since these will give the size 
concentrating radioacti-;e material) . 
or other suitable matenal and filled WIth a . 
of iodine-131 and then immersed at the approprIate ueu".,'; 



in a water phantom of snitable size. A comparative measure
ment over patient and phantom with the collimated detector 
wiII then give a reasonable estimate of the amount of activity 
in the unknown region. 

9.3.1. Diiferences in technique from thyroid uptake study. 
The following points of difference from techniques used for 
thyroid uptakes should be notcd: 

1. The field of view of the detector will generally need 
to be larger. 

2. The size and shape of the reference sample must be 
similar to that of the region studied. (Distribution studies 
as in sec. 10 may be very helpful.) 

3. The background from other parts of the body is 
likely to be relatively more important because the concentra
tion in the region under study is usually much lower than in 
the thyroid. Therefore better shielding or more detailed 
correction for body background may be necessary. 

4. The distribution of the radioactive material in the 
region may vary greatly (see sec. 10 for methods). In an 
organ of large size, this may reduce the accuracy of the 
phantom comparison. 

9.4. Estimation of Whole~Body Radioactivity in Humans and 
Animals 

Some gamma-ray measurements can be conducted by the 
inclusion of the whole animal or human body within the 
detecting device. Most of the equipment is designed to 
meet individual prohlems. In certain instances, the tech
nique is one of considerable importance and usefulness. 

9.4.1 Detectors. The detector may be of any of the 
basic counting or ionization-chamber systems. Each has 
some useful features. Since the whole-body-counting tech
nique is especially useful for low-level counting estimations, 
the most important factors are high sensitivity, stability, 
uniform sensitivity of the measuring system, and adequacy 
of shielding for background reduction. If identification of 
radioactive material is required, resolution must also be 
considered. 

9.4.11. Geiger-Muller detectors. Geiger-Muller counting 
systems are useful for small animals. Counters arranged in 
a circle or siugle counters with multiple anodes have been 
used for whole-body counting of rats and mice. 

9.4.12. Ionization detectors. Ionization-chamber sys
tems involving pressure chambers for total body counting 
of humans offer a system of high stability but limited 
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sensitivity (2X 1(j~9 g .6fradium-226) [Sievert, 
and Spiers, 1953; Rundo, 1955]. 

9.4.13. Scintillation detectors. Scintillation 
two types are in use: 

9.4.13.1. Total enclosure counters 
luminescent medium with a large number 
tems for rat dog counting [Van 

~~~~~~~:m:E[a~l;i~~k, human counting Cowan, and Hayes, 
high sensitivity detect the 
radioactivity of the numELll to about 
in a single count of 100 
easily reproducible geometry. 
however, and are therefore of linut"d 
the radioactivity is to be identified \SC'C 11ge. 

9.4.13.2. Discrete detector . 
crystals or groups of crystals of . 
iodide have been used for this purpose, ranging 



FIGURE 9.4-2. Whole-body liquid scintillation counter at the Walter 
Reed Army Institute of Research with the detector tank partially 
wlthdrawn, showing some of the 30 5-inch photo-electron multiplier 
tubes. 

'l'he liquid scintillator consists of terphenyl and POPOP in toluene. \courtesy Walter 
Reed Army Medical Center, Washington, D.C. (U.S. Army Photograph). 

8 in. in diameter by 4 in. thick [Marinelli, Miller, Gustafson, 
and Roland, 1955] and larger. The establishment of a repro
ducible geometry is more difficult than in the totally enclosed 
detector method. It is, however, particularly useful for 
hUnian counting, since it has both very high sensitivity and 
high resolution enabling the identification of the radio
nuclides (see fig. 9.4-3.). 

9.4.2. Detector shielding. The most sensitive techniques 
require extensive detector shielding and, for human counting 
particularly, represent very costly installations. For tech
niques involving radionuclide identification, multichannel 
spectrometers are necessary. 

For determinations of rate of excretion, by total-body 
measurements, the distribution of the material must remain 
substantially constant, unless the detector is insensitive to 
the changing position of the radioactivity within the body. 
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10. In Vivo Counting Methods-Distribution Studies 

10.1. General 

Knowledge of the distribution of a radionuclide within the 
body of a patient is frequently of cliuical value. The in
formation required may simply be the presence or absence 
of a conccntt'a tion of the nuclide in question, as in the case of 
metastatic thyroid carcinoma, 0.1' it may be precise delinea
tion of the size and shape of the radianuclide deposition, as 
in the case of studies of the thyroid gland. 

This informatian is most often obtained by extel'llal 
counting of the patient in the case of gamma emitters. 
A survey, 01' scan, is made by systematically moving a 
radiation detecting instrument over the regian of interest, 
which may be the patient's whole body, and recording the 
count rates obtained. 

Scanning measurements are generally not quantitative 
because of the difficulty of determining the depth and volume 
in which the activity is concentrated. Relative measure
ments, however, are often extremely valuable. Estimates 
of the amouut of radioactivity involved can sometimes be 
made if comparable calibrated phantoms are studied. 

Scanning methodology has been considered generally from 
a theoretical standpoint [Brawnell, 1958] and with respect 
to problems of instrumentation [BruceI', 1958]. . 

10.1.1. Applications. Many ap]?lications .of sca,rming. tech
niques have been reported and, whIle a detaIled dISCUSSIOn of 
applications is outside the scope of this hand~ook, the fol
lowing brief summary cites some representatIve references 
in the field which may be af value to the reader. 

Most studies have been made of the thyroid with iodine-
131 as the tracer isotope [Bauer, Goodwin, Libby, and Cassen, 
1952]. A scanning study allows visualization of tbe func
tioning thyroid tissue and may differentiate between nar
mally and abnormally functioning areas. Similarly, 
sublinO'ual and mediastinal thyroids may be identified 
[Feitelberg, Kaunitz, Wasserrrlan, and Yohalem, 1948; 
Miller and Scofield, 1955; Kuhl, Cbamberlam, Hale, and 
Garson, 1956]. In metastatic thyroid ?arcinoma,. functi?n
in" metastases may be located and theIr met"bohc activIty 
m:y be studied [Frantz, Ball, !Ceston, and Palmer, 1944; 
Cab and Starr, 1956; Kuh!, Chamberlain, Hale, and 
Garson 1956]. By injecting compounds tlutt are concen
trated 'in the liver (colloidal gold-198; iodinc-131-labeled 
tetraiodaphenolphtbalein 0.1' rose bengal), it has been possible 
to detect metast.atic areas in the liver [Yuh! and Stirrett, 
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1953' Yuh! Stirrett, and Cassen, 19~3K;~~~i~~:~i~~1~t~tt>~ and Rejali: 1957]. Studies of the 
distribution of intracavitary 
bave been reparted [Kuhl, 
1956]. Because iodine-131-labeled 
centrates in the normal gall bladder, . 
can be demonstrated by external scanmng 
Hill, and Beal, 1953]. Iodine-131-labeled . 
albumin has been used to study,' by sc,:,nmng ,HH:"U,';,U'" 
localization in brain tumors [Allen and RIsser, 1955; 
Bradley, and Matthews, 1958], the patency of the 
arachnoid space [Bauer and Yuh!]; [quoted by Y uh!, Stirret~;; 
and Cassen, 1953], and blood pools [Rejali, MacIntyre,. 
Friedell, 1958]. 

10.2. Manual Scanning 

10.2.1. Equipment jor detection. !Ia,nd-held or 
mounted Geiger-Muller counters or scmt:llatlOn counters 
systematically move~ oV!lr the areas of lllt:rest. Often 
informatIOn saught IS sImply the presence o~ .~~~,el:~':i;;:~cii! 
detectable amounts of radioactivity. The deSIgn 
mont is not eonsidered critical [Feitelber&" 1955], . 
optimum design of. hand-held counters lor scannmg 
been considered [Corbett and Honour, 1951]. '. 

Frequently, useful inforn,ration can be obtallled by W',a- . 
paring the caunt rate obtallled over a~ area of int:er,ast 
the count rate abtained over a symmetncally . no:rm:'~.i. 
area. If care is taken in repositioning the COllllt,er on 
cessive aceasions, the metabolic aetivity of 
interest can be estimated [Frantz, Ball, Keston, and Palm,er, 
1944].. Th . t 

10.2.2. Recording counting iriformatwn . . ' ~ coun 
variation as the eounter is moved over the patIent, 
manitored by aural signals, visually with caunt-rate m'lters; : 
or by reeording ac~umulated cO"'?-ts over a short 
time. Usually a gTId pattern, whICh may.be from to 1 
is used for establishing counting pasltlOns. Counts 
recorded for each grid position. A system of "control 
values" related to anatomical landmarks has been ad.voca.loed.i: 
[Stirrett Yuh! and Libby, 1953]. More aften 1~~~~;0::4~ 
rate cur~es are'drawn corresponding to the counts I 

on the grid positians [Pochin, 1950; Cassen, V"",,", ,,,,e~'~i.;:i 
and Libby, 1951; Allen, Libby, and Ca.ssen, 19~1; 151.011111"ta, 
1951]. Alternatively, a counter eqUIpped WIth a 
rate meter may be moved to hunt for presel~c.ted 
rate levels and the grid used to record the pOSItIOns 
isocount contours [Chamberlain, 1953]. 



10.3. Automatic Scanning 

. In automatic scannhlg apparatus, the radiation detector 
IS moved mecha!1lCall:y: m a preset pattern Over the patient's 
body. The baslC eq~llpment needed is a radiation detector 
WIth approprlat~ sh18ldmg and collimation, a mechanical 
system for movmg the detect?r, co,!nting equipment, and 
egmpment for recordmg the miormatlOn obtained. A block 
dlagmm of sU9h. an arrangement is shown in figure 10.3-1. 

10:3.1. Radwtwn detectors. Scintillation counters with 
~halhum-activated sodium iodide crystals are generally used 
m. sc,:,nmng eqmpment.. Because. the mass of the lead 
shleldmg must be held wIthin practIcal limits, crystal diam
et~rs are usually about 1 or 2 in. The optimum crystal 
th!c1rness depe~ds. on the gamma-ray energy of the nuclide 
bemg used; for/~dm.e-131 a crystal thickness of 1 in. is often 
~sed, though ), m. IS probably sufficient for many applica
bons [Kuhl, Chamberlain, Hale, and Gorson 1956' Jansson 
La!'ss?n, and Raynholt, 1957; Friedell, MacIntyre, and 
Re]ah, 1957]. ConslderatlOns of crystal thickness are 
dIscussed m sectlOn 9.1.2. 

Side shielding is more critical for scanners than for uptake 
counters or sample counters because frequently the amount 
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FWUEE 10.3-1. Block diagram of scanner W'lth two types of recording 
system. 

. Motors <!rive ~he radiation detector and connected recording apparatus over the patient 
In a two.dlmen?lOnal rectangular pattern. {Kuhl, Cbamberlain Hale and Gorson 1956' courtesy of Radiology.] '" • 
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of radioactivity "0"""'" 
is present e,ke,wher'R [Jl1a.yneoJ:d 
required thickness l' ~,~:~~~A;. 
gamma rays being n 
thickness of more than 1 in. lead may be necessary 
initial half-value layer in lead approximately 0.3 cm). 

A wide variety of suitable crystal sizes, phototubes, 
preamplifiers is commercially available. 

10.3.2. Collimators. Collimator design for scannlji.~n~g,rt1~~!if;.!~ 
ment must strike a suitable compromise between" 
and resolution. Sensitivity (expressed as ~n.~et~r'~~;:~t.~ 
unit time per unit of radioactivity) is ;1 
attempts to detect marginal concentrations 
made. The theoretical resolution is eX))resse,d 
width between the. half maximum points 
obtained by moving a point or line source 

limator and indicatin(" thereby, the minimu~~~i~!~~J~:' necessary to distingmsh two sources. This 
related to the ability of the scanning equipment to 
detail in the area of concentration. 

The most commonly used collimator for o-(iinlerlsi()ll!,1 :~, 
motion scintillation scanning is the straight-bore 
apertures of which vary from H to 1 in. in ~i,~,!et'lr".T)~h,~ 
collimator length is generally between 5· and 12 cm , ... ~,..,. 
Chamberlain, Hale, and· . Jansson; La.rsson, 
Raynholt, 1957; Friedell, and Rej 
Some idea of the effects of the of aperture diame,terj') 
and length can be obtained from 0.3-1 [Kusner, 1956] 

for.example, single channel conical, Various special collimator designs £~!~1IT~~in~Kv~e~st.~ig~a~,t~e~d~ •. ·., ~c~! 
channel, and focused multiple 011:<11J101 

Miller, 1952; Miller and Scofield, 
Matthews, 1958]. Typical data rA"or~i~",. 
signs are contained in table 10.3-2. 

TABI,E 10.3-1. Resolution of straight-bore collimators 

Narrow-angle, single-channel, strai~llt-bore collimators 
capillary linc source 4 em from collimator tip 

Crystal size (in.) Collimator Collimator Resolution __ ~ __ I diameter length (J,2 width) 
(in.) (em) (em) 

Diameter }feight 
----1---1---1--

l4 
,» 
1 

3.0 
6.2 

12.5 
10.0 

2.0 
2.7 
2.0 
3.8 



TABLE 10.3-2. Resolution and sensitivity of collimators 

Collimator type 

'Vide angle, straight boro 3" diam X 5·em long. 

Calle bore, 5·cm top, L5-em bottom aperture; 5.cm_long 

Focused multiple channel, 61 channels, 5·cm long ____ _ 

Source Resolution. 
collimator Sensitivity (J.6 width) 
distance (c/see/p.c) (rom) 

(em) 

, 
7 

10 
13 

3 
7 

10 
13 

3 
7 

10 
18 

100 
51 
28 
2. 

32 
23 
11 
6 

9 
13 
14 
10 

85.0 
116.0 
132.0 
146.0 

29.5 
32.5 
40.0 
55.0 

22.5 
13.7 
II. 2 
13.0 

The design of collimators for one-dimensional motion 
(profile) scanning is somewhat different. It is desirable to 
have good resolution along one axis and complete aeeeptance 
along the other axis. A collimator has been designed, for 
example, that has a long "xis resolution of 2 cm at a 13-cm 
source-crystal distanee and, with the "ddition of a wedge 
filter, a uniform response for about 40 cm in the short-axis 
direction [Concannon and Bulluis, 1957]. 

10.3.3. Mechanism jor moving radiation detector. 
10.3.31. One-dimensional motion. In this type of scan

ning (also called profile scanning) the radiation detector is 
driven by an electric motor in only one direction over the 
patient. A profile may be taken over either the long axis or 
short axis of the patient [Feitelberg, 1948; Pochin, Myant, 
Hilton, Hononl', and Corbett, 1952; Cunningham Hilton 
and Pochin, 1955; Miller and Scofield, 1955; Corb~tt Cun~ 
ningham, Halnan, and Pochin, 1956; Jansson, Larsso~, and 
Raynholt, 1957]. The mcthod is particularly useful [Cun
ningham, Hilton, and Pochin, 1955] because it allows quan
titative study of the metabolic turnover of the radionuclide 
in the volumes of interest and allows routine whole-body 
surveys to be made in a reasonable period of time. 

Scan speeds vary from 2 to 30 cm per min. The most 
commonly used specds are between 4 and 10 em per min. 

10.;).32. Two-dimensional motion: Rectangular. The 
most frequently used pattern for moving the radiation de
tector over the patient is a two-dimensional rectangular 
pattern. The counter is moved across the short axis of the 
patient at a pre-set speed. At the end of each scan line, the 
counter is advanced along the long axis of the patient for a 
pre-set distance [Cassen, Curtis, Reed, and Libby, 1951; 
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Mayneord, Evans, 
Lehman, 1954; Ruhl, CblanlbE,r1a.in, 
Friedel!, MacIntyre, and Rejali, 1 Jansson, Larsson, 
Raynholt, 1957]. .. 

Scan speeds vary from 14 to 120 cm per min. The 
commonly used speeds are from 30 to 60 cm per ml.n. 
spacing varies between 0.3 and 27 mm. For scannmg 
areas (thyroid), 0.5- to 3-mm spacings are used. 
scanners are designed to cover as jarge an are~ a~ POSSIOI.",', 
with one adjustment of the mechalllsm; 14X 17 m. IS 
thought to be sufficiently large. . 

The optimum choice of scan speed and Ime spaci.ng iIi, 
volves a practical compromise between the qUlallltv 
final scan picture and the time required to) ~df;'~k~ 
and will depend on the sensitivity of the r. del~_ec1~0~ 
the amount of the radioactivity in the vollunle s·calm,'(1, .. ar1( 
the size of the area scauned. In gle~e;~!~,"~,~"~ 
are scanned (thyroid, for example) ~ 

scan speeds and smaI1e~r~l~in~~eli~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~i!% Localization of the 
be determined with greater accuracy if Ul.Olll'" 

volume can be scanned in two planes at ~~j~~~r:;~t~i~~·j ning apparatus can be designed [Ruhl, 
and Gorson, 1956] to rotate about an axis 

In order to decrease the time required to 
portion of the body, systems of mnltiple counte~s 
used. A strip 7 -in. wide can be scanned durmg 
cross-travel sweep by using 10 scintillation detectors LAnge,i 
1953]. 

10.3.33. Two-dimensional motion: Radial. 
of radial motion by which a single detector 
from a distance while being moved in aavI:~~~~;oidt:~dnJ 
the area of interest has been developed [i ""w,," 
berry, 1952; Mayneord, 1953]. 

10.3.34. Two-dimensional motion: Two op;positei(y rno),ntea 
detectors. For the scannin!> of regions 

systems using two opposItely r~i~~;~ta~~:~i~;!~~! ing in. unison have been found 
motion used may be rectangular 
Sweet and Brownell, 1955] or 

These systcms may be used to ~~~~~lE:~~~~~:j~~ particularly useful in the case 
from positron emitters as by Sweet and 
to count in each detector independently, or to 
count rate due to one detector from that of the 
providing additional information about the depth of a 
active concentration. 

588589-61--8 



10.3.35. No motion: Multiple detectors. An adapta
tion of the simple pinhole camera has been used to photo
graph the distribution of radioactivity in patients [Anger, 
1952J. A thallium-activated sodium iodide flat plate crystal 
is used as an intensifying screen. The camera has a }§-in. 
aperture for the pinhole. A more complicated system uses 
a pinhole camera with an electronic light intensifying system 
added [Anger, 1958J. An array of seven phototubes views 
a H-in.-thick flat plate thallium-activated sodium iodide 
crystal which sees the area containing radioactivity through 
a X-in. diameter pinhole aperture. The proportional output 
from the various tubes due to a single scintillation in the 
crystal is used to establish the x and y coordinates of the 
spot on a cathode-ray oscilloscope. The face of the oscillo
scope is photographed to produce images made up of many 
such single spots. 

10.3.4. Counting equipment. The requirements for elec
tronic counting equipment have already becn discussed (sec. 
7.3.). In scanning systems, binary scalers are frequently 
used so that the rate of the derived pulses used to drive the 
recording system can be varied in fine steps to suit the re
quirements of the apparatns for producing an adequate 
image. . 

Pulse discrimination is used to minimize the number of 
scattered gamma rays that are reeorded, thereby increasing 
the resolution of the system. Pulse-height selection systems 
using pulse-height analyzers have been used to further dis
criminate against scattered photons from the patient [Fran
cis, Bell, and Harris, 1955]. The addition of this equipment 
to conventional equipment will increase the resolution of 
the system at some expense of sensitivity. For iodine-131, 
counting only the pulses correspondiug to the 364-kev photo
peak may increase the ratio of significant counts to back
ground by about 1.5 [Allen and Risser, 1955J. Lead filters 
on the scintillation detector (about 0.5 g/cm') have also 
been used to discriminate against scattered radiation [Miller 
and Scofield, 1955; FriedeII, MacIntyre, and Rej ali, 1957J. 

Discriminator, high voltage, and scale-factor settings must 
be established for each patient to obtain the optimum de
rived pulse rate for image formation, because the amount of 
radioactivity in the area scanned and the location of the 
concentrating volume vary over a wide range. 

10.3.5. Apparatus jor' TecOl'ding counting information. 
10.3.51. One-dimensional motion. One-dimensional, or 

profile, scanners ordinarily nse ratemeters to measure the 
variation of connt rate as the conn tel' is moved over the 
patient. The most convenient way to record the informa-
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tion is with a strip chart recorder [Miller and ::ic'Dhc,ld, 
Corbett, Cunningham, Halnan,and Pochin, 

10.3.52. Two-dimensional' motion. The re,,,ir.din,,,. 
tem of most scanners consists of a marking device on >tll Mll. 

firmly attached to the radiation detector. As t;nh;e(lr:~;1~~ 
detector is moved over the body of the. patient, t. 

apparatus moves in exaet correspondence ja~~n~d~I:~]~?r~l~ marks that are related to the rate at which a 
of counts is accumulated by the connter. 
types of marking apparatus have been reJ)ortecl: 

(a) A pen marker of the 
recorders can make a JHn. signal [~~s,~ecl.~~~idl~~~~~:f~ 
and Libby, 1951j.Recorders hav'rrlllg 
punches which mark by striking 
image is recorded against carbon paper 
that multiple copies of the scan ean be 
The tip of the punch may have the form 
short ()I,- to )i-in.) line. Punches can be ohtaine,L"ritll:.re?; 



sQlving times as shQrt as 0.3 sec [JanssQn, LarssQn, and 
RaynhQlt, 1957]. . 

(b) Electrically sensitive paper has the advantage Qf 
fast resQlving time [JacQbs, OrvIs, and BQrrman,. 195~; 
Friedell MacIntyre, and ReJah, 1957]. ThIs paper IS actI
vated by passing an electrical current derived frQm the 
CQunter thrQugh a needle PQint abQve the recQrding paper to. 
a grQunded base plate. 

(c) The marking apparatus may be a light that is 
made to. flash by the cQunting system and recQrd Qn film. 
This system has the advantage Qf no. mertla, fast resolvll:g 
time, and, since the light flashes overlap .on the shQrt. aXIS, 
an increase in the denSIty range IS Qbtamed. One sImple 
system uses a strQbatrQn light and records ?n ine~p.ensive 
enlarging paper [HQrQW1tz and LQfstrQm, 1905]. 1hls sys
tem hQwever dQes nQt attempt to. cQnstruct a SQhd Image. 
The'image c;n be better visualized if the light mark ju~t 
fills the space between successIve scan Imes wIth no. lQng aXIs 
spacinij 0.1' Qverlap. A rectangular-shaped hght sPQt-2 X 10 
mm wIth 2-mm line spacing fQr small area scans, and 12 x 12 
mm' with 12-mm line spacing fQr large area scans-has been 
fQu~d to. be snitable [Kuhl, Chamberlain, Hale, and GQrsQn, 
1956]. 

RecQrding Qn emulsiQn Qn a transparent fihn base has the 
advantage that accurate anatQmICal lQcallzatIOn Qf the area 
Qf radiQactivity that has been scanned can be made. In one 

. system, an auxiliary radiQgraphic machine is used to. prQd':ICe 
a rQentgen image:on the same film that was used fQr recQrdmg 
the scan [CQllins, 1956]. AnQther system, that dQes nQt 
require special e~uipme".'t! uses a set Qf lead markers fixed 
Qn the patient. 1 he PQSltIOns Qf the markers are establIshed 
Qn the scan film. A cQnventiQnal rQentgenQgTam Qf the 
patient in the scanning position shQWS the markers and 
allows accurate superimpQsitiQn Qf the scan film and rQent
genQ~ram [Kuhl, Chamb~rlain, Hale, and GQrsQn, 1956; 
RejaJi, MacIntyre, and FrIedell, 1958]. 

PhQtQgraphic recQrdill1> Qf ar~ image prQduced Qn the face 
Qf a cathode-ray tube, eIther dIrectly 0.1' thrQugh a memQry 
stQrage tube, has also. been used [MayneQrd, Turner, New
berry, and HQdt, 1951, 1955; MacIntyre and HQuser, 1957; 
Anger, 1958]. " . . 

10.3.53. Special recorchng devtces. SpeCIal deVIces to. 
mQdify the recQrded image have been develQl'ed, Such 
devices Qrdinarily distQrt the Image for SQme speCIal purPQse 
so. that care must be taken in the interpretatiQn of the image 
so. prQduced. 
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(a) One such 
mQtQr Qver areas Qf lQW by 
effect is to. diminish the recQrded 
fQrm a sharper image Qf the.are~ Qf ac1;ivl,tV. 
is useful in the study Qf nQnmalIgnant t.h'ITrOI(ls 
Cassen, 1952]. 

frQm the cQunter, it is 
(b) By :~~:!:~~~~;~F~~~~~~~ phQtQgraphic recQrding. . mcreas<lS. 

trQlled amQunt as the CQunt rate mcreases, 
effectively reduces backgrQund while greatly, 
CQntrast Qf the recQrded image [Kuhl, Chamberlam, 
and GQrsQn, 1956; Bender, 1957]. , 

(c) SQmetimes it is desirable to. mQdify ",lec'~rQ'nicB.ll:y 
the recQrding system so. that a small decrease m c,~~,n~9~r~'1~ 
will be recQrded dramatically [MacIntyre and HQuser, 
fQr example, in the study Qf the liver with suspected 
static carcinQma. 

(d) RecQrding Qf eQincidenee CQunts frQm a 
detectQr system (sec. 10.3.34) has »een us~d, to. meMllr' 
the annihilatiQn radiatiQn frQm PQsltrQn-ennttmg nU'CJISI~ 
[Sweet and BrQwnell, 1955]. 

The recQrding arm may be fixed to. a p(r:,~)~'~~~f. 
that the size Qf the ima~e Qf a large area. scan (fQr 
the whQle bQdy) is reduced to' cQnvement sIze lJI~~~:~' 
LarssQn and RaynhQlt, 1957], This ~y;~;Y~~t.I~~t~ .' 
ical lQdalizatiQn mQre difficult but 
CQntrast by decreasing the visual angle 'inl~erpl'<'te~: 

10.4. Interpretation of Scans 

Care must be taken in the interpretatiQn Qfa 
study, Uptakes Qf activity in IQcal vQlumes 
appear misleadingly dram:,ti? N!'Qre Qft~n the 
exists that significant varIatIOns m actIVIty 
within the patient cannQt be detected 
sensitivity and resQlutiQn Qf the cQnnting· 
the effect Qf backgrQund radiatiQn 
Qther parts .of the patient's bQdy, 
scanned will Qrdinarily be Qf uneven 
distributiQns Qf radiQactivity within it, . 
unsharp cQntQurs, and be surrQu:,ded, by. tISsue 
appreciable cQncentratiQns Qf ra.dlOa~tlvlty: ~he 
Qf the radiatiQn detectQr, whICh IS Qrdmarlly 
measurements made with PQint 0.1' line SQ111'CeS, 

minimal scattering, with no. sih~~~,~~~~t~i~~~i~'fc~i~" ~t:;:d1.~~ and withQut regard fQr the , Qf the 
system, is nQt a reliable index Qf the behaVIOr Qf the. de·tectoI:" 



under clinical conditions. The apparent size and shape of 
the recorded image will depend upon the amount and distri
bution of the radioactivity within and surrounding the 
volume of interest, the characteristics of the radiation 
detector, the scanning spced and scan-line spacing, and the 
characteristics of the recording systcm. Experimental 
studies of phantoms [Walton and Sinclair, 1952; Nicholson, 
Wilson, and Newton, 1954J indicate the extent to which 
these factors are important and give illustrations of the 
effects to be expected. 

11. In Vivo Counting Methods-Time Studies 

11.1. General 

Time studies are concerned with dynamic as opposed to 
static measurements. Instead of quantitative determination 
of the total accumulation of radioactive material, as in uptake 
studies or of point-by-point distribution, as in scans, the 
purpose of these studies is to discover changes in relative 
concentrations in a particular region with change in time, 
or to discover rate of movement of the radionuclide within 
a body. 

The administration of a tracer amount of radionuclide 
into a complex system in dynamic equilibrium corresponds 
to the impression of a transient component upon such a 
system. The events which take place subsequently in the 
metabolic pools can be represented mathcmatically but the 
mathematical analysis required is complex and the presenta
tion of tbese mathematical methods is beyond the scope of 
tbis manual. As a first introduction, the books written by 
Jaeger [1956J and Churchill [1944J are suggested. In some 
cases, electrical analog methods can be nsed to simplify 
thc analysis. 

Thc experimental observations are uscd to elucidate some 
of the constants necessary for the solution of the mathe
matical equations or for the setting up of the electrical 
analogs. In some cascs, the experimental information re
qnired is obtained by direct in vivo measurement with time, 
as described in this section, but more often the mformation 
is obtained by sampling the system at intervals. Methods 
of sample assay discussed in section 12 will then be used. 

For details of the application of mathematical methods to 
dynamic tracer studies, the reader is referred to articles and 
texts such as Kamen [1957], Comar [1955], Veall and Vetter 
[1958], Solomon [1953], Huff and Judd [1956], Robertson 
[1957], Berman and Schoenfeld [1956], Sharney, Wasserman, 
Schwartz, Tendler, and Vronman [1958J. 
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11:2. Studies in'Which, the RadionuClide 
the BloodstreaU1 

These tests are for the determination of 
(a) Circulation time [Wright, Osborne, and E(lm()llct~, 

1949 and 1951J. 

(b) The passage of a radionucli~e past the'~I!~I~fri~ 
the first circulation; for example, cardIaC output[. 
StoraasIi, Krieger, Pritchard, and. ]'nedell, . 
cardiography [Prinzmetal, Corday, Spntzler, and Fheg, 

(c) Buildup of a radionuclide in a iodine 
mulation in thyroid [Stanley and 
vascular studies, especially in 
Quimby, 1945; Friedell, Schaffner, 
1949J. 

(d) Buildup and sUb.sequent cl~arance; liverr~~~:b~~fjc.i 
with rose bengal [Taplm, MeredIth, Kade,· v 
Hanse and Bennett 1955J; kidney function .with iOdlIie~.·.· 
labeled diodrast [Taplin, Meredith, Kade, and Winter, 

11.2.1. Administered amounts. The administeredanl?~'~t 
for these procedures range from 10 to 200 p.c, 
as small as possible in order to minimize the dose 
Except for the determination of cardiac output, WLUC,,,,"C 

quires a precision of ±4 percent and shoul:~~d;3Eb,~e~ary. VITI 
care, a high degree of precision is oft~n not n 
the results are required for the settmg up . ~~t:~~~rd::~~~~ 
equations or electrical analogs, however, the b 
of precision obtainable is usually desirable. 

11.2.2. Equipment. All. of these tests rP.(lUire esseJ1tia,1l: 
the same equipment (e.g., fig. 11.2-1). 
comprises a well shielded and (usually) weI! 
tillation counter, a fast ratemeter, and a strIp 
The desired information is obtained from an e.n"h'.i. 

recording. The strip chart recorder Sh~U~I~;d~~~~~~~~;I~I[Jff~ of the rectilinear type to permit easy 
some cases a digital printer and scaling circuit may be . 
but the intervals at which readings are. taken must 
considered in relation to the physiological system ~·llU"l' ••• 
study. 

11.2.3. Precautions. Some precautions are .. 
conducting satisfactory measurements of this kind;' 
example, in (a) and (b) the volume injected s~ould be sm,'Il .• 
and the injection carried out rapidly, and m most c",se,'1;. 
careful positioning of the counter is important. 
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FIGURE 11.2-1. Schematic diagram of experiment to measure peripheral 
vascular flow. 

MacIntyre, Storaasli, Krieger, Pritchard, and Friedel, 1952; courtesy of Radiology,J 

11.3. Studies in Which the Radionuc1ide Is Injected Directly Into 
a Tissue 

This type of study is undertaken for the determination 
of tissue "clearance" rates [Kety, 1952; Wisham and Yalow, 
1952; Barron, Veall, and Arnott, 1951; Conway, Roswit, 
Stark, and Yalow, 1951]. 

11.3.1. Administered amounts. The amounts administered 
may be less than 1 jJ.C and, because the measurements are 
relative, n~ed not be known accurately. The quantity used 
must be wlthm a sUltable range and as small as possible to 
minimize the dose to the patient. 

11.3.2. Equipment. The equipment is essentially the same 
as indicated above, although a small end-window Geiger
MUller counter and minute-by-minute counting may be 
employed. 

11.3.3. Precautions. The precautions necessary include 
insuring that the window of the counting tube is not directly 
over the cutaneous entrance portal. In measuring clearance 
rate from a tissue below the skin surface, it is important to 
make sure that significant needle tract contamination in more 
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superficial tissue levels 
recorded count. 

11.4. Background 

If only a general qualitative picture is desired, the pr,ese<l1.ci;' 
of a high, or even a changing, background 
important. If a truly quantitative picture ~J~i1~~~;\~~~~ concentration with time is required, enough 
be used to keep background low, If a clumgi?g 
(with change in distribution of lt~h~~e,~~;~!:~~~i.:'!:' ~~~e~t~or;x,~ influences the precision of the r 
may be advantageous for supressing at 
response due to scattered radiation (sec. 7.6). 

12. Measurement of Postadministration Samlples 
12.1. General 

Mo~t clinical and biological procedur~e~s;;W1~' t~h~~~~!:~~J~r matenals involve the administration of this 
system under test and the subsequent 
from the system for quantitatoiivr:e~n~ifi~~~~f~;~~ftt 
tion study, or sometimes for i, 
form containing the radioactive ~~~~~~~~dn~i~i~irer.~d.~~i~ 
measurements are relative to the 9al:,:~~~~t 
consequently, while the precision ( ~'WJ ~c 
accuracy required is generally 
ment of precision is principally the of 
technique in sample preparation, in geometry 
and SOUl'ce detector arrangement and in 
practices. Frequently a compromise must be 
tween the time spent on the measurement and the 
preci.sion required. The magnitude of sample en"nt.;;;·'" 
relatIve to background and statistical 
become most important. These are discussed in 
2.5.2 and the practical applications are considered.by .D()eVIll: 
gel' and Berman [1955]. . 

The determination of the radionuclide 
cells by autoradiography or in molecular species by 
paper-chromatography and paper electrophoresis is 
more qualitative and more limited in application 
cases is capable of considerable precision. ' 

The sensitivity of the method of assay emml,nr,,,j "'."0.11.' 
determines the amount of material that must 
to the system. The most sensitive method of 
should be used in order to minimize radiation 
system and to reduce the possibility of i'l ~~~;~I~:g1Jl:~~~Ill~. 
normal physiological processes by, for E 
large amounts of the stable isotope. 



12.2. Sample Preparation 

Whenever feasible, it is advantageous to use the whole 
sample since this will contain the maximum amount of radio
activity and errors due to subsampling are avoided. 

If subsampling is necessary, the portion taken should be 
representative of the material it is desired to measure. At 
least two subsamples and often many more should be taken 
from the same material, especially when dealing with difficult 
material such as bone. 

Contamination of the sample with radioactivity from other 
sites, samples, sampling and in.iection equipment, containers, 
and so forth, must be avoided. 

12.2.1. Fresh specimens. When weights of fresh specimens 
are necessary for concentration calculations, the samples 
should be weighed before any appreciable moisture loss has 
occurred. If they cannot be weighed immediately, they 
should be kept in closed containers to minimize weight loss. 
With some small samples such as adrenals, thyroids, or 
pituitaries of laboratory animals, it becomes almost impos
sible to obtain accurate fresh weights and it is usually better 
to express the results on a dry-weight basis. Samples should 
be dried as soon as possible after collection to minimize 
chemical and biological changes such as dry-weight losses due 
to respiration. The material should be dried in a well 
ventilated oven at 60 to 70° C, since good ventilation tends to 
reduce decomposition of organic constituents. In special 
cases, it may be necessary to dry under a vacuum. If dry 
weights are required, the samples should be finished at 100 
to 110° C. If the dried material is hygroscopic, weighing 
bottlcs may be needed for the drying and weighing. 

12.2.2. P,'eparation of liquid samples. Liquid samples of 
clinical and biological importance should be assayed as 
liquids whenever possible. It may be necessary in some 
cases to use an agent to prevent precipitation or separation 
of the components. Liqnid assay should be conducted under 
conditions of constant geometry (which inclndes constancy 
of liquid volume). 

Solid samples may in some instances be rendered suitable 
for assay as liquids by dissolving in an appropriate solvent. 
Solid samples of soft tissue may be considered as liquid 
(water) of cquivalent mass providing the disposition of the 
sample relative to the measuring system is approximately the 
same as that of a similar liquid sample. Where adjustment 
to a fixed volume is either practically or esthetically un
desirable (as, for example, in the measurement of feces 
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contained in a sealed carton), an ~;~~:~~~;~~~~ih~~:s~~~~! of the calibrating sample may be an 
loss of accuracy is inevitable,. but in many 
this may not be serious. 

Bull'S liquid or solid samples can sometimes be. cc.nc~Ii' 
trated by evaporation or ashing, respectively, and thelt.i'e, 
dissolved. Methods of wet ashing and dry ashing "."HlP.' 

scribed in detail in the literature [Piper, 1947; CC)J]1:!Lr 
Middleton and Stuckley, 1953; Comar, 1955, ch. 
chemical separation may also be necessary to reduce "~;';,~,W¢~ 
of material. Care must be exercised to ensure that" 
radioactive material is. not lost in the sample pr,ep!Lratipj 
procedure. 

12.2.3. Preparation of solid samples. Solid samples 
cannot be assayed as liquid should be rendered as unifol'rrl1 
possible in composition and may be assayed either 
or thin samples. 

12.2.31. Thick samples. This term is reserved for 
emitting samples of thickness gTeater than the mlaximu:iX 
beta range. The number of particles leaving 
depends only on the specific activity per gram 
(assuming constant geometry), and, by 
suitable standard, self-absorption and similar 
avoided. Although the method is of greatly 
ciency compared with thin sample assay, it is very 
and, if sufficient activity is present in the sample, it is 
the most reliable and satisfactory. 

12.2.32. Thin samples. Thin samples usually result 
deposition of a liquid aliquot on a planchette (usually 
followed by evaporation. Evaporation is best e",.rrip.o 
slowly on a hot plate or under an infrared lamp. Sputteril 
must be avoided. Wetting an area of the ~;~{di~:;t!'~~~~~ 
wetting agent will often prove effective in providing a 
deposit. The metal of the planchette may have to be 
according to the solution contents, and for this 
bration should always take place with an 
sample. In special circumstances, . 
plating may be necessary. It 
low-energy beta particles, to 

terial in the sample as 10~":lia~s~t::~~~~~~:g of self-absorption and 
detailed discussion of 
177-183.) 

12.2.4. Preparation of gas samples. 
beta emitters such as carbon-l4 and h~:~~~~i.~~~ii;'~~~~~ 
prepared from liquid or solid samples are 



This procedure generally involves the oxidation of carbon-14 
to CHO, >tnd the reduction of hydrogen-3 to molecular 
hydrogen. Techniques for these procedures are described in 
the literature [Calvin, Heidelberger, Reid, Tolbert, and 
Yankwich, 1949; Glascock, 1954]. 

12.3. Calibration Techniques 

In sample assay procedures, comparison is usually made 
with a known reference sample of the same radioactive 
material under identical and reproducible geometrical con
ditions. An aliquot of the actual injected material should 
be used as the reference sample whenever possible. Alter
natively, the sample measurement may be related, by means 
of a long-lived performance standard, to a previous measure
ment involving a reference standard (in which the efficiency 
of the arrangement for the same radionuclide was determined) 
(sec. 7.7). 

Whether 01' not direct comparison is made with an aliquot 
of the injected material, a performance standard should be 
used at least once on each day that assays are made. 

If it is not practical to use samples of identical volume and 
weight, the sensitivity of the arrangement to changes in 
volume or weight must be accurately known. The method 
of identical geometry and volume is always to be preferred, 
however, since self-absorption and similar corrections are 
then unnecessary. 

12.4. Gamma-Ray Sample Assay 

12.4.1. Small samples (up to 5 ml). The most convenient 
and efficient method is to use a scintillation counter with a 
well-type sodium iodide crystal. If a standard glass vial is 
used as a sample container, accurately reproducible geometry 
is obtained and the efficiency is as high as can be obtained 
by any present method of gamma-ray counting (as high as 
45 percent for gamma-ray emitters such as cobalt-50, 
iodine-131, and gold-198; the method is described in sec. 7.6). 
For very small samples, well counters of this kind can be 
used with some loss of sensitivity if the volume is made up 
to the standard volume used, although it may be preferable, 
for greater sensitivity, to use a crystal with a smaller well 
and sample vial. For very large samples the well counter 
may be used by taking aliquots but it may be preferable 
to measure the sample in bulk, by another method (sec. 
12.4.2), particularly if the volume exceeds 100 ml. 

'I'he well-scintillation counter may also be used for the 
separation of radionuclides used in multiple tracer studies 
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(such as the separiLtion of'iI'()n-59 Mid 
can be accomplished by 
(usually single channel) to the electron'lc 
to restrict the selection of incoming gamma rays to a 
range of energies of rather narrow width. .Thismakes 
sible, for example, to distinguish helt,w"cn r~~~~~.~~~I'~~1;~ 
different gamma-ray energies. lt~~~~f.;~~g,t 
reduces the efficiency of salUp,"' 
ground, and the ratio between S"'Up.'" 
become more favorable (compare 

12.4.2. Large samples. With large sarnpl.eslt ''';;;;;~bdf;'i~ 
practical to use a wcll-typc method S1 

sensitive medium becomes 
eulties of light collec'"tl~' 0j~n~ctji~~~bl;ahl~t 
background becomes 0 
methods are: 

12.4.21. Method 1. Representative O)ffYli;~i:i:'Je~~~~te~; 
an instrument with 6 long Geiger-MillieI' c: 
arranged vertically in a circle to provide a well, 
bottles of large volume can be placed. Such an'an,getrreritffi> 
can be shown to have rather low sensitivllt't~y;dllY"!'~~~;~~~ 
volume when the volume is large and can 1', 

amounts of the order of 1 fl.c of iodine-131 in volumes 
order of 2,000 or 3,000 ml. . The minimum detectable omoi,,,l 
of such an arrangement is often much smaller still-of 
order of Xoo to Xooo fl.C [Veall and Vetter1 1952]. . 

12.4.22. Method 2. In this ease the desirable ge(~rrH'~r~" 
the well is sacrificed and the large-volume .is 
over a sodium iodide 01' a large plastic scintillation 
Some increase iIl background is usually inevitable, 
volumes of about 1,000 ml the efficiency obtained 
about 1 or 2 percent for a well crystal. (The same 
may have an efficiency of over 40 percent for lOClme-l 
cobalt-60 for a volume of 4 ml placed in the well.) 'Pho,,';' 

gain in sensitivity may nevertheless be considerable 
such a method. The change in sensitivity with volume 
be determined for each type of container used and HJL .'LoCl' 

individnal arrangement. The efficiency may easily 
a factor of 4 for volumes from 100 to 1,000 ml, but for 
arrangements varies in very nearly the same 
gamma rays from both iodine-131 and cobalt-60.A 
change in backgTound with sample volume will also 
place which in some circumstances may be ins:igrlillicartt 
can otherwise be corrected for by 
ground with an identical sample containing no ra(lioaclti\Ci£'y'~ 



12.5. Beta-Particle Sample Assay 

12.5.l. Liquid samples. Methods o! directly ~ssaying 
beta-particle liquid samples usually: prOVIde geomet~lCal con
ditions which will enable scattermg, self-absorptIOn, and 
wall absorption to be controlled. Exa:uples of this method 
are jacketed counters [Veall, 1948], d,ppmg co,!nters, . .and 
Marinelli beakers. These use a· thm-wall Geiger-Mulier 
counter which will accept beta particles above a certain 
energy usually about 0.4 Mev. Variation in response from 
counte~ to counter is usually considerable and individual 
calibration is necessary [Rose and Emery, 1951]. Other 
techniques are available for high-energy beta emitters on the 
one hand, and low-energy beta emitters on the other. 

High-energy beta emitters may be meas~red in a well
type scintillation counter, such as that desCrIbed for gamma 
radiation (sec. 12.4.1), by countmg bremsstrahlung. It 
is desirable to use sufficiently thick-w,:lIed glass vials or 
additional filtration provided by metal m order to exclude 
any beta radiation from entering the sensitive volume of the 
crystal. The efficiency depends markedly on the beta-ray 
energy and with phosphorus-32 for example, may be of the 
order of 0.5 percent. With higher-energy beta emitters the 
efficiency will be greater [Loevmger and Feitelberg, 195.5]. 

For very low-energy beta emItters one of the few satIsfac
tory methods of directly measuring liquid samples is by 
means of the procedure known as formamide counting.wi~h 
a windowless flow counter (see sec. 5.4.1). The hqmd 
radioactive sample is mixed with liquid fonnamide (t!clis 
material will take up to 10 percent of an aqueous solutIOn 
without causing a high vapor pressure), and a flow-pro
portional ?o,,:nt~r will stil! o'perate satisfac~orily with the 
mixture withm It. Smce It IS most convement to use the 
liquid sample as a "thick" sample (sec. 12.2.31), the effi
ciency is not high (of the order of 1 percent for carbon-14) 
but the method is simple and reliable (see also sec. 4.3). 

12.5.2. Solid samples. Solid samples may be prepared 
from liquid samples by evaporation (sec. 12.2.3) and p.laced 
either on sample pIa.nchettes or spr~ad over, a smt>;ble 
geometrical configuratIOn such as a cylmder. 'I he relatIOn
ship between sample and detector must be fixed and repro
ducible. 

For samples on planchettes the detector may be a~ end
,vindow type Geiger-MUlier) counter, a 271" proportIOnal
flow counter or an anthracene or plastic scmtillator with a 
thm window. This method is most suitable for higher energy 
beta emitters for which efficiencies of more than 30 percent 
are common. 
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Alternatively, the sample maybe 
ner surface of a cylmder and placad 
flow counter with thin mylar walls 
efficiencies are possible and the m'3tb.od 
wide range of beta emitters. 

Very low-energy beta emitters can be 
windowless flow counter, which may be either of the 
Milller or proportional type. . 

If the sample is "thick," the number of beta 
emitted from the surface will be dependen,t 
specific activity per gram of material, and seIJ-a,bsorjlti,:5!j 
corrections are avoided if comparison is made with ~ '.y"" 
ence source which is also "thick" (sec. 12.2.3). This rIH'",rl,'~( 
is very useful when the sensitivity is aeei.~f.~bsoJ'Pt,iOIl. 

If ,"thick" samples cannot be used, 
scattermg resultmg from the thiclmess of 
rial, which may differ from that of the 
must be considered. In these circumstances it is 
to keep the solid material m as low as 
in order to have maximum and 
absorption cOlTection. In many 
methods for correction will suffice 
183). 

12.5.3. Gas samples. A method useful with 
energy beta emitters is to convert the sample to ga:seo.lls, 
form (sec. 12.2.3) and actually use it as, or mix it 
gas of the counter or ionization chamber. High dl~~~:;~t~~ 
efficiency is thus possible, but the method is more e 
than other methods of beta sample counting. 

12.5.31. Internal-gas-counting. Internal.cgas·'counti 
techniques can be used in the case of any b~;:a;'~~i~::~~;l: 
electron-capturmg nuclide that can readily be 
a suitable gaseous compound. Thus carbon-14 
be carried out by converting the carbon residues or ~aJ~p'~~~~, 
to carbon dioxide or even to acetylene or mE,than'l,_ 
preparations of the latter two compounds would 
difficult (see sec. 3.3). 

12.5.32. Ionization-chamber techniques. ~t~~~f~;~Ii:l~ ization chambers are not usually as efficient as 
most assay procedures, for low-energy beta 
large sample is available more of it may be e~~,;~~~~~ 
in an ionization chamber than in a gaseounter. 
techniques are usually suitable for amonnts ,of 
1 mM of carbon-14-labeled gas, whereas ionization .~~i~~~i~~ 
may measure samples of 10 mM or more. The j, . 

chambers used are generally quite large, 250 ml or more, 
the voltages required are of the order of a hundred VO'HS"." 
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Currents of the order of 10-15 ampere are commonly measured 
with a vibrating-reed electrometer. The system is usually 
caJibrated with a standard sample assayed by another 
method. The ioni7;ation-chamber . system then b~s. the 
advantages dcscribed in sec. 7.2 wlncb are characterIstIC of 
all ionization-chamber systems, notably stabIlity and 
reJiability. Since in many bi~logical sy~teI.ns tbe required 
size of sample can be made avaIlable, the IOmzatlOn-chamber 
tecbnique is rather widely used [Brownell and Lockbart, 

1952]. . . L"d' '11 t' 12.5.4. Liquid scintillation countmg. IqUl scmtl a IOn 
counting is a valuable method for very low-energy bo~a 
emitters, particularly .hydro.gel~-3 an~ carbon-H .. Solid 
samples are dIssolved. m a liqUId lumm~scent medIUm or 
liquid samples are mIxed Wlth tbe lummescent medIUm. 
The sample-plus-detector liquid cell is usu~lly plac.ed be
tween two pbotomultiplIer tubes arranged m comcldence. 
Because of the very low pulse amplitudes obtainable it is 
necessary to cool the photom:,ltiplier tubes (with CO, .or 
liquid nitrogen) and thus obtam a favo~abl~ signal-to-nolse 
ratio. With such an arrangemeD;t, effiClcnCles of the order 
of 50 percent for carbon-14 and 01 the order of 6 percent for 
hydroo'en-3 are obtainable [Wagner and Guinn, 1955] (see 
also s~ction 7.6.3). 

12.6. Paper Chromatography and Paper Electrophoresis 

Paper chromatography ~an greatly increase the effective
ness of radlOnuchde techmques. The pnmary usefulness of 
paper chromtltography lies in the following: (a) Separation 
of mixtures into the!r constltucnts, (b) demonstrahon of 
homogeneity of chemical substances, .(c) demonstratIOn. of 
identity of substances, and (d) quantItatIve or quahtatlve 
estimation of one or more substances present 111 a llllxture. 
The method btls become of p"rticul"r value because a great 
many important bioehemicl11 comp~unds occur in n~ture as 
complex mixtures of sub~tances of slmllar propertIes and 
structure, and are therelore most dIfficult to resolve by 
other means. . 

As a separation procedure,. paper chromatography IS 
bigilly eflicient as compared wIth batch procedures. The 
sensitivity is high, the detection of the "spots". :rsually 
being the limiting factor; tbls IS precIsely where radIOIsotope 
techniques may offer conSIderable adva~tage. Anot~er 
important featur~ is that the procedure IS SImple and rapId, 
reqniring no ~qUlpn:rent except filter paper, ~helllIeals, ~nd 
glassware, which IS III contrast to other cbemICal separatIOn 
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procedures such as fraotional er!/st,alli.zaIOi'O~':~~~}:~~b:i1~~ff"t~;'~ Also, the latter procedures 
that can be crystallized or distilled, 
elevated temperatures, which may aegrl1cte the.t,est sulbstan'ce 
Large nnmbers of samples c!tn 
chromatography even with limited fo''''''hoo 

is carried ont by the application of a 
solution a short distance from one end of a strip of filter· 
paper. After tbe drop has dried, this end of the strip . 
placed in an appropriate solyent so tha.t the latter 
past the spot by capillary actIOn and along thepaper. 
results in a differential movement of the components 
test solution along the paper. The solvent usually CJ~i~"i " 
of a stationary aqueous phase which has a strong' 
for the filter paper, and an organic or mobile phase 
tends to move along the paper. As the mixed .<Alv,'nt. 
through the section of paper containing the test sul)star:'Jes 
the latter are distributed between the organic phase, WI""'.", 
is moving rapidly ahead, and the stationary aqueous """'pv, 

After completion of the separation, the individual ov:"v".v,.? 

spots are identified by color reactions, radioactivity, 
other methods. Details can be found in a number 
references.' In this section the discussion will he m-iinciDll.H,', 
concerned with methods using radioactivity. 

12.6.1. Techniques oj paper chromatography. Tbere 
various general techniques of paper chromatography, 
of which has certain advantages for specific purp,)ses, 
These may be described as follows: 

Descending chromatography 
Ascending chromatography 
Ascending-descending chromatography 
Two-dimensional chromatography 
Multiple development 
Circnlar or horizontal filter-paper chromatography 
Preparative paper chromatography. 

Brief comment follows on some of the specific expeJirrwn.tal 
techniques. . 

12.6.2. Experimental considerations in paper 
raphy. 

12.6.21. Ohoice oj filter paper. Numerous ~~~:~:i~c~:~! ~: 
filter papers are satisfactory for chromatographic s' 

i 'Nilson, 1940; Zecllweistm' and Cholnoky, 1941; 12:train, 1945; 'Veil and, . i n'0~rii:::2 
CaSSidy, 1951; Toennies and Kolb, 1951; 'VHlinms, 1951; Strain and Murphy, ~; 
O. C., 1953; Camar, 1955; Dcsty and Harbourn, 1937; Lederer and Lederer, 
Dl.lrrum, and ZWeig, 19S8, Smith, L, 1958. 
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The best paper for any given experimental requirements 
and conditions would have to be determined by trial. 
Characteristics of importance include texture, uniformity, 
and solvent speed. Description of the suitability of specific 
papers can be found in the literature [Block, Dun'um and 
Zweig, 1958; I"ederer and Lederer, 1957; Smith, 1., 1958]. 

12.6.22. Application of sample. The application of the 
sample to the paper is quite simple and yet may be tedious 
when large numbers of chromatograms are involved. 
Usually 5-1'1 pipets are employed. If it is necessary to use 
larger amount,s. of solution, the p:,per should be dried after 
each 5-1'1 applicatIOn. Larger pIpets may be used if the 
sample can be continuously dried in a current of warm air. 
It the initial spot is too large (greater than about I-em 
diameter), the chromatogram tends to be diffuse and 
indefinite. Ingenious commercial equipment is available 
for uniform application of the small volumes to paper strips, 

12.6.23. Solvents. Numerol's specific solvent mixtures 
have been described [Block, DUl'1'um, and Zweig, 1958; 
Lederer and Lederer, 1957; Smith, 1., 1958]. In most solven t 
mixtures, the water is used to saturate the organic solvent 
and only the saturated organic phase is used on the 
chromatogram. , 

12.6.24. Detection of spots. If radioactive materials 
are being used, then the spots may be readily detected by 
counting procedures or autoradiography. Commercial auto
matic scanning devices are available; these are based upon a 
method of moving the paper strip slowly past a counter, 
with the counts being automatically recorded on a chart 
that can be matched against the chromatogram. By regu
lation of the rate of strip movement and the width of the 
slit between the paper and counter, the optimum measure
ment conditions can be attained. If non-radioactive ma
t~rials are used, certain substances may be detected by 
vIrtue of their color or fluorescence. In general, however, it 
is necessary to use a reagent that reacts with the suhstances 
being separated to produce a visible color. If possible, the 
reagent should be applied in alcoholic solution, since this 
permits rapid drying and minimizes the spreading of spots. 
Usually the reagent is applied by light spraymg. Specific 
color reagents have been described in the literature [Block, 
Durrum, and Zweig, 1958; Lederer and Lederer, 1957; 
Smith, 1., 1958]. 

12.6.25. Identification of spots. A "map" can be pre
pared for the given experimental conditions using known 
compounds detected by chemical reagents, or known radio
active-labeled compounds. Also, the unknown radimwtive 
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material may be chromatograplled tOige'J.le".~'lLll'all.lW"1)e," 
tic sample of the suspected substance. 
pounds are identical, there should be complete cOi,ncidElHcej 
of the spots due to the two substances. 

12.6.3. Quantitative estimation of separated 
radioactive tracer's. Numerous methods have 
for the quantitative estimation of substances 
the panel' chromatogram, but when radioactive 
used, the quantitative determination of amounts 
stance present is greatly simplified. The method 
in section 12.6.24 for the detection of spots be 
refined, especially when compared with 
standards, to yield reliable quantitative results. 
may be taken of isotope-dilution procedures 
time and trouble necessary for complete se]JaI'at:ioDls 
1955]. It is often found convenient to 
sections of. the paper by conventional 
radioassay procedures. The inherent 
ment of radionuelides offers considerable 

The smallest activity necessary for a 
depends on the fraction of the activity 
to the counter, and on the characteristics 
and counting system. ' 

The resolution required will determine the hrQ'e",t, pos.liblle. 
slit which can be used in the counter. 
acceptable slit, the larger will be the 
presented to the counter. The) ~~;~:~~thl~h~:';~~~i~v tagged ma'terial may produce a n h~ri"". 

so that a large sample will be Pliw~)~e!i~:~aii~~ COlmt;"r"; 
with a given slit width; when a., 
occurs, the opposite effect will take 
presented to the counter will be,less. 

Geiger-Miiller-, proportional-, and 
techniques can be used, with a ,count-rate 
continuous recording. To obtain maximum reSlohlti,on,tn1f;, 
time constant of the rate meter and speed of the P}I,peJri 
strip past the, counter have to be set appropriately 
given activity and for the time available; ", ': 

Self-absorption will depend on the thickness oUhe P~~~~y; 
For, the coun'ting of soft beta emitters the thinnestr 
should be used, but other requirements of the expe.rlIll"rl~; 
may make a compromise necessary. 

Recent techniques for paper-strip SCl1Illling i''''''']VA 

pregnation of the paper with a P~~~;::~~:i 
[Seliger and AgTanoff, 1959] or the immersiono! ,.; 
a liquid scintillator [Roucayrol, Oberhausen, and Sclilttl,leJr,:; 
1957]. 



12.6.4. Quantitative estimation oj separated substances by 
other methods. 

12.6.41. Color comparison. Since in certain chemical 
"eactions the intensity of a color v"ries with the quantity 
of material present, it is possible to make estimates of the 
quantity of material present by visual. comparison with 
known samples chromatographed in exactly the same way 
as the unknown. Diflicu!ties arise on account of (a) lack of 
contrast between spot ,md background, (b) necessity of 
llsiuO' an amount in the concentration range in which the 
visihle gradation of color will be a function of concentl:ation, 
and (c) interfering substl1IlCeS that may be present m the 
sample and not in the standard. The success.of this method 
will be primarily dependent upon standardlzatlOn of ex
perimental conditions. 

Varions modifications have been employed using den
sitometers or colorimeters in an effort to determine the 
total color of the spot or the maximum color density and to 
relate these empirically to standard solutions. Commercial 
equipment, specifically designed for this purpose, is now 
available. 

12.6.42. Determinat-ion of spot area. It has been shown 
~hat usually the logarithm of the area of a spot is' a lineal' 
function of the concentmtion. The area can be experi
mentally determined by use of a pitlnim,eter or by cutting 
out the spot and weighing the paper. 'I he area metbod IS 
usuallv less sensitive than the color-comparison method 
but is" less affected by experimental variables. It ean be 
used only where the boundaries are distinct, and in any 
event standards .are required. 

12.6.43. Elution. Of most general applicatlOn, perhaps, 
is the procedure of cutting out the spot of the chromatogr":m 
containing the separated matenal, dlssolvmg the matenal 
from the paper and analyzing it by the appropriate method. 
The limiting f~ctor will usually be the sensitivity of the 
analytical method. 

12".6.5. Paper electrophores;". Paper electrophoresis is 
based on the differential migration of solutes due to. applica
tion of an electrical current. Paper electrophoresis can be 
utilized with or without simultaneous chromatograpbic 
separation. Over 2,000 papers on this subject have now 
been published and from standard texts equipment may be 
chosen for any givcn problem [ComaI', 1955]. Although 
there arc numerOI1S minor modifications of instrumentation, 
tbe basic techniques of paper electrophoresis can be classi
fied as r ollows: 
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1. Closed strip (evaporation prevented) 
(a) Solid support 
(b) N onpolarliquid . 

2. Semiclosed (evaporation permitted) 
3. Open strip (evaporation permitted) 

(a) Horizontal type 
(b) Hanging-strip type. 

Attention is calleel. to eqUip.nm~e~n,:!t~uln6o(::~\;.v.~~:~nl~.i~~;i~\~,f0 
available that operates on the c·. jJ:;~l~:;;;f~! ! 
Some advantages are as follows : (a) RelatIvely large' 
of materials can be separated, (b) diflicdties due 
tion by the filter paper are minimized,(c) the 
solvent or background electrolyte is not aBcritical 
conventional paper electrophoresis, and ,~,~~f~i~~'~;~ 
up and elution of paper are required, since fl 
are collectecl off drip points. 

12.7. Autoradiography 

Autoradiography permits visualization ;':t.~~~~~ft;~i~s of radioactive nuclides within abL~t;::~;~~,~~:o~!~ is of particular advantage with 
providing information that is. . 
methods. Applications range from the micro 
permits study of individual subcellular elements, to 
gross scale, which, for example, is lCseful for evaluation 
macrodeposition in tissues and paper chromatograms. 

Autoradiography does not generally require elE'ctl·ortic .•... ·. 
equipment; much the same.art and will be 
for meaningful results as are needed 

chemical techniques. Adequate l~f~::~~~!l~~,:f~~ 
that cover aspects of methodology ;~1~~;~~l\r;~;,']j.~~ 1949; Gross, Bogoroch, Nadler, and 
1951; Herz, 1951; Leblond and Gross, 1951; 
Fitzgerald, 1952; Fitzgerald, Simmel, Weinstein, 
19.53; B0yd, 1955; ComaI', 1955]. 

The techniques require consideration oof~·. o~I,~~ti~il1~Ii"~h~'~'!j 
subjects: photographic emulsion, relevant n 
radionuclide, amount of radionuclide eift~i~i~g, 
handling of tissues, photographic processing, 
evaluation. 

12.7.1. Autoradiographic procedures. There 
monly used procedures that differ primarily in 
of contact between tissue section and emulsion. 
statement of the principle, aclvantages, disadvantages, ".nrt>.,:: 
recommended usc is presented for each. 

12.7.11. Simple apposition. Principle: 'hho~;:I~~~~~ 'i; 
to be studied is placed in contact with the p 



emulsion and kept in contact by pressure; at the end of the 
exposure period the specimen is removed, and the film 
developed. 

Advantages: The method is rapid and simple, and pre
treatment of the sample is minimal, so that radionuclide 
losses are avoided. Since poor resolution is inevitable, it is 
possible to make advantageous use of a sensitive ,film .to 
decrease the exposure time and/or the amount 01 radIO
activity required in the sample. The autoradiogram. can 
be used for densitometric measurement, since there wIll be 
no interference from the specimen. The sections can be 
stained after preparation 01 the autoradiogram, and there is 
no interference from the emulsion. 

Disadvantages: Poor contact is responsible for loss of 
resolution, and cellular localization is usually not possible. 
It is difficult to superimpose accurately the object and 
autoradiogram. 

Recommended use: This method is satisfactory for 
goross autoradiograms, especially for samples in which the 
radionuclide localizations are widely separated. It has been 
particularly useful in studies with bones, frozen tissue, and 
paper chromatograms. 

12.7.12. Mounting method. In this method, which is 
illustrated in figure 12.7-1, the sections are mounted on the 
emulsion and remain permanently bonded thereto through
out the subsequent photographic and staining processes. 

Advantages: The metho.d is relatively simple .. The 
contact, registry, and resolutIOn are good, thus pernllttmg 
studies on the cellular level. The autoradiogram and sec
tion are always matched and are observed simultaneously; 
this allows correlation between structure and photographic 
image. 

Disadvantages: There are possibilities of radionuclide 
loss during the fixation and processing of the tissue. There 
may be spotty development on account of nonuniform 
penetration of the tissue by the developer. The emulsion 
gelatin tends to absorb the tissue stain, and also the photo
graphic darkening may be masked by the opacity of the tissue. 
There is the possibility of chemical effects on the emulsion 
due to direct contact with the tissue. This technique is 
difficult to use with plastic or celloidin-embedded material. 

Recommended use: The mounting method has been 
widely used for iodine-131 localization in thyroid tissue. 
Also, blood smears and bone-marrow smears have been 
studied by applying such samples directly to the surface of 
the emulsion. 
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12.7.13. Coating method. In this method, 
illustrated in figure 12.7-2, the section is covered w)'~;h~a~:~;;t/;~ 
emulsion which is allowed to harden and forms a f 
bond for subseqnent exposure and processing. 

Advantages: Good contact and constant rel,islory 
obtained which lead to good resolution and 
correlation of radioactivity with histological strnc1ture, >lllt'~ : •. 
the photographic image and section are 
taneously. A celloidin layer protects the 
photographic processing fluids, and in the in'vel'sic)n n~e:;no,.a 
[Comar, 1955], the photographic image is protected 
staining fluids. 'I'he thickness of the fluid emulsion can 
somewhat controlled. 

Disadvantages: 'rhe handling of the emulsion tends 
increase the background fog, and the preparation of 
emulsion of uniform thickness is difficult. There 



[J'EMULSION 

FIGURE 12.7-2. Coating method. 
The gel is maintained at 3i 00 in a beaker, and the slides are warmc(l (A); drops 0,£ the ,f1Uig 

emulsion am applied to specimen on marked slide (B); the dr!,lPs arc spr9ud !l,velll)' (0), a? 
the slide is tilted to give even distribution (D). [Fitzgerald, Slmmel, WeUlstmo, and Martm, 
1953; courtesy of Paul B. Hoeller, Inc.] 

possibilities of radionuclide loss during; aJ~y. preliminary 
histological processing and also by solutIOn mto the lIqUid 
emulsion. 

Recommended use: Coating autoradiograms have 
proved satisfactory for cytological studies with bones, teeth, 
and soft tissues. . 

12.7.14. Stripping-film method. In this method, which 
is illustrated in fiame 12.7-3, an emulsIOn IS stripped from 
its base and flatte'bed over the histological section or smear 
on a glass slide. The specimen can be stained either before 
eon tact with the film or through the film base after exposure. 
Unstained sections can be studied by phase microscopy. 
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Advantages: . The proeedure is oAmo.wl,o.t 
than the coating method; offers the 
emulsion thiclmess, good contact, COllst,.nt 
excellent resolntion; and permits good . 
activity with histological structure. Dependmg 
method used, the impervious base emulsion may 
the sensitive emulsion from the tissue. 

Disadvantages: There are ~~~~~~~:t~rirjT:~~~~ri!~i' loss during the wet processing. 
low, and the base emulsion may 
tend to reduce the resolution. 

Recommended use: The strippingcfilm 
proved satisfactory for cytological studies with 
and animal tissues. Quantit!'tive results at!ow 
activity have been made possible by the countmg i~~~i~ 

12.7.2. Sources of error in autoradiograms . . There 
possible sources of error in autoradiograms, and the 
list should be kept in mind when the 
of the photographic image into 
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1. Removal or relocation of the radioactive atoms by 
biological or physical processes during the time between 
sampling and formation of the photographic image. 

2. Extraneous sources of image production, such as 
chemically active substauces in the specimen; pressure on 
the emulsion; rl1diol1ctivity in the films, chemiCltls, or @'1l1ss 
used in processing; l1nd stl'l1y light or ionizing radiation. 

. 3. Fading of the latent image or desensitization of the 
emulsion by the specimen. 

4. Nonuniform development. 
5. Scratches in the film, deposition of debris. 
6. Effects of staining solution on the emulsion. 
7. Movement of sample on film during exposure. 

Many of the uncertainties have been eliminated in the 
pI:oeedures that have been.rofer:ed to. However it is always 
WIse, when makmg a serres of autorachogTams to include 
similar samples with no radioactivity as a contr~l for errors 
that may teI!d to produce extraneous in:ages. With gross 
samples, It IS sometImes pOSSIble to d,ssect out regions 
corresponding to different areas of darkening and measure the 
radioactivity. 

Informatio~ on types of film. suitable for particular 
purposes, thClr senSItIVIty, resolutIOn and background is 
summftrized in table 12.7-1. ' 

12.7.3 .. Quantitative estimation with autoradiograms. Auto
radiography is used principally to obtain qualitative informa
tion on the distribution of radioactivity in biological material. 
However, it can also provide quantitative information 
regarding the actual activity deposited i:r particular regions: 
For thIs purl?ose the photographIC den~Ity of the region on 
the autoradIOgram IS deternn;ned WIth a densitometer 
(u~ing a sufficiently. small aperture so that the density is 
umform over the regIOn VIewed by the detector) and related 
to activit:\; b:y a ?alibration curve. for the film exposed to 
known actIVItIes of the radronuchde III question under identi
cal conditions. 

Autoradiograms may also be used to determine the radia
tion dose, in rads, delivered to particular regions of tissue'by 
exposing the frlm to a "block" or thick section of the tissue 
under precisely controlled conditions. 'I'he maximum and 
minimum dose in small regions may be found by using a 
small-aperture densitometer and comparing with calibration 
frlm exposed to known doses from the same radionuclide 
un~er the. same conditions. The average dose in a large 
regron of tIssue may also be found by comparing the average 
attenuatIOn by the film of a broad, uniform light beam with 
the attenuatIOn of thIS beam through suitable calibration 
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Use Sensitivity 

Gross localization 
minimal 
tions. 

Histological sections of Medium Good_~_~ ____ , __ 
moderate concentra- lantern 
tions. sUde. 

Histological section:: that NTD. 
arc mounted. 

When {J tracks arc to be High for fJ 
observed, tracks. 

When ~ tracks arc to be 
observed, 

NTA .• _______ High foro: 
tracks. 

When tracks are to be Liquid 
observed. emulsion. 

StripPing Low. _________ 

frlms. . Thi.s techniqu. e has been applied to 
determmatrons III the thyroid "land l"IllCI"lr, 

Low; 

Farran, Harriss
b 

and Lamerton, l!)56] .. .. could 
to many other iological situations. (For a 
ences on autoradiography, noto Laboratory l~c:{'~;~~r~i;:;;'.~~ 
No.1, Jan.-Fob. 1959, "Report on International 
on Autoradiography, 1958.") 

Part III. Disposal of Radic.activ,el\>iaterials 

13. Disposal Procedure 

13.1. Disposal Limits 

It is not the purpose of this handbook to set diispo,sa.i .' 
limits, but to refer tho reader. to tho sources of ~~~~ri:irii;i~ iJ to summarizo them, and to present methods for d 
quantities conforming to those limits. 

Disposal levels have been suggested .in various 
books published by the N ationa!. Bureau of ;:;g~C;:1.~[~~~N 
(NCRP-NBS Handbooks 49, 53, and 69 and .• 
also referred to NCRP-NBS Handbooks'48 58 
forthcoming revision of Handbook 42,all de~ling 
subjects). 

The regulations governing radionuclide dgg~~!Js~;i6:~1 
ever, est,,;blish:d by the Atomic .Energyl 
are con tamed m the Federal RegIster title 10 
20.301-305, and these regulations will form the 



this section. It should be pointed out that the referencc 
ci~ed quotcs the, regulations in force at the time of writing 
thIS Manual. Changes and reVISlOns are to be expected in 
later regulations. 

13.1.1. JVfethods of disposal. According to the provisions 
of the Federal Rei\ister, title 10, CFR, part 20.301-304 
disposal may take place in thc following ways: ' 

13.1.10. Transfer to authorized reCipient. I.e. to 
licensed commercial waste disposal agency, as provided for 
in the Federal Register, title 10, CFR, part 20.301.' 

13.1.11. In sanitary sewer systems. The radioactive 
material must be readily soluble and dispersible in water 
and must not excced 

1. Per day: (a) The quantity which when diluted 
by the average daily quantity of fluid released into the sewer 
by the licensee will result in an average concentration not 
greater than the values spccified in appendix B table I 
?olumn 2,.0£ 10 CFR 20, or (b) ~O times the valu~s quoted 
m appendIX C of 10 CFR 20. rhe larger of (a) or (b) is 
permissible. 

2. Per month: The quantity which, when diluted by 
the average monthly quantity of fluid released into the scwer 
by the licensee will result in an average concentration not 
greater than the values quoted in appendix B table II 
column 2, of 10 CFR 20. ,. i 

3. Per year: Not more than 1 curie of all radioactive 
material per licensee. 

4. Excreta from individuals undergoing medical diaO'
nosis or therapy with radioactivc material is exempt fro~ 
these provisions. . 

13.1.12. By burial in the soil. This mcthod may bc used 
provided 

1. Thc amount per burial does not exceed 1 000 times 
thc amounts in appendix C of 10 OFR 20. ' 

2. Burial is at minimum depth of 4 ft. 
3. Burials are sl?aced not less than 6 ft apart. 
4. Burials are IImlt.ed to 12 per year in anyone area. 

Larger amounts may be approved on application to the 
Atomic Energy Oommission, supplying full details. 

13.1.1S,. Other methods. Disposal by any other method 
tha.'lln seetlOns 13.1:10. to 13.1.12. maybe approved on appli
catlOn to the AtomIC Energy CommlSslOn, supplyinO' filll de
tails of the method and concentrations in air and ~ater re
sulting from the disposal, pursuant to 10 CFR 20, 103 and 302. 

Referred to hereinafter as 10 OFR 20. 
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:~~~~tf~;~~~st~ 
~~;~~;:;~~i~tt~;~ greater than 
II, 1, oUO CFR 20. 

froin.incineration. shall. be treated asot.1h",;~()jicl 
waste and must come .under section. 13.1.12. unless 
native method is approved. ~ .. ,,,,.,,, 

13.2. Determination of Permissible Disposa'ble QualltH)i} 

13.2.1. Li'l.uid wastes .. . The appropriate water 
be Imown. .For hospitals this may be based, un u,'~ 
of bed~, talnnj; the flow as 1,000 liters per bedjler 
other mstltutlOns,the flow may be taken as 500 •• o·v<o >1 

person 1;er day, or 0.5 X 10' ml per person per day. 

populatlOn.ls generally .about twice ~h~e~.~ ~~~if.~~:i~1;~~~; To obtam the pernusslble daily 
permissible water for the 
tion (app. B, table OFR 20) by 0.5 
bel' of persons O'ives the 'p"rnlis,libledJiti 

discharge of each ~~fl}~~~~~;;~dfc":;;~~fil~!PiK To obtain the monthly th;~r~i~ri"(~11~ water concentration for the q 
B,table I, col. 2, of 10 CFR 
of persons employed. This 
dIscharge of each radionuclide. 

Estimate the total output for a year on the 
above, and if the amounts total more than 1 
materials the permissible discharge levels must 
accordingly. 

13.2.11. As an example, an institution of 
rec~iving iodine-13I, phosphorus-32, gold-198, 
for Its research program would be able to dispose 
ually, per month neglecting, for the moment . the 
per year limit. ' 

I-131 100XlO'XO.5X30X9XlO-' 
=13.5 XlO'l'c=13finm>/,Y',' 

P-S,2 100XlO'XO.5X30X6XI0-4 

=90XI0'l'c~9.00 
Au-198 100X10'XO.5X30X9XlO-3 

= 1350 XlO',~c==13;500fiic 
0-14 100X10'XO.5X3QX10-' 

=J.5X 
Obviously these numbers are. not realistic in Lua .. ".,,,,,, 

highly unlikely that such an institution would 
quantities of an:)' of these nuclides, except p,.ssi,bl:v !()dIM',; 
131, let alone dIspose of them. Except in 



major spill, it is probable that disposals of gold-198 and 
phosphorus-32 would rarely reach even 1 percent of the 
above values; for carbon-14 the possibility would be very 
much less. 

It appears that iodine-1:11 is the only nuclide which 
might present a problem. If, in the institution in question, 
an average of 200 me of this material were used in therapy 
each month (an unlikely circumstance for such a small insti
tution), it is possible that half or more may be excreted in the 
patients' urine. Although the Federal Hegister (10 CFH 
20.303) specifically exempts patients' excreta from its restric
tions, it is felt that it would be preferable to inclnde this 
disposal in the institutional average when practicable. If 
the amount of radionuclide is such that the quantity to be 
disposed of is greatcr than thc permissible disposable amount, 
the more active samples may be stored for partial decay. 
This can be done conveniently by discriminating between 
the excreta of patients given large therapeutic doses and that 
from patients given smaller therapeutic 01' diagnostic doses. 
It should be noted also that some patients will be treated 
as outpatients and that the disposal of active excreta may 
not take place through the hospital sewer system. 

From the point of view of the permissible disposal 
quantity of all radionuclides of 1 curie per year, since iodine-
131 is the only nuclide having significant disposal quantities, 
it might be considered that 500 mc could be the annual quota 
for this material; this might represent 50 percent of the 
amount used in the institution. With a standing order of 
200 mc pel' month, and an average delay of 5 days between 
shipment and disposal, an average 50 percent dispoeal 
quantity would be about 65 mc; this would be about 800 me 
annually. One week's storage of the most active specimens 
could readily reduce this well below the necessary level. 

It is repeated that j,his is an unlikely sitnation for such 
a small institution; for a larger institution the permissible 
disposable quantity increases in proportion to the number of 
persons, as far as concentmtion in the liquid effluent is con
cerned, but the 1-curie-pcr-year limitation still applies and 
would probably be the principal limiting factor. 

13.2.12. For known volumes of disposable liquids, activi
ties may be measured by any of the methods described in 
previous sections (see sec. 12). 

For pipet and other glassware washings, it is reasonable 
to assume that not more than 1 percent of the purchased 
radionuclide will be thus squandered. 
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Forwet1i!~11~~~~!!~:!i!~l!!I!l!l!!1I mate can. be made U C'll< v'"' U 

13.2.2. Dry waste tn"tnlerat'or. 
specifically ~p,p,;~~~,~ 
pursuant to ",v.ov:e. 
incinerator must 
usnally provide 

able from the, ;;~b~~~i{;{e ~r1fi~;~:i~:al~i~~~~ one pound of c( 
7,000 l!~ers of gas. Allowance·may be 
to auxil,ary fuel, excess air and dilution after 
the stack (see NCHP-NBS Handbook 53). 

It must be known whethcr the rad~'[O,n~U~c~l~idfe~ .. ~in~·· ·t§:m[i~~ will vaporize or remain in the ashes or 
dust-particle dispersion may occur. ' 
mation is contained in "Hadiation 
[Blatz, 1959, pp. 21-54]. 

For tho~e wastes which vaporize,analOgO~',S~~~~t;~~~~\~ thos~outlmed above, shall be followed using 
d,1utlOn factors and appendix B table II 
CFH 20. " 

13.2.3. Dry waste for disposal 
garbage, including ashes). This 
if specifically approved by the Atomic 
and if the provisions of 10 CFH 20, 
Levels for such disposal appear in the N 
on Hadiation Protection and 
Bureau of Standards Handbooks, but each 
must be an individual problem. In some :s ~~t~mi~;j~~t 
storage pits are used. Accurate records of all a 
posed of in this fashion must be kept. 

13.3. Measurement of'Disposal Amounts 

. Although calcnlations of the average disposal 
frequently. the :nost useful manner of dealing 

.
problems, mdlvldual measurements are.sometinies 
This is usually the case whenever a sample of 
is to be disposed of. Such unknowns occur 
time owing to the data and labels. on storage 
example, having been lost, or as the result of 
contamination providing waste uncertain 

13.3.1. Gamma-ray samples. ,salm121e~ 

type can be measured very a(1,eqllately ~i:~!~~i~~;~d~~f2~ »rated instruments of the survey 
18 to measure the dose rate at a Cll"'"'". 



sample and thus estimate the activity. The method is 
;,-" .z essentially that of section 3.6, but more approximate pro- J! '" i.,'S 0 oi '" 

.,; 
cedures are adequate and an accuracy of ±25 percent may ~a, ~ 

be considered satisfactory. 
13.3.2. Beta-particle samples. If the waste sample emits ~.g ,<3:::;-9~$ 

~~~~ beta particles only, the previous method cannot be used. ;< .• ~~~~~ ~~ 

i"@ 8883e The most useful method is to use a survey instrument of the ~~~~~ _00<00 *.l8.:P '1<X.!S"'!9 
end-window Geiger-Muller-counter type and test various .~ . ............... 00 >-<0000 

ii>§tb 
~~~~~ parts of the sample. The material may be disposed of by s::f .... $ 

one of the recognized methods above, provided the levels ~~ ...... """" .... '<1' 

do not exceed acceptable contamination levels (NCRP-NBS · ~:5~ci • 
Handbook 48): (radionuclidcs such as carbon-14, sodium- .~ 

~ ...!. -s:! 

22, phosphorus-32, sulfur-35, iron-59, cobalt-60, iodine-131, 
.~ 

:a8~~ §: l' 
cesium-barium-137, gold-198-1,OOO counts per minute " ~:;:a~ :;J -. d uncovered very close to the window of a counter with a ~ " .~ 

2-square-in. window; radionuclides such as ealcium-45, :E, '0 
0 

.~ ~ iron-55, strontium-yttrium-90---100 counts per minute on • ~ ~ 
~ d ..< d 

end-window Geiger-MillieI' counter, 2-square-in. window). " • Higher activities should either be stored to decay further, '" '" ,ff~q ~§s or an actual estimate must be made of the activity in the ~ 

" 88B 88e. 
sample. o~~ ~OM 

S~q ~N~ 

~oo ~"";d 

8t::';<- riig ~O~ 

88S 888- S 
~~;:q ~oo 'l! ~":"'~ 
N~O N~O 0 

, , 
.; .; , 

.;:, 
~ .. 
" " 8' :2 ~ 

,q ,q 
~ S " " "s 0 " " i1i ~ ~ 

N 
~ " 0 ~ !ll " g~ 0 i!j 

" § 
~ 
~ '" 0: M ~ 0 0 0 !ll ~o ~ ~ N ~~ 
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Nuclear decay datafor radionuclides which may be useful in medicine a-Continued 

I {J Enflrgies-Mev JliJ ~-\..nnihi- "( Energies-Mev r 
Element Z HaH-life I R,dl,tion (number per rlisinte- Mev! lation (photons per disin- r-cmN I emitted gration) (EO Ka- dis. radiation togration) m~h 

X-ray listed with (J) Mev 
I 
1 EC,'Y 

, 
L----Cobalt-57 _____ ________________ 27 270 d [0.0004(1) ] ------------- 0.14(0.06),0.12(0.92) b 0.91 
I 0.01(0.09) 

Cobalt-58 _____ --------------- 27 7ld EC,{3'"'Y 0.47(0.15) [0.0064(0.85») 1 0.035 0.511(0.30) 0.81(1) I, 5.,11 
Cobalt·oo _____________________ 

27 5.2 Y (J-, 'Y 0.31(1) i 0.094 ------+------ 1.33(1),1.17(1) 12.90 
COPPel'-M ___ ----_._--------- 2lJ 12.8 h EC,{J~ 0.57(0.38),0.66(0.19) , 0.13 0.511(0.38) 1.34(0.01) l.h 

(3-,"( [0.0075(0.42)] 

Gallium-72. _. ________________ 31 14.3 h (J-, 'Y 3.17(0.05),2.5(0.05) 0.357 ---------_._. 2.51(0.19),2.49(0.11) 14.71 
1.94(0.07), 1.51(0.07) 2.20(0.32),1.86(0.06) 
0.96(0.35),0.68(0.24) 1.68(0.02),1.60(0.06) 

I 
0.66(0.17) 1.46(0.04),1.27(0.02) 

1.23(0.01),1.05(0.07) 

I 
0.89(0.11),0.84(0.96) 
0.81(0.03),0.73(0.04) 

I 
I 0.63(0.23), 0.60(0.08) 

I I 0.44(0.01) 
I I GOld-19L __ .. _____ .. __ . __ .. __ 79 2.69 d 1'-,' 0.96(0.99),0.28(0.01) 0.328 ------------- 0.68(0.01),0.41(0.95) 2.21 

Hydrogen-3 ___________________ 1 
I 

12.26 Y 1,- 0.02(1) 0.006 I ------------- -----.--------------~---

Iodine-125 _____ • ____________ ._ 53 60d EO,'Y [0.027(1)J ---.-~-. --~----~-.-.- 0.04(0.07) " O.O! 
Iodine·130" ___________ " _______ 53 12.6 h (J-, 'Y 1.02(0.46),0.60(0.54) 0.285 ------------- 1.15(0.31),0.74(0.69) l2.h 

0.66(1),0.53(1) 
. 0.41(0.23) . 

Iodine-13! _____ • _._" _~ ________ 53 8.05 d (r, 'Y I 0.81(0.01),0.61(0.87) 0.188 -"-_.-----._" 0.72(0.03),0.64(0.09) 2. 2~ 
0.34(0.09),0.25(0.03) 0.51 (0.01),0.36(0.80) 

I C.28(0.OI').0.08(G.C2) 

53 2.33 h (J-, 'Y 2.12{O.18),1.53(0.24) 0.49 2,2(0.02),1.9(0.04) 12.3, 1.16(0.23),1,0(0.20) 1.40(0.13),1.16(0.10) 
0.7(0.15) 0.96(0.23),0.78(0.94) 

0.67(1),0.62(0,06) 
0.53(0.28) 

II.'On~55" ~. _______ ~_~ ________ H_ 

26 2.7 Y EO {0.0059(1)J 

26 45 d (J-,7 0.46(0.53),0.27(0.4J}) 0.118 1.29(0.43),1.10(0.57) 
0.13(0.01) 0.19(0,03) 

6·21 

Manganese-52_ 25 5.7d EO, ,8+, 'Y 0.58(0.33) 0.072 0.511 (0. 66) 1.45(1),0.94(1) 18. 52 (0.0054(0.65)J 0,73(1) 
25 320 d EO, 'Y {0.0054(1)J 0.84(1) 4:'70 
80 2.7d EO,'Y [0.068(1)] 0.08(0.19) dO.070 
SO 47d (J-,7 0.21(1) 0.10 0.28(0.31) 0.45 

PllospllOrus~32 ____ " _______ " ___ 
15 14.2d (J- 1.71-<r) 0.70 

19 12.4h (J-,7 3.54(0.81),1.98(0.18) 1.42 1.53(0.18) 1,,35 
88 1620 Y a,tr, 'Y Many Many e 8.25 

" 7.5d (J-,7 1.06(0.93), 0.81 (0.01) 
0.73(0.06) 

0.34 0'.34(0.06),0.25(0:01) 

11 2.6y EO,{3+,''Y 0.54(0.90) (O.OOl(O.lO)J 0.511(1.80) 1.28(1) 
11 15h (J-,7 1.39(1) 2.75(1),1.37(1) 

~trontium',·89_, ___ "~ _______ ,_' __ • 54d p-

, , 
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Nuclear decay data j01' radionuclides which may be useful in medicine a-Continued. 

(3 Enurgies-Mev E{J Annihi- l' Energies-Mev r 
Element Z Half-life Radiation (number per disinte· Mev/ latioll (photons per disin· r-eroN 

emitted gration) (EO Ka- dis. radiation tegration) mc-h 
X-ray listed with {3) :Mev 

Tellurium-12l .. _._._. ________ ., 17d EO,,,! {O.O26(1)] -------- --------.-.-. O.58{O.87),0.51(0,13) f3.3o 
0.07(0.02) 

Tin-lUL ______________________ 50 H8d EO,,", [0.024(1)J -------. ------.-.-.-. 0.26(0.02) g 1.50 
(decays to indium-113m) 49 J.7h " -- ---------------------- -------- ------------- 0.39(0,65) 

Yttrium-OO. ______ ._. _________ 39 64h ~- 2.23(1) 0.93 ------.---.-. --------- -.------------
Zinc-65. ___________ • __________ 30 244d EC,{J+' 'Y 0.32(0.02) 0.0024 0.511 (0. 03) 1.11(0.49) 2.99 

[0.008{O.98) J 

~ In this table are listed most of the radionuclides currently used in medical 
practice or research. The nuclear data represent a collection from a number 
of published :;ources, but the great majority has been kindly supplied by 
C. 1. McGinnis of the National Academy of Sciences-National Research 
Council Nuclear Data Group. The bromine-82 gamma-ray data are from 
unpublished information supplied by private communication by A. n. W. 
Aten for the IORU Oommittee I (1959) Report. Only bf'ta and gamma rays 
with an inteusity of 1 percent or more are listed and their energies are given 
to the nearest 0.01 Mev_ Intensities are given to the nearest 1 percent. 
Auger and conversion electrons have not been included in the average beta
ray energies of col. 6. In the caso of electron capturers, K",X-rayeU(lrgies 
and the number of electron captures per disintegration have been given in 
square brackets in col. 5, but neither these X rays nor the X rays arising from 
conversion electrons have been included in the calculation of r. which is 
defined for gamma rays only. The gamma-ray intensities in coL S are tho<;o 
for photons only and do not include the intensities of conversion electrons. 
The values of r were computed by W. n. Mann. using a dose-rare-photon
energy curve calculated by K. W. Geiger from the data given in table 8-1 
of the 1959 lORU Report for a value of W=34.0 ev per iOn pair. 

b If the 6.4-kev J(a.-X-ray, arising from electron capture, were treated as a 
gamma ray, then the value of r would be 7.41'·cm2/mc-h and the inclusion 

of such X rays arising from internal conversion of the 14A-kev gamma ray 
(which in all other cases, except tin-li3 and iodine-125, make a negligible 
contribution) would increase the value of r to 12.5 1'-cm2jme-h. The data 
used in this and following footnotes to calculate the ratio of J( to L electron 
capture were obtaincd from Brysk and Rose (1958). 

~ If the 27-kev J( ,..X-ray, arising from electron capture, were treated as a 
gamma ray, then the value of r would be 0.7 r-cm2/mc-h and the inclusion 
of such X rays arising from internal con'leNion of the 35-kev gamma ray 
would increase the value of r to 1.4 r-cm~/mc-h. 

d If the 68-kev K",X-ray, arising from electron capture, were treated a,s a 
gamma my, then the value of r would be 0.35 r-cm2/mc-h. 

e r-cm2/mg-hj O.O-mm Pt filter. 
f If the 26-kev K",X-ray. arising from electron capture, were treated as a 

gamma ray, then the value of r would be 4.2 r-cm2/mc-h. 
g This value of r is for tin·1l3 in equilibrium with indium-113m , their 

respective contlibutions to r being 0.03 and 1.47 r-cm2jmc-h. If the 24-kev 
[(",X-ray arising from electron capture, were to be treated as a gamma ray. 
then the equilibrium value of r would be 2.5 r-cm2/mc-h and the inclusion 
of such X rays arising from internal conversion of the D.39-Mev gamma ray 
would increase the value of r to 2,8 r-cm2Jmc-h. 

Appendix B 

Class 

) 

I 

Preferred methods Of measurementjor clinical and biologiccl pw'poses 

Purpose Radiation 

Calibration of shipments or ali~ 13, 'Y or bTemsstTah~ 
quots. lUng. 

CheCking?"u,(,ue,ts,.,.d:mJln-i 'Y and bremsstrah· 
!Stration. lU'fIg. 

Measurementofdoseratefrom 
small sealed Sources. 

j 

'1'ype 

Calibrated well ionization charn~ 
b",_ 

Simple fixed geometry Geiger
Millier or Scintillation system. 

chamber and fixed 

Approximate 
sensitivity 

Remarks 
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Prefen'ed methods of meaSU1'e'ment for cliniCf1l and bioloaical pW'poses-Continued 

Class Remarks Purpose Radiation 1'ype I Approximate 
_______ >-_____________________ I. _____________ > __________________ . _______ , ____ "_n_"_-t_tV_it_'_. __ .~------------------------

g 
E e 

m = 
~ • E 
= _2 

j 
. § 
~ 

2 
3 

Excreta samples (total volume). 'Y and bremsstrah
lung. 

Blood and other small samplcs_ 'Y and bremssirah
lImg . 

p .......•.•.......• 

low energy fi-- ___ _ 

Scintillation crystal (inorganic) . __ O.OI!,c 1-131 up ___ _ 

Ringoflarge Geiger-Muller count- O.1!,c 1-131 up ____ _ 
ers. 

Weli scintillation counter__________ 0.00005!,c 1-131- __ _ 

Cylindrical jacketed Gcigcr-MUl- 0.00005!,e P-32 ___ _ 
ler counter. 

Gas-flow Geiger-Muller countcr ___ O.OOOl!'c C-1L ___ _ 

Chromatographic and auto
radiographic samples, etc. 

(3 _______ ~ _____ "____ End-window Geiger-Muller or 0.0002!,c/cm2 0-14, 
ga&-fiQw Geiger-Muller system . 

Efficiency for 1-131 and Co-GO very 
similar. 

Efficiency for 1-131 and Co-60 very 
similar. 

Sensitivity depends on betacnergy. 

Sensitivity depends primarily on 
sample preparation. 

Sensitivity varies according to 
radionuclide studied. 

I 
--=--I--R-o-u-t-,n-,-'-a-b-m-n-,-,,-y-m-o-m--t-o-'-ln-g-_I-p->-.-.-.. -.-.-.. -.-.-.. -.-.-... I -G-,-,g-'-'--"'-'-ti-n-,,---oo-u-n-'-o-,.-.-.. -.-.-.. -.-.-.. -.-,I-O-_O-O-O-l-'-O.-"-.-3-2-u-p-__ II--------------

DisposaL ________ ~ ___ ~ ________ 'Y and bremsstrah- -simgfc--fixed--ieometi~y--(3"ciger:- ~:~~Ct~ f~~~~~=:1 
lUng. :Yluller or scintillation system. 

Calibrated ionization chambcr~.~_ 1 mc up __________ _ 

" 
" IV ~ 

Technique 

Appendix C 

Measurements necessary in diagnostic techniques 

Radionuclide 
Approximate 
amount used 

-" 

Bulk 
calibra

tion 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

Cheek
ingot 

aliquot 
for ad
minis
tration 

x 
X 
x 
x 
x 
x 

lnt,j/Jo 
quanti
tative 

x 

x 
x 

InvilJo 
distri
bution 

x 
x 

x 
x 

Blood 

" other 

Labora-

~O:Ji~ 
toring 
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